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hBSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to evaluate programs of

the Department of Housing and Urban Development and other specified
Federal agencies regarding their responsiveness to the problems and
needs of small communities. A major objective was to define a ',small',
community and to determine how its problems and needs differ from
thost: of a large community. (Each of the 36 communities included in
the study had a population of 50,000 or less.) A methodology was
established through which the study team could identify and analyze
the needs and problem- of small communities in a context which is
meaningful for an evaluation of Federal program assistance. A small
community profile (scP), appendix A, was designed to provide
information on the governmental, economic, physical, and social
characteristics of the community and to serve as a methodology
whereby such information cou.7.d be obtained and analyzed concurrently
and subsequently by professionill staff having familiarity with
Federal programs. The SCP and the community study methodology covered
3 types of information: (1) information and data in the "real,'
characteristics of the community; (2) information on community
capabilities; and (3) information on problems as perceived by the
community. Twenty-three recommendations for strengthening community
programs were put forth, and the SCP and study me7..hodology were
recommended for use in the analysis of other communities. (LS)
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lion. HERMAN E. TALmAnoE.
Cha;rman. CommMee on Agrku1ture and ForeNirg, 11.8. Senate,

WashingtoihD.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : In June of 1970 the 'Department of Housing

and Urban Thvelopment contracted with the Jacobs Company, Inc.of Chicago, Illinois, to conduct a study concerning the needs ot small
eon i m n ni t ies as they related to Federal assistance programs. Although
this study was financed with public funds, the findings and resultsof the study have never been made available to the public or to other
branehes or agencies of the Federal Government who have P. driedinterest. in the subjeet, An vnalysis of this study by our Rural Devel-
opment Subcommittee staff reveals that the stittly's findings would beof significant value to Members of the Committee and the Senate.Therefore, I respectfully request. that Volume I of the study, entitled,"A Study of Small Commimity Needs As llt,lated to Federal nousing
and Community Development Assistaiwe," be pri,1ted as a Comm-itteePrint.

The purposes of this shifty are (1) to identify small eommmiityprobleins and needs. (it) to determine the extent to which the &liveryof and other Federal program as.,istance is meeting these needs,and (3) to make recommendations for improvements in the deliierysystem, where needed. The study was basen1 upon an in-depth field
snrvey and analysis of 36 small communities which were selected asrepresentative of all area ; of the country.

The study consists of two volumes. The first volume, which follows,contaiiis the study's design, methodology, analysis, conchisiom andrecommendations. The second volume, which is on file with the Sub-committee. coutains the completed comprehensive profiles of the 36anmunitieF visited and studied. In addition to this general study ofsmall community needs, a companion study covering "minority groupneeds in small communities" was prepared by Roy LittlejohnAssociates.
'11:s focus of the Littlejohn study was on minority group percep-tions of small community needs and problems, whereas the generalstudy conducted by the Jacobs Company concentrated on 7,11 analysisof these rieeds and problems as perceived by community leaders. Al-though the Littlejorm study is not, included in this report, it is on filewith. the Subcommittee and it will be made available for review toany interested Member of the Committee or the Senate upon request.

(m)
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I believe Volume I of this general study of small community needs
will be of particular value to the Rural Development Subcommittee
in its et:Torts to develop policies and programs to revitalize the eco-
nomic and social services of our Nations smaller communities whi
nmke up Rural America.

With every good wish.
Sincerely,

HUBERT H. HUMPHREY,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Rural Development.
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SUMMARY OF THE STUDY

This section presents a summary of the study of small community
needs and problems and of ways to improve the delivery of Federal
programs to better meet such needs. Conclusions and recommenda-
tions of the study, together with related descriptive material and
analyses, are presented in detail in the subsequent sections and ap-
pendices of the report.

Significant conclusions have been reached and recommendations
developed with respect to each phase of the study. These conclusions
and recommendatiors accordingly relate to :

(1) The Small Community Profile
(2) Definition and Classification of Small Communities
(3) Small Community Needs and Problems
(4) Federal Assistance to Small Communities.

SMALL COMMUNITY PROFILE

As an essential starting point for the study2 it was necessary to estab-
lish a means and methodology through which the study team could
identify and analyze the needs and problems of small communities in
a context which is meaningful for an evaluation of Federal program
assistance. This was done through (a) The design of a small com-
munity profile (SCP) which identifies the information to be obtained
on the governmental, economic, physical and social characteristics of
the community and (b) The development of a mehodology whereby
such information was obtained and was analyzed concurrei tly and
subsequently by professional staff who also had familiarity with Fed-
eral programs. In this manner, the total relationship between small
community needs and Federal programs could be analyzed, and the
"delivery system" by which Federal, especially HUD, program assist-
ance is furnished could be evaluated.

The SCP and the community study methodology covered three dis-
tinct types of information. (1) information and data in the "real"
characteristics of the community ; (2) information on community ca-
pabilities; and (3) information on problems as perceived by the com-
munity. By thus combining the "real' or factual characteristics of the
community with the subjective perception and judgment of persons
in the community and of the staff analysts, the SCPIDecomes an effec-
tive research tool for community analysis and evaluation. It is recom-
mended that the small community profile and study methodology
developed in this study be utilized further in the analysis of other
communities.

(1)
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DtFINITION AND CLASSIFICATION or SMALL commrxims
One objective in this study of small commimity needs and Federalprogram assistance was to develop a definition and classification ofsmall communities or a system for such definition and classification.There are many possible definitions and classifications of small com-munities, any one or combination of which may be vsed, dependinglargely on the pnrpose to be served.
In the context and focus of this study, an appropriate definitionshorld reflect characteristics which are meaningful in terms of pro-viding ontside assistance to the community. The classification of smallcommunities should reflect a means to evaluate the small communityenvironment in terms of community characteristics and their relation-ships as they affect the needs for and success of the delivery of HUD

program assistance to these communities.
Because of these complexities. the conclusion must be drawn thatthere is no one universal definition of a small community which canbe applied to all aspects of the delivery system of HUD program as-sistance. Since the study deals with t'small" community needs, thefactor or definition by size is pervading, but here too purposes havebeen identified for which the small community shonld be defined esunder 25,000 population and other cases where ander 15.000 popula-tion is the appropriate definition.
Several different definitions are accordingly used and proposed asa result of this study, including definitions by size, by location, ani byeconomic viability. These definitions are designed as appropriate forthe particular requirements of the delivery of Federal program as-sistance to small communities.
Meaningfnl classifications of small comnmnities must consider anumber of factors which are related but tend not to be consistentthroughout all relevant functional areas. Accordingly, a classifica-tion system has been developed and applied for the study of smallcommunities through which the inter-relationships between importantcommunity indicators and major functional areas of concern can besystematically stated.
The community classification system is basically a factor analysis ofthe key community characteristics which are capable of explainingthe major inter-relationships within a community environment. Thebasis and methodology of this study enabled the study team to use bothstatistical data and the judgmental conclusions of persons in the com-munity and of qualified professional analysts. This combination pro-duces a meaningful inclepth analysis and basis for community classi-fication. It was applied in this study to a small but broadly represent-

ative sample of 36 communities, but could effectively be applied to alar_ger sample and produce more validly projectable information.The community classification system and factor analysis involvesthe recording and comparison of statistical data and subjective rat-ings of 38 community characteristics. These characteristics are :



Form of government
Government organization and

services
Fiscal effort,
Fiscal capacity
Planning
Population size
Percent of population growth
Percent minority population
Percent elderly population
Percent population under 18
Median age
Location
Economic classification
Industrial concentration
Industry and commerce
Employment
Ban ling
Transportation
Total economy
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Growth center
Median family income
Family income under $3,000
Sound housing
Housing bnilt before 1939
Value of lu sing
Housing ne .ds
Housing effort
Physical development
Community facilities
Education
School years completed
Health
Recreation
Community leadership and

citizen involvement
Age of community
Community needs
Needs for outside assistance
Federal program use

Having defined and ranked these key community characteristics
for the communities that were studied, a classification model was de-
veloped which reflects the environments 4n these communities and fur-
nishes a basis for small community analysis. This model is shown
on the following page, reflecting the relationships of the key commu-
nity characteristics with the principal elements of the small community
profile. These elements are considered to reflect conditions that would
be optimal from the community's viewpoint and from thcs perspective
of HUD in considering program assistance to a community.

Analysis of the results of the basic classification system and study
method.ology, and of the key relationships identified in the classifica-
tion model, provides the basis for conclusions on small community
needs and problems and recommendations on Federal assistance to
small communities. The model accordingly provides a meaningful
evaluation of the small community environment and reflects the many
relationships of community characteristics which impact on the de-
livery of HUD program assistance of these commimities.

SMALL COMMUNITY NEEDS AND PROBLEMS

One major objective of the study has been to identify the govern-
mental, economic, physical, and social needs of small communities in
order to establish bases for recommendations for adopting or devel-
oping HUD and other Federal programs to effectively meet such
needs.

By way of introductory comment, it must of course be understood
that the small community needs identified in this study reflect the
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A CLASSIFICATION MATRIX MODEL FOR SMALL COMMUNITIES
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condition of a small and biased sample of communities. However, these
needs and problems do fit into a pattern of requirements which has been
identified in other work by The Jacobs Company and by ift hers.

It should also be recognized that the identification of sm cor u-
nity needs and problems does not automatically lead to a i !.1 at
for Federal assistance, since other elements such as econow ,

of the community, comnmnity leadership and involvemem eolni -

nity effort, and other factors will impact on the applicability and utility
of Federal assistance. These conditions are reflected in subsequent
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recoimnendations on Federal progTam assistance which give consider-
able stress improving planning processes and reflecting the char-
acter of cominunity study techniques which have been applied in this
study.

Tile following summary identifies needs arid conditions of small
connnunifies with respect th the several community characteristics as
analyzed during this studycovering the governmental, economic.
pLysical and social sectors. Other siiniificant findings of need deal
with comparison of the perception o'f problems by the community
leadership and minority groups, the effectiveness of citizen leadership
and involvement, 'Ant tlie needs' for and utilization of outside
assist ance.

With respect to the governmental sector, a number of significant
needs reflected themselves. Both the direct study of adequacy of public
services and the factor analysis of public services with other community
characteristics indicated a need for professional city administration as
an essential ingredient for small community development. With respect
to the adequacy of municipal services, most numerous needs were evi-
denced for strengthening code enforcement inspection and supervised
recreation programs. Other major needs in the public service sector,
clearly most heavily concentrated in communities under 5,000 popula-
tion, dealt with required improvements in fire, police, street mainte-
nance, garbage collection, and library services. In many of the commu-
nities, there was evident need to improve fiscal capacity hy means
primarily of reducing or eliminating limitations on loeal gnaneino for
local serviees. It was equally evident many of the eomminliticsP-that
there is a -need for the smaller communities to make a greater effort to
more fully utilize available revenue sources of a non-property tax
nature. While, most of the communities studied had available compre-
hensive plans prepared for the development of the communities, there
is definite need for strengthening the planning process and for sched-
uled implementation of the approved plans. These circumstances re-
flected serious weaknesses in the small communities in terms of financial
and technical staff capabilities.

With respect to the economic sector of community characteristics,
major needs were identified for the communities to more realistically
review their industrial development potential ; for there ft- be signifi-
cant increase in the provision of vocational training, o- :-)b tram-
ing and adult education programs ; for greater risk capa. ,) be made
available for business and funds to suppart the housing market ; and
for improvements to be made in intracity transportation services and

ci lit I es.
The analTsis of physical characteristics of small communities re-

flected significant neeils to renovate or modernize the eity's central
business district; to provide for more adequate housing with heaviest
emphasis on needs for improving low income housing; to correct the
inadequacies of public coimmmity facilities such as reflected by needs
for new city halls, more adequate police facilities, correcting major
deficiencies of street svstemsomprovements in refuse disposal facilities,
and needs for more adequate sewage treatment plants, and storm sewer
systems.

The major needs for improvements in the social sector of community
characteristics showed themselves proportionately greatest in the
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smaller communities within the group that was studied, significantly
those communities having less than 15,000 population. These reflected
needs for improvements in health and medical services, and recreation
and 9ultural programs. While needs were identified with respect to the
Rublp school system in many of the smaller communities, it was also
significant to note that major inadequacies were evident in only a small
number of the communities studied.

During the course of the study and analysis of community needs, a
cpmparpon was made of the perception of needs in selected communi-
ties ss ipdicated by the community leadership and the minority com-
munity in these cities.1 In summary, the perception of major problems
and needs in these communities was shared by the community leader-
ship and the minority population particularly with regard to needsjfor obs and housing. The perceptions of the two groups, however,
varied more widdy in terms of priorities raid significance of need with
rpspect to other factors in the fields of luAlth and social needs. educa-
tion, banking resources and availability, public transportation, and
political representation.

During the courseof the studT, considerable emphasis was placed on
analysis of community leadership and involvement as important indi-
cators in assessing the progress of the community in dealing with vital
local issues and needs. It was a significant conclusion that the leader-
ship and community involvement overall in these small communities
was generally low, and that significant stimulation of such leadership
and community involvement is a significant need among these com-
munities.

Along with analysis of the communities themselves, the study also
appraised the extent of and needs for inter-governmental arrange-
ments or agreements between the communities and other governmental
agencies at the county and state levels. It is significant to note that
among these small communities there were generally very few ex-
amples of the sharing or joint use of governmental services and facil-
ities or of the providing of technical assistance to the communities from
other levels of government. While considerable action is being ipitiated
in many states to fill these gaps, a significant need persists to improve
intergovernment arrangements and assistances.

As implied in the identification of needs and problems outlined
above, it can be summarized that there does exist a significant need
among the small communities for financial and techma.1 assistance
from outside sources. The analysis of the small communities included
in this study stressed that such need is most evident in the smaller com-
munities, those having populations less than 15,000.

In concluding the smalr community analysis, the use of Fegeral pro-
grams was measured, and the communities were ranked into three
groups. Ten communities were assigned to a low rating, with an aver-
age of Approximately one program per community and $15.00 per
capita. Eleven communities were assigned a medium rating, averag-
ing app_roximately four programs per community and $1.60.00 per
capita. Fifteen communities were assigned a high rating, and averaged
approximately seven programs and $500.00 per capita per community.

I A separate substudy on the needs and 13roblems of minority groups in small communi-
ties is contained in a companion report by Boy Littlejohn Associates.
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FEDERAL ASSISTANCE TO SMALL COMMUNITIES

Section V of this report presents a summary of Federal program
assistanel to small communities and a discussion and presentation of
25 specific recommendations for trengthening HUD and related pro-
gram assistance to small communities. These recommendations consti-
tute an actionable program that will be of distinct benefit to the small
communities and that will improve the delivery and service of the
HUD programs.

These recommendations concentrate (a) on strengthening com-
munity planning processes, (b) on revising rtmuirements for the work-
able program and related thereto, on distniguishing requirements for
a codes improvement program, (c) on increasing funding and pro-
gram services for training and technical assistance, (d) on building
upon existing small communities for new community development
through a proposed small community development program, and (e)
on strengthening the roles of state and regional government agencies.

The specific recommendations follow:

MODIFICATION OF EXISTING FEDERAL PROGRAMS

Compreherstve Plariilpg Assistanne Pmgram
1. The community planning process Should be reoriented and di-

vided into two distinct parts : (a) preparation of a preliminary plan
which would includ,, an overall analysis of the community, formula-
tion of long-range objectives and goals. establishment of priorities and
preparation of a rk program to carry them out; and (b) detailed
studies of major sbject areas identified during the preliminary plan
and included in tl,e work program.

2. The preparation and adoption of a preliminary plan should be a
prerequisite for all HUD public housing and community development
programs.

3. Requiremints should be formulated by HIM to require that ap-
plicants for "701" funding submit evidence that responsibility for im-
plementation of the plan has been assigned to a specilic individual on
the city staff and professional assistance in implementing the plan
will be available from either the city staff, county, regional or state
planning agenceis, or a private consulting firm.

4. Activities eligible for funding under the Comprehensive Plan-
ning Assistance program shoal be expanded to provide specifically
for continuing professional planning assistance in administering local
plans.

5. The preparation of area-wide rather than individual community
comprehensive plans should be encouraged for small, non-metropolitan
communities (generally under 25,000 with emphasis under 15,000 iu
population).
The TVorkab7e Program For Oommtmity Improvement

6. The requirement for a workable program, for community im-
provement as presently constituted should be discontinued. However,
the adoption of codes and establishment of an effective codes enforce-
ment program should continue to be required prior to the acceptance
of an application for urban renewal programs.
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T. A "Codes Improvement Pregnim" specifically designed for oom-
munities of 25.000 and imder should be created to assist cities of this
size in the adoption and updating of codes, and in the establishment
of a codes enforcement program. The program shonld be admiMstered
by the states. Technical assistance should be available to aid commum-
ties in code preparation and the training of inspectors. Financial
assistance should be provided by states to finance the cost of hiring
inspectors to hnplement the codes enforcement program.

Technical Apsistavre to Small cominuilitio4
8. Technical Assistance and Comimmity Development Training pro-

orams should be substantially increased and rised primarily to assist
communities of 25,000 population or less.
Bowing Progmm8

9. IITTD should conduct a study of the present methods for attract-
ing developers and fimuwing for subsidized housing wograms to
determine whether other znechanisms would be more effertyve In in-
creasing the use of these programs in small communities.

"Water, Sewer and TV aate Treatment Program
M. The Water and Sewer Facilities Grant and Loan Consolidation

Act of 1969 providing for HUD responsibility for administering
grants and loans for basic water and sewer facilities and Interior
responsibility for all waste treatment works should be enacted by
Congress. The Economic Development Administration and the Appa-
lachian Regional Commission should retain authority to make supple-
mental grants.
New COMMUnities Program

11. HUD should encourage the development of new communities
In non-metropobtan areas. Such communities preferably should be
constructed around existing seed communities with growth potential.
Federal and state officials should identify potential seed communities
through study techniques similar to those used in this study.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR NEW PROGRAMS

Small Community Development Program
12. A Small Community Development Program should be estab-

lished as a demonstration program for non-metropolitan communities
of 15,000 population and under which would provide grants of up to
100 percent to finance needed community development projects and
programs. Eligibility in the program would be limited to those com-
munities with future growth potential that could show limited local
resources to finance the programs on their own.
Public Faeilitiee Program

18. HUD should establish a program designed to provide grants
of 50 percent to communities under 15,000 population for the con-
struction of administrative and public safety facilities. Supplemental
assistance up to an additional 30 percent s.hould also be allowed in
eases where more than one of the local governments in a community
join together to construct a common facility.
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ADMINISTRATION OF FEDERAL PROGRAMS

Small Town Services Program
14. The functions and responsibilities of the Small Town Services

program should continue to involve the four majorprogram areas : (a)
informational assistance ; (b) general assistance and advice; (c) in-
teragency coordination; and (d) research.

15. The Small Town Services program should be augmented in
order to be more effective in assisting small communities. Considera-
tion should be given th the establishment of the program function atthe regional level.

16. The Small Town Services program should take a lead responsi-
bility in urging the development of a small community data system
based upon the small community profile methodology designed for this
st udy.

17. The Small Town Services program should concentrate its efforts
on communities of 25,000 population or less.
Program Application Reviews

18. HUD field offices should be instructed to conduct pre-applica-
tion conferences with communities, especially for major projects such
as housing, urban renewal and water and sewer, prior to submittal of
formal applications for funding. Conferences should be held in the
applicant community and not at the HUD field office.

STATE ASSISTANCE TO SMALL COMMTTNIAILS

Expansion of State Role in Assisting Small C ommiunities
19. The Federal Government should continue to encourage the es-

tablishment of Offices of Community Affairs in states which do not
have them.

20. The Federal Government should encourage states to assume
greater financial responsibilities for assisting small communities in
such areas as technical and planning assistance, housing, urban re-newal and other programs aimed at rebuilding and revitalizing small
communities.
State Encouragement of Small C ommunity Consolidation

21. The Federal Government should urge states to strongly dis-
courage the further proliferation of municipalities and provide finan-
cial and other incentives to encourage either municipal consolidations
or the transfer of area-wide functions to regional agencies.

THE GROWTH OIP REGIONAL AGENCIES

22. HUD should recommend to the bureau of the Budget that it
should actively encourage state governments to implement provisions
of the Budget Bureau dkectives providing for common or consistent
planning and development districts at the regional level. If conform-
ance is not forthcoming within a reasonable amount of time, other
means should be considered to produce compliance.

23. HUD should urge the states to delegate responsibility for pro-
viding better coordination and the common use of resources where
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feasible in each regional planning and development district to one of
the local participating agencies. The non-metropolitan planning dis-
trict or COG should be considered for assumption of this role. Ultimate
responsibility for coordination however should remain with the states.

A STUDY OF SMALL Commtrxrry NEEDS AS RELATED TO FEDERAL
}Immo AND COMMUNrIT DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE

INTRODUCTION

In response to the increasingly obvious need to take greater initia-
tive in recognizing and solyina small community problems the Depart-
ment of Housing and Urbant-Development (HUD),. in October, 1968
created the office of Small Town Services. At that time it was recog-
nized that "before HUD can evaluate and adjust its programs and
policies to serve better the needs and interests ei small communities, it
must undertake, a comprehensiveprogram of identification and anal-
ysis of the small copnunity environment, its special needs, interests
and problems." 2 Th.) purpose of the study presented in this report is
to evaluate the progrt. ins of HUD and certain other Federal agencies,
regarding their responsiveness to the problems and needs of small
communities. The study is designed to enable HUD to evaluate and
improve its organization and program capabilities as related to small
communities. The research e ffort undertaken to achieve this goal has
resulted in recommendations to modify Federal Programs to more
effectively and/or efficiently improve the quality of small community
life. More specifically, the iollowing objectives were set forth as study
goals:

(1) the identification of small community problems and needs
(2) an evaluation of the extent to which HUD and other Fed-

eral programs are meeting small community needs, and
(3) the formulation of recommendations to improve Federal

programs and their "delivery system" to better meet small com-
munity needs.

Inherent in each of the above three stated objectives are issues deal-
ing with the approach of the study which had to be resolved in its
imtial stage. The major research question to be pursued is what is a
4t small" community and how do its problems differ from those of large
communities. Addressing the issue in this way tends to result in frus-
trating and unsatisfactory conclusions since the factor of size, which
is assumed to be of singular importance whenever the auestion is stated
in this fashion, is only one of many significant differentiating char-
acteristics. HIM recognies that the delivery of its programs to the
Vast inajority of conununities in America requires an approach which
differs from that traditionallT used in treating the housing and urban
development problems of ma)or metropolitan areas. A .determination
of how that approach should differ in order to effectiVely deal with
the needs and problems of these communities and to what extent the

tPrepared "by the Jacobs Company, Ince, 58 West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois
5060,t

'Office dr mk11 To412 Serviegs, II& Department of liotising'and urban DèvelopAeut,
atatmnent of Background Miinon and Program for Office of Small Town BervIces, (Wash-
ington, D.C., December 1969).
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delivery of HUD assistance must explicitly account for the numerous
differences among these communities is the basic pmblem to which
this study is addressed.

SCOPB 01' STUDY

The purview of this study is limited to cities, towns or villages of
under 50,000 population. Consequently the nature of the inquiry is pri-
marily concerned with issues, analysis and comparison of communi-
ties which fall within a population spectrum whose upper limit is
50,000. Other than in very broad heuristic terms, the study makes no
attempt at relating the findings on these "small cities" to results of
similar research on the larger metropolitan areas.

In kt-eping with the time and cost constraints of this study, the num-
ber of communities which were selected for in-depth analysis, was
thirty-six. In conjunction with the major study effort by The Jacobs
Company, a supporting study on the needs and problems of minority
residents in communities where minority groups are a significant pro-
portion of the population was carried out 'by Roy Littlejoh.n Associates.
This effort macle an analysis of eight communities, four of which were
among the thirty-six included in the major study and four others
which were done independently. The total sample of forty communi-
ties was selected with the intent of insuring that (1) it was broadly
representative of the total population of United States cities of less
than 50,000 population and (2) it contained exlImples of cities with
characteristics which, it was felt, should be covered under this research
effort. These characteristics are spelled out in detail in Section I of this
report

The analysis of Federal assisttmce focuses principally on the pro-
grams of HUD, but also includes the functional areas of housing and
water, sewer and waste treatment facilities, since in these areas other
Federal agencies are also providing financial and technical assistance
to small communities. In the area of housing the analysis extends to
the operations of the Farmers Home Administration of the. Depart-
ment of Agriculture. Evaluation of other Federal assistance in the
areas of water, sewer and wash treatment facilities icludes the pro-
grams of the Economic Development Administration, the Water Pol-
lution Control Administration, the Farmers HI Administration
and the Appalachian Regional Commission.

An analysis of the "needs" and "problems" of small comimmities has
a number of significant dimensions. Such terms are to a large extent
subjective and can be determined from various points of view from
Within, end outside the Community. In view of a possible dichotomy of
opinion concerning these areas, emphasis has been directed toward in-
vestigating the exprestions of several segments of the community as
well as relying on the experience and knowledge of the .interview
teams- to rtiake the concluding deterniination of a comMunity's prob-

. lernsand needs; .

The analysis of Federal program lends itself to the same type of
Subjectivity but also incorporateS an additional judgmental dimension.
For example, if Federal programs are meeting the needs us generally
perceiVed by. ft given community, a oonfilniion by the study team that
ebninninity needs- were hot properly identified would tend to residt in
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the conclusion that Federal programs were not meeting the "real"
needs of small communities. And if a community perceived its needs in
the &line manner as the study team, it would still be possible for Fed-
eral programs to be inadequate in these areas. The question of just bow
much the Federal government should do to meet small community
needs is a controversial and subjective issue which is not directly dealt
with in this study. Rather ANhat is focused on regarding Federal pro-
orams is their direction. emphasis, requirements and dilevery systems
in terms of the "real- problems and needs of small communities.

The issue of the offeet iveness of the delivery system of Federal as-
sistance. particularly HUD program assistance, is central to many
az-pects of this study. The analysis of this delivery system includes not
only the content and administration of the programs from the Federal
iind regional and in some cases the state levels but also stresses the
capacity and capability of local communities to effectively absorb and
manage the assistance lwing received. Having broadly defined the de-
livery system in this fashion the study team is in a position to more
effectively evaluate the particular problem areas arising in connection
with the provision of HUD assistance to small communities in the
United States.

In evaluating mid interpreting the results of this research effort one
must keep in mind the relatively small sample of communities studied.
While a sample of thirty six communities is fully adequate to provide
the study team with the necessary depth of information and the !awl-
iarity with an insight into the small community environment, it does
not provide a basis upon which valid statistical hypothesis can be
formulated. Nevertheless, the inferences of the conclusions and rec-
ommendations are clear and well documented with supporting
evidence.

WM:NE OF eruur

Section I of this report deals with the metbodolgy developed and
utilized throughout the research stages of the study effort. Principal
emphasis is placed upon the process of selection of the communities.

Section II discusses the design of the Small Community Profile and
provides a detailed description of its organization and content.

Section III is a definition and classification of small communities.
This section attempts to place this study within a context of other
related research efforts. Partie,ular attention is devoted to a careful
delineation of the differences of the approach embodied in this study.
A system of classification of communities is also presented in this
section. The functional relationship between this classification scheme
and the small community profile is developed in detail, and its deri-
vation from the experience in the 36 communities is made clearly
apzirent.

Section IV explores community needs and problems. Relying heav-
ily on the factor analysis (which provides do basis for the classifica-
tion system), the approach centers around four sectors of the small
community environment : governmental, economic, physical and social.
The general intent of this section is to present an aggregate picture of
needs an problems. In addition to the abpve, six a reas of the com-
munity analysis deserve special consideration and are discussed indi-



vidually. TIwse are : small community percept 14 ins concentratingon theviews of the community leadership versus those of minority groups;
the small community and intergovernmental relations; small com-
munity leadership and involvment ; small community needs for out-
side assistance ; the use of federal programs by small comumnities ; and
community experiences in the use of Federal programs.

Section V contains an evaluation of Federal programs for small com-
munities. The content of this section reflects a detailed analysis of all
Fill) programs affecting small communities as well as other Federal
assistance in the fmictional areas cited previously. In addition to the
analysis of the community profiles and the work of other researchers.
numerous interviews with program officials at the regional, state and
federal levels contributed significantly to this evaluation.

There are three appendices to this report. Appendix A contains a
sample of the Small Commimity Profile. Appendix B, bound sepa-
rately. consists of the compkted profiles for each of the $6 communities
studied under the contract. Appendix C is a bibliography.

SECTIoN T. METIIODOLOGY AND SELECTION OF COMMUNITIES

A research effort of the scope and magnitude of this study requires
a carefully articulated methodology which not only clearly states the
overall approach to be utilized but also supecifies the detailed strategy
and tactics under which the study is to be carried out. In this section
of the report the approach and mechanics of the research stages of
the study will be presented in eonsiderable detail. The discussion will
be cent ered around the three major operational stages of the research
effort : the preliminary analysis, the selection of communities, and
the plan for and conduct of the on-site interviews. The major aralyti-
cal aspects of the study will primarily be addressed to Sectiona ITTV
of the report.

PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS

The first major .task to be addressed was the -whole process of be-
coming familiar .N7th the array of HUD programs whichare available
to small communities as well as functionally similar programs of other
Federal agencies. This task was not only concerned with the content
of the programs themselves but also the administrative aspects of their
delivery. The mechanics of this familiarization process were concen-
trated on two fronts. The first involved numerous interviews with
Federal program officials in Washington while the second entailed
visits to the regional offices of HUD. The interviews with HUD of-
ficials in the Washington office covered individuals from the following
offices: Metropolitan Development, Renewal and Housing Assist-
ance, Model Cities, Federal Housing Administration, and Equal
Opportunity.

The staff of the office of Small Town Services was also very help-
ful in providing information and insight into the content of HUD
programs. Contacts outside of HUD encompassed representatives of
the following agencies; the Economic Development .Administration
(Department of Commerce) ; the Office of Rural Affairs (0E0) ; the
Farmers Home Administration and the Soil Conservation Service
(USDA) ; the Federal Water Pollution Control Administration (In-

tit; 19
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terior Department) ; the Public Health Service (HEW) ; and the Ap-
plaehian Regional Commission. In addition to the above, two public
interest groups were contacted and oriented on the purpose and content
of the study. These were the National League of Cities/U.S. Confer-
ence of Mayors and the International Citz Management Association.

As noted above visits were made to the six mainland HUD regional
offices. At each office representatives (Assistant Regional Administra-
tors and other staff members) of the following program areas were
interviewed ; Metropolitan Development, Renewal Assistance, Hous-
inct Assistance, Federal Housing Administration, Model Cities, Equal
017portunity, and Program Coordination and Services. In addition to
briefing the rectional staffs on the study project, the following topics
were discussee the particular experiences of the regional offiees with
small communities, the activities of state governments n relation to
HUD programs; and the identification of small commi nities which
would make good candidates for on-site analysis. Tht_ r .gional office
meetings provided a valuable input for the study by those stair in-
dividuals who had the greatest direct contact and experiences with
local governments.

Based upon those interviews and program reviews supplemented
by a search of available literature, a reference manual, BUD and
Other Related Program!. Pertami3Ig to Small Commimities," was pre-
pared for use by the research team. This document insured that each
member of the study team had a complete understanding of the rele-
vant programs and provided a convenient vehicle for disseminating
the substance of the above interviews to the team members not di-
rectly involved.

In order to i-isure complete coverage of all elements of the delivery
system of HUD assistance to small communities, state offices of com-
munity affairs in all states with communities in the study were con-
tacted by letter and informed of the study. Their general thoughts
and comments on small community needs and problems and specific
information on the communities selected for study were solicited.

The second major task of the preliminary stage of the study was to
assemble all relevant data and other available information on small
communities and review completed and on-going studies which
cover issues and problems related to this research. An extensive in-
ventory of such studies was obtained from the Science Information
Exchange. Studies suggested from this source as well as numerous other
articles and reports which contributed to background and understand-
ing are listed in the bibliography in Appendix C.

The data which was collected at this time provided the major source
of information needed for the selection of communities and in addi-
tion formed the basis for the statistical portion of the small commu-
nity profile. While a complete list of such sources is shown in the bibli-
ography a few of the most important deserve mention. The most heav-
ily utilized resources were the City and County Data Book, the ICMA
Municipal Yearbook ane, the OEO Community Profiles. Much . addi-
tional information on the communities was obtained from reading the
701 financed Comprehensive Plans, and the workable program and
community renewal programs dor those communjties in which they
had been completed. These -documents wereiniade available by HUD.
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Also obtained from a number of sources within HIM was a complete
listing of all Federal program grants and loans for each community in
the sample. This list was checked and updated wherever necessary dur-
mg the field visits.

The iproblem of comparability- of data was a constant hurdle
throughout the study. As is well k-nown the extent and nature of re-
corded statistics vanes according to the size of the community. For
the purposes of this study the major limitation was for those communi-
ties under 10,000 in population. In an attempt to offset this inadequacy
use was made of the OEO community profiles which gave additional
information on the county in which the eommunity was located. The
primary problem, however, was the non-comparability of years in
which the data was collected. Census data is almost 10 years old and
although extensive reliance was placed on its use, the inadequacies of
doing so are obvious.

Informat ion from the OEO Information Center as well as that from
locally produced reports had no consistent time frame. Some of these
data limitations would have existed regardless of the timing of the
study, but the fact that the study had to rely on 1960 census data places
a considerable limitation on certain aspects of the study. For exam-
ple the use of the unemployment rate as a key variable in describing
and classifying communities is obvious. However, the best uniform
record of this statistic was in the 1960 census and since only a few
cities have reasons for de-eloping more recent statistics and many
communities at the time of the field visit had little or no detailed no-
tion of ,memployment figures. it was necessarT to exclude this -ttriable
from the cross-community analysis and classification scheme.

The last major task of the preliminary analysis was the develop-
ment of the community profile. A detailed discussion of this process
and a description of its final product is preseeted in Section II of the
report. It should be noted howevel., that all members of the study
team actively participated in the development of the profile, each per-
son being responsible for that area in which he was most profession-
ally competent.

As part of the methodology it is important to place the minority
group study within the context of the overall research effort. Although
the effort by Roy Littlejohn Associates was performed as a separate
entity, the approach adopted in the minority group study paralleled
that used in the general study. While the general study effort involved
all aspects of the community environment and stressed the percep-
tions of the community leadership both to the public and the prlvate
sectors, the minority group study was constrained to an analysis .of
those aspects of the community which were relevant to the mmority
group envirmoment and sought only the perceptions of the minority
residents as to the needs and problems of .small communities. The
emphasis was o the recording of perceptions and attitudes, with
little attempt to develop supporting evidence as was done under the
general study.

The minority group study analyzed eight communities, four of
these communities were included in the 36 investigated by pie general
study team and four were done independently. Although it undoubt,-
edly would have been preferable to have done all tight jointly, this

21
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wonld have excessively constrained the selection of (4)mm-unities under
the main study. The approach finally adopted still permitted a sig-
nificant comparison of perceptions of needs and problems by com-
munity leadethip and as viewed by minority groups and provided
the additional benefit of allowing a wider range of total pereeption
by adding four conunnmties to the overall sample.

The concinsions of the minority group study are eontained in a
separate report. A comparison of the ditteren .es in the perception
of t-inall conmiunity needs and problems is described in Section IV
of this report.

SEIX(-11ON OF '41M)1VN1T1ES

The approach used in the selection of communities was to make a
preliminary selection nFing a limited mnnber of delineating charac-
teristics and then reducing the sample size in stages by means of
employing alditional information and criteria. A preliminary list
of 67 commmtities was developed and then grathially redneed to 36.
111 Wed' the selection proeess involved a two step procednre. First.
all cities within the population brackets of 2,500 to 50.000 Avere grouped
according to 6 bask geographic, economic and governmental cate-
oories. Then the lists of cities within each of these categories was
nmtched against a detailed ::et of characteristics which are relevant
to this study. l'e final result is a sample of 36 small communities
exhibiting a maximum number of significant elements in terms of
the objectives of the study. This process is defined in more detail
below.

in attempting to develop an understanding and insight into the
distributim of all small commimilies. the 5.100 communities detim-I
as urban r:Ices Ly the 1960 census with populations of between 2.500
and i-)t),00() were catagorized by Fix criteria. The criteria used were
felt to he the most important in terms of delineating communities
with only a limited number of Yariables.1

The six characteristics were:
(1) The HUD regior i which the community was located. A deci-

sion was made to limit thf. study to communities in the continental
United States.

(2) Population. The communities were sorted by the followincr
standard census population brackets : 2,500 to 5,000; 5,000 to 10,006
10,000 to 25,000; and 25.000 to 50,000.

(3) The rate of population growth from 1950 to 1960. Three cate-
gories were established for this purposegrowth of more than 20 per-
cent; between 20 percent growth and a 5 percent decline; anoi
greater than 5 percent decline in population.

(4) Location within or outside an SMSA.
(5) Presence within or outside an EDA designated area. Since

EDA designation criteria include low income and/or high employ-
ment this characteristic is quite informative of economic conditions.

lAs will 11P demonstrated in Section III the results of the nnalysis show that i%flir
Of the variables are extremely meaningful for purposes of classification. Of the other
two. the HITD regional designation is too eneompassing and the tDA designation,
which is based on income and employment levels, could not be used for reasons discussed
earlier.
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(6) The.form of government, in particular the presence or absence
of a ccuncil-manager form of government. There Vas no attempt to
place a. Yalu .? judgment on this particular governmental form, but
rather it was selected as being a proxy for professionalism in local
government.

Utilizing these six characteristics, approximately 5,100 communi-
ties were coded, pinched on cards and fed into a computer. A program
was written which sorted the communities into a matrix whose cells
were characterized by a particular combination of the six variables
listed above. Having calculated the density of each cell, that is, the
number of communities which had the particular combination of char-
acteristic values which defined that cell, it was possible to develop a
meaningful distribution of urban places.

This procedure provided the study team with a norm against which
it could compare the distribution of the sample to be selected and pre-
cisely determine hov, "representative" these communities were of all
small communities in the United States. After the selection of the
final sample of 38 communities this test was made with the following
results. Taking into account all six characteristics the sample selected
was representative of 707 small communities. In other words, there
are this number of cities which have the same values for all six charac-
teristics as the oiw of 36 commnnities in the sample. If the criterion
of regional location (which is the least ,;ignifleant) is ignored, it can
be shown that the sample is representative of 2,481 cities which is just
less than 50%.

While these statistics show that the 36 communities are broadly
representative, it , also important to note that the sample includes
considerable diven,i,ication and some uniqueness. For example. 10 of
the commnnities selected are representative of fewer than 6 towns in
the HUD region in which they are located, while 2 which -were selected
are the only observations in the cell.

Having completed this first stage of the selection process a detailed
set of additional characteristics was developed. Information on these
characteristics was collected on approximately one hundred compun-
ities. Each of these communities possessed at least one of the cpteria
which are relevant to this study. A. complete list of the additional
criteria used in the final selection process is as follows :

(1) extent of use of HUD programs
(2) no experience with HUD programs
(3) economic classification (categories used in 1967 Mmticipal

Year Book)
(4) city in states with constitutional, financial, and debt Emita-

tions
(5) model city
(6) model city application not approved
(7) new community
(8) twin towns (adjacent communities in two (Efferent state

jurisdictions)
(9) percent minority population : Blacks, Indians, Spanish-

American. etc.
(10) dependency profile
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(11) median years of school completed
(12) median family. income
(13) percent of families with incomes below $3,000

unemployment rate
(15 percent sound housing.
(16 percent of housing built in 1939 or earlier
(17) median home value
(18) riot or civil disturbance

In some cases this list was supplemented by additional information
of the type covered in the community data section of the small com-
munity profile but since the information was only available on a ran-
dom basis at the time of the sample selection it is not listed above.

One other important input to the selection process was the recom-
mendation of HUD. In the visits to the six HUD regional offices the
preliminary list of communities in each respective region was pre-
sented and comments and recommendations -were requested. Of the
36 communities selected, 26 were initially recommended by HUD
program personnel.

In the final selection process, diversity of specific types under each
of the above characteristics was emphasized. For example, under the
economic classification category full coverage of the major types was
insured but also a number of examples of specialized cities were
chosen. In selecting specific communities pn attempt was made to cover
as many different factors as possible with each community selected.
In summary then, the two stage selection process was designed to
insure that the sample chosen would be both broadly representative of
the small commnnities of America and still cover the full range of
characteristics which the study team feli: was relevant to the study.

The thirty-six communities in the saipple selected throngh this
process are listed below. They are listed in the order in which they
were visited in the field survey :

Lebanon, Pennsylvania
Cape May, New Jersey
Martinsburg, West Virginia
Cambridge, IVIaryland
Chaska, Minnesota
Montevideo, Minnesota
Glasgow, Montana
Atoka, Oklahoma
McAllen, Texas
Roseburg, Oregon
Seaside, California
Cypress, California
North Las Vegas. Nevada
Pitcairn, Pennsylvania
Martins Ferry, Ohio
Dunkirk, New York
Atchison, Kansas

Carthage, Missouri
Trinidad, Colorado
Brown Deer, Wisconsin
Traverse rity, Michigan
Waverly, Iowa
Middletown, Connecticut
Bath, Maine
Win ellen don, Massachusetts
Robbins, Illinois
Clinton, Indiana
Carbondale, Illinois
Smithville, Tennessee
Tupelo, Mississippi
Smyrna, Georgia
Big Stone Gap, Virginia
Gastonia, North Carolina
Winchester, Kentucky

The tables below suinmarize the distributions of the main character-
tics found in the 86 communities listed above.
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Characteristic limb! r of
(1) HUD region : cities

(a) Region I 4
(b) Region II 6
(o) Region 111 5
(4) Region IV 9
(a) Region V
(f) Region VI 5

(2) Population size :
(a) 0 to 5,0000 6
(b) 5 to 10,000 7
(e) 10 to 25,000 16
(4) 25 to 50,000 7

(3) Population change 1960 to Present :I
(a) Over 20 percent increase 13
(b) Over 7 percent but less than 20 percent
(c) Less than seven percent increase 10

(4) Cities within an SMSA_
(5) Cities with a t4mtwi1-manager form of government 17
(6) Cities within an economic development district. redevelopment area,

or the Appalachian economic dev-Iopment region 16
(7) Economic classification: 2

(a) Manufacturing 16
(b) Diversified manufacturing
(o) Diversified retailing
(4) Retailing 7
(a) Dormitory 9
(1) Resort
(g) Mining 1
(71) Government 1
(i) Education 1

(8) Median family income :
(a) Under $4,600 12
(b) Between $4,000 and $5,400 12
(o) Over $5,400 12

(0) Percent of minority population :
(a) to 5 17
(b) 5 to 15 9
(o) Over 15 10

(10) Population age 65 and over :
(a) 0 to 8 percent 10
(b) 8 to 12 percent_ 10
(c) Over 12 percent 13

(11) Median number of years of school completed :
(a) Under 9.5 11
(b) 9.5 to 11 14
(a) Over 11 11

l It should be noted that the definition of this variable in terms of the time period
covered and the categories employed is different from that utilized during the selection
process.saince Ill some cases more than one classification was given to a city, the figures total
to more than 36.

The selection of the additional four communities for the minority
group study was based on a similar set of criteria. In selecting these
cities an attempt was made to increase the minority representation of
the total sample while following the emphasis on diversity of other
characteristics stressed in the general study.
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FIELD PLAN AND ON-SITE sravEy

The process of carrying out the on-site evaluation of the communities
was facilitated by considerable advance preparation including a care-
fully developed schedule of community visits.

The initial contact with the samp)e communities was a telephone
conversation with the chief executive in which the nature of the study,
the fact that his community had been selected and the approximate
time of the visit was explained. (An additional contact was made just
prior to the study team's visit to make known the exact time of a..-rival.)
During this conversation the communities were asked to pre Tide the
study team with the following background materials:

(1) A copy of the city budget and number of personnel (dis-
tributed by functione.g. police, fire, public works, etc.) for ihc
current year and five years ago.

(2) A. copy of the latest auditor's report.
(3) A street map
(4) A copy of the lochl newspaper.
(5) Any available descriptive literature about the city (e.g.

chamber of commerce brochures, etc.).
(6) Any recent annual reports to the citizens of the community.

The approach used to conduct the field portion of the study empha-
sized the utilization of qualified professionals in the on-site interviews.
Two interview teams of two members each conducted the field evalua-
tion of the thirty-six communities. One team member was a specialist
in public administration and finance and concentrated on interviewing
leaders in the public sector. The other team member was an economist
who focused principally on the private sector with special emphasis on
the business and financial sectors. Either team member interviewed
citizen groups. newspaper editors etc., depending upon the relative
pressures on their respective schedules.

Upon entering a community the initial contact was with the mayor
or chief executive officer. He was given a detailed statement on the
purpose of the study as well as an outline of the positions/people the
team wanted to interview while in the community. In nearly .every
instance the city government officials were extremely cooperative in
setting up interview schedules, providing a tour of the community and
being of assistance in any areas that were requested of them. The study
team found nearly 100 percent cooperation from the individuals being
interviewed.

A list of the 16 positions in the public and private sectors that were
covered during the interviews is presented in the next section. Since in
many cases more than one representative of each position was inter-
viewed, the average number of people in each community with whom
the team had substantive discussions was approximately 25. In all com-
munities, the team talked with at least 2 of the predominant employers
and two bankers.

In order to insure some familiarity with all communities surveyed,
the composition of the two teams was switched every two weeks. This
resulted in a much broader perspective by the four team members
on the study and evaluation of any particular community.

The period during which the community surveys took place ex-
tended from the second week of September to the seeond week of De-
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eember 1969. In order to check the methodology of the on:site anksis,
the first four communities studied in September were included in a
test program. Following visits to these communities, the entire research
team met and reviewed the results. It was generally concluded that
the on-site studies went very well with good cooperation from 1?cal
officials. Some minor adjustments were made to clarify some points
in the profile.

While in the communities contact was made with state officials who
bad expressed interest in the study by responding to the initial letter
which was sent to the states. In two communities, the team met with
staff people from the HUD regional offices.

In order to follow up on questions which had arisen during the
visits to the community and to pursue additional information on Fed-
eral program content and admiinstration, additional interviews were
held in Washington with the following offices: the Advisory Commis-
sion on Intergovernmental Relations : the National Association of
Housing and Renewal Officials; the Office of Intergovernmental Rela-
tions; tbe Rural Housing Loan division of the Farmers Home Ad-
ministration ; the Office of Planning Assistance and Standards in
HUD; and the Office of Small Town Services and Intergovernmental
Relations.

The remainder of this report, with the exception of the following
section deals with the analysis and evaluation of the information
gathered during the preliminary analysis and on-site evaluation stages
of the study. The methodology associated with this analysis will be
described in the relevant sections of this report.

SECTION II. SMALL COMMUNITY PROFILE

The purpose of the small community profile was to provide a ye-
1.1cle tb-ough which the study team could analyze the needs and prob-
lems ofs small communities in a context which is meaningful, for an
evaluation of Federal Program assistance. An important component of
this study is in analysis of the programs of the Department of Housing
and Urban Devel.)pment (HUD) and other Federal programs which
may operate in the environment of the small community. Another
factor, critical to the successful iittainment of the goals of this study
is the development of an awareness of the problems and needs of small
cities. Given these two elements, the profile provides a mechanism
through which the total relationship between problems and the pro-
grams can be analyzed and the "delivery system" by which Federal. in
particular HUD, program assistance is made available to small cities
can be evaluated. The profile in fact structures the very way in which
one thinks about small communities. Program planning requires the
capability of saying that one small community is different from an-
other in a number of significant ways. An examination of two com-
munity profiles should be able to highlight these differences.

In order to assure achievement of these objectives, the development
of the small community profile (SCP) was carried out within a care-
fully formulated design. A discussion of that profile design as well as
a description of the actual profile will be presented in this section.



DESIGN OF THE SMALL COMMUNITY PROFILE

The SCP devekped and used in this study incorporated three dif-
ferent approaches to analyzing the required depth and breadth of in-
formation on the small community. These approaches are embodied
in the three sections of the SCP: (1) a community data seetion which
curomposes readily available statistical information on basic so-
cial, economic and demographic parameters of the community to be
studied; (2) an extensive list of detailed questions concerning: many
particular aspects of the community's capabilities, needs, and prob-
lems: and (3) a number of general questions in which an overall com-
munity analysis, may be meaningfully couched. Each of these com-
ponents, it was found, had a comparative advantage in procuring cer-
tain types of information not easily gathered under either of the other
two approaches. Furthermore, information gathered on the same sub-
ject area under all three sections of the profile tended to be very com-
plementary, and permitted a fully comprehensive analysis of that sub-
ject. A more detailed treatment of each of these components Of the SUP
will clarify the significance of these observations.

The organization of the first two sections of the profile is centered
around four areas of inquiry each dealing with a major sector of the
small community environment. The four areas are government, eco-
nomic, physical and social. An explanation of each of these areas is pre-
sented later in this sect ion in order that the overall intent of eaih can
be clearly defined. Copies of all sections of the profile may also be found
in Appendix A.

The community data section of the SCP was designed with th,, pri-
mary intent of procuring and organizing that information on which
some "objective definition" of a particiilar small te sm envi mon ment
could be drawn. Prior to the on-site evaluation of the communities,
all available sources for this information were examhied with the
result that a suhstantial portion of the community data sectiim was
completed in advance. In addition to the readily available statistical
sources, e.g., the City-County Data Book, the Municipal Yearbook,
the OEO county profiles, the study team also examined the informa-
tion on these communities which was made available by The
workable program and the comprehensive plan were studied for all
communities for -which these documents were available. Additional in-
formation was also obtained from the community renewal program
and other special reports which were available in the }IUD library
files on.the selected communities. The assimilation of the relevant in-
formation from these sources in the community data section resulted
in an excellent vehicle through which it was possible to develop an
advanced concept of a community. When supplemented with the mate-
rial sent by the cities, the study team was in a position to be quite
knowledgeable. about each community prior to its arrival and was
prepared to discussthe more substantive issues of the field investiga-
tions without excessive loss of time.

Some of the information ealled for in the community data section
is only readily obtainable when in the community. Consequently the
last inputs to this section were gathered during the actual field
interviews.
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When lookhig at the 3ndivithial profiles for each of the 86 cities,

it will be noted that the completed community data section is not pre-
sented. In its place, a tabk of community indicators has been used.
This table contains the data on those variables which it was felt are
most descriptive of the small community environment. Since all of the
statistics in the data section were utilized in assembling and writing
the profiles it would have been redundant to include it in a separate
section.

The principal component of the SCP is the Community Analysis
Section. It is composed of 237 different questions covering the four
areas of analysis. Each of these questions addresses itself to one of
two broad areas of inquiry. A majority focus on defining and describ-
ing the environment with heavy concentration on the needs and prob-
lems of the community as well as its capabilities to overcome them.
The other questions are concerned with the delivery of Federal assist-
ance to the

communitythe programs themselves, the administrative
aspects of the delivery system for these programs, and the relation-
ship between the needs of the community for the particular type of
assistance being provided through these programs. A larg,e number
of questions are straightforward and once having obtained a defini-
tive response, there is no need to ask the question again. Other ques-
tions, on the other hand, called for opinions and judgments on the part
of the interviewees and were designed to be asked of a number of peo-
ple in each community.In order to gain the best possible answers to questions in the former
category as well n:3 procuce a balanced response to those that are more
subjective in nature, the profile is subdi.vided into groups of questions
which should be esked of specific positions/people in the community.
It is important to note the ordering in winch this task was accom-
plished. The profile was fully completed before any attempts at sub-
dividing it into component categories. Then a list of community posi-
tions, which it was felt should be covered in the field interviews, was
assembled. That list is as follows:

FlOrRn II-1. LIST OF
COMMUNITY POSITIONS1. Mayor/City Manager2. City

Planner/Building Inspector3. City
Engineer/Street Superintendent4. Redevelopment Authority DirectorHousing Authority Director6. County

Planner/Non-Metropolitan Planning District
T. Health and Welfare

Representatives8. Model Cities DirectorD. City Librarian10. County Farmers Home Administration Supervisor
11. Community Action Agency12. Chamber of

Commerce/Jaycees13. Major Employer14. Banker
1.5. School

Superintendent16. Newspaper Editor/Public Interest Groups

,
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The final step consisted of going through the entire community
analysis section of the profile and determining those questions which
should be asked of each position/person.

The actual profiles which were used during the field interviews
were organized aecording to the positions being interviewed. This
permitted a much more concise and consistent interview format which
insured comparability of the same position among all communities
studied. Appmdix A. contains a copy of the aggregate profile. In
order to indicate the positions to which each of the questions were ad-
dessed each question of the profile has been coded. The numbers which
appear after each question correspond to the numbers of the positions
shown in Figure 11-1 above.

The third and smallest component of the SOP consists of five sets
of questions involved with "general issues." While the community
analysis section probed deeply into many specific areas of inquiry these
questions were designed to permit flexibility of response. They ail'orded
the interviewee the opportunity to talk abont his community in the
aggregate thus permitting him to express an overall view which might
not have been evident during the remainder of the interview. In addi-
tion, this approach peimitted the interviewee to broach an entirely
new area of discussion the importance of which bad not been antici-
pated ky members of the study team and therefore ignored. Another
function of these general questions was the chance to return to an area
of discussion which for any number of reasons might have been made-
quately covered previously. The use of these general issues in con-
jmwtion with the comnnmity analysis section of the profile permitted
the interviewer to be flexible in structuring the conversation to his
needs, while creating an atmosphere condncive to opening up on the
part of the interviewee.

As in the ease of the community data section, the latter two com-
ponents of the profile served as working papers for the analysis of
the 36 communities. The profiles of each of these communities, to be
found in Appendix B. reflect the organization and content of the
original components of the SOP but are written in narrative form
to facilitate compreht nsion. It should be noted that completed ques-
tionaires on each community miderlie the reporting and analysis which
are evidenced in these completed profiles.

Before describing in detail the content of the SOP, a conunent should
be mad., on the futnre use of this profile. Given the purposes of this
study, the results obtained from the SOP were very satisfying. It
resulted in depth and balance which were both essential to the field
analysis. The SOP in its present form is certainly too detailed for
use as a survey tool. If it were to be. adapted for this vse more data
questions would have to be added in an attempt to get at much of the
information which the SCP develops in the community analysis sec-
tion. On the other hands if the intent of the investigator was to do
an encompassing, in-depth analysis of a small community, he would
find the treatment of many areas much too cursory. In conclusion
then, the SCP developed as part of this contract should be viewed
as an excellent research tool for doing work on small cities which
closely parallels the level of efl'ort in community analysis and evalu-
ation called for here. Where this is not the case, however, the investi-

30
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gator should carefnlly weigh how his approaeh differs from this and
the likely impact those differewes should have on his profile.

DESCRIPTION OF TIIE SMALL COMMUNITY PROFILE

The SCP contains three distinct tvpes of information; (1) infor-
mation imd hedata on t "real" charac.teristics of the community; (ii)
hifomation on community capabilities; and (iii) information on
problems as perceived by the community. The latter two categories
mvolve human behavior and subjective perception and judglnent and
are therefore contrasted with the real charaeteristics of the com-
munity. As noted earlier, the basic organization of the SCP is in
terms of four major sectors of analysis; goveninwntal. economic.
physical and social. The profile questions are designed to elicit all
three types of information for each of the sectors of the community
environment. An examination of the content of each of these areas
within the profile will reveal that this is indeed the case.
Gover»inenial seetor

The local governmentS and otlwr public bodies operating in the
commimity have principal resvmsibility for crystallizing into plans
and programs the needs and desires of its residents. The government
section of the SCP analyzes and evaluates three basic factors that are
indicativk of this role: ( 1) physical. financial, and manpower capa-
bilities and potential ; (2) problems and needs of the governmental
units; and (3) efforts to both maximize capabilities and solve problems
through the use of both financial and technical assistance from the
private sector and other frovernmental

The form of governmental structure gives some indication of effec-
tive policy direction and administrative implementation. This re-
flects the type of government, the types and compositions of depart-
ments, boards and commissions, the legislative authorizations or con-
straints dealing with such matQers as local home rule, provisions for
annexations or consolidations, and the sharing of services. Community
and political stability are important factors in analyzing community
direction. The lack of rapid political turnover and change in govern-
mental policy, and the minimum amount of intra-community conflict
and ind.ecision may indicate a progressive attitude and movement to-
ward meeting and solving community problems. However, it may
also reflect a status quo policy and community apathy. The analysis
based on SCP content is directed toward establishing which of these
two situations are present.

The degree of contact and coordination of program effort with other
government agencies, both horizontal and vertical, reflects a realiza-
tion that community problems transcend political boundaries and can
only be solved through common effort and purpose. The city's financial
resources are a major indicator of the government's capacity to pro-
vide community services. The extent and degree of financial limita-
tions embodied in state and local statutes has a marked effect on both
the number and level of services that are carried out. The adoption
and implementation of a capital improvement program indicates the
importance attached to long-range fiscal planning. The absence of an

4
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effective personnel system may result in difficulties in the hiring and
retention of qualified employees. Obtaining information on all of these
issues is addressed in the Se?.

Community planning is an absolutely essential ingredient for any
community that is concerned with both the present and future uses of
its physical environment. The practicality of the community's plan-
ning policies and the methods by which they are being implemented
receive major emphasis in the analysis of this sector.

The type and level of services provided again indicates both what
the government feels the public sector should spend. what priorities
should be established and what the citizens feel they can afford. Ques-
tions dealing with such public services as police, fire, public works,
health. sanitation, welfare, housing, education, recreation, planning,
finance, and general administration are included. Information is ob-
tained with respect to the scope and effectiveness of these services, the
placement of rosponsibility for the respective services, and the local
community effort expendea as represented by manpower and costs.

Finally the use or non-use of Federal programs is investigated to
determine whether or not the community has explored sources of finan-
cial and technical aid at the Federal level. Questions on state involve-
ment are also included. This area of inquiry reveals the strengths
and weaknesses of Federal programs and where they can be better
oriented toward meeting and solving community needs and problems.

Economia seCtor
A knowledge of the structure and functioning of a city's economy

is fundamental to the SCP and to the analysis of small community
problems. The extent and character of the economic activity are the
basic forces determining the overall viability of the community. What
is termed the community's economy is a system of production, con-
sumption and distribution activities embracing the sum total produc-
tive activity within the city which is dependent to a marked degree on
the facilities and services available within the city.

Within the economic section of the SC?, the capacity of the city to
function as a viable economic unit is ascertained. It is necessary to look
at the viability of the local economy, not only in terms of its overall
balance and stability, but also with respect to its capacity to muster
its resources in order to effectively carry out in the planning, financing
and implementation of programs with the possible advice and assist-
ance of state and Federal programs. As such, the economic component
of the profile serves two principal functions.

First, it describes the basic economic institutions and industrial and
employment patterns which are resident in the city. Recent trends as
well as short-term business expectations are focused upon here, in an
attempt to detect any discernible trends in this pattern. This descrip-
tive aspect of the profile focuses on population and labor force char-
acteristics, the development patterns of industry and commerce, the
adequacy of existing transportation facilities, and the role of financial
institutions in the functioning and further development of the city's
economy.

Secondly, the economic leadership, covering the industrial, commer-
cial, and financial sectors, is analyzed in order to develop an under-
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stai.idino of and a capacity to evaluate the leadership and support
which these economic aspects of the city contribute to the successful
amlication of Federal programs in tbe city. Here any evidence is
elicited which woukl indicate the existence of business groups and
organizations and their attempts, if any, to enhance the industrial
development and general business prospects of the city. Important in
this analysis is the need to discuss the businessmen's attitude toward
the city, which is partially evidenced by his direct participation in
city acthrities.

Having evaluated the evidence i ilating to these two functions will
permit the study team to adequatdy analyze the total economic en-
vironment of the city as it relates to the more program oriented sec-
tions of the SCP.
PhyBioal motor

The physical condition of cities has been a major concern of local,
state and national authorities for many years. The first Federal pro-
grams to assist localities in the improvement of urban life were in the
area of housing. Thirty years later, the provisions of sufficient, ade-
quate housing continues to draw attention as the nation's highest do-
mestic priority.

The second major area to which the resoarces of Federal and state
government have been addressed is urban renewal. The removal of
blight and the concomitant development of improved residential, com-
mercial, and industrial areas is viewed as a basic determinant in the
improvement of urban life.

Within the last decade, interest has foc.nsed on other physical as-
pects of the urban structure. These have included the provision of
basic utilities (water and sanitary facilities), comimmity facilities,
recreational areas, and other physical amenities. All of I hese programs
are intended to provide the community with a physical environment
which is beneficial in terms of the development of the city and its
inhabitants.

With these considerations in mind the physical seetion of the SCP
includes a series of statements relating to the condition and needs of
the city in relation to housing, urban renewal, community facilities
and environmental conditions. With regard to housing, information
reflecting the rate and amount of new construction, the composition
and distribution of the housing stock, trends in the supply of housing,
the extent of substandard housing and the market for subsidized hous-
ing is requested. This information on housing will be related to govern-
mental activity and organization with respect to planning, zoning,
code enforcement, redevelopment, and other evidences of loyal gov-
ernment involvement. Questions on water, sewer, gas and electric util.
ity services, whether provided by the local government or by private
sources are explored in order to determine their adequacy in terms of
present and future requirements. All of these statements are intended
to develop an understanding of the efforts which the city has made in
improving its physical environment, its plans along these lines for the
future, the mechanisms which have been used, and the problems which
have been encountered.

t
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Social 8ect6 r
The quality of urban life is directly related to the provision of

social programs: health and medical care, welfare assistance, educa-
tional sources and cultural programs. These programs have tradi-
tionally been provided by a varying mix of public and private spon-
sors. In more recent years, the inability of the private sector to furnish
such programs has placed an increasing burden on public institutions.

In analysing the needs mid problems of small communities and in
determining the potentials for growth and development through Fed-
eral assistance programs, it is necessary to evaluate the current level
of social program activity in the cities under study and to determine
the areas of greatest need.

The SCP analyses the major social tliaracteristies of the city in terms
of the soeial facilities and services which are available and how -well
they meet the needs of the community both for the present and in the
future. In particular, emphasis is placed on several areas. Health and
medical services and facilities, inclnde an analysis of the availability
and provision of comprehensive personal and environmental health
and medical services through both the private and governmental sec-
tors. Edueation programs and facilities, inclade an analysis and eval-
uation of basic elementary and secondary education, adult education,
technical training and the availability of high education facilities are
also examined. Recreational and cultural programs and facilities, com-
munity, social arid welfare services as well as the issue of community
involvement are also dealt with in the social section of the SCP.

An additional note on the narrative SVP's found in Appendix 13 is
in order. The community profiles written for each of the 36 communi-
ties contain an additional section on the use of Federal programs. This
section includes a list of all such programs which have been used by
the conummity along with ineamngful comments on the programs
themselves. Wlile many of these points made in this section could be
incorporated elsewhere in the profile, it was felt that given their im-
portance to the study, highlighting them in a separate section -was
advisable.

SECTION m. DEFINITION AND CIASSIFICATION OF SMALL
COMMUNITIES

An effective delivery of Federal assistance to small communities
requires considerable knowledge of the small community environ-
ment and in particular those things that differentiate this group of
cities from other recipients of Federal program assistance. The pur-
pose of this section is to analyze the requirements for a meaningful
definition of the small community and to devise a classification scheme
which will provide a vehicle through which key aspects in the success
of the delivery system of Federal programs can be related to impor-
tant characteristics of small communities.

DEFINITION OF SMALL COMMUNITIES

There are many possible definitions of a small community and which
one is used depends largely on the purpose to be served. Given the fo-
cus of this study, an appropriate definition should show characteris-

34. -
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tics which are meaningful in terms of providing outside assistance to
the conimunity.

The two broadest definitions of small communAies that have been
traditionally used are based on size and location. An example of the
use of these characteristics for definitional }imposes which is ot in-
terest to this study is reflected by the many BUD programs that are
described andior athninistered on the basis of one of these two char-
aeteristies, Examples of the size criteria are: the Title VIII program
which is limited to communities under 100.000 in population ; the -701"
program Whidi i restrieted to communities 1111(1er 50.1)o0; the Urban
Renewal })rogram which contains special provisions in the size of the
Federal share for cities under 50,()00. A similar list of examples canbe shown for location : the special programs available to those located
hi Appalachia ; planning grants for non-metropolitan areas; as wellas the programs of the Agriculture Department winch cover rural
areas under 5,,500.

The conclusion of this study in no way shows reasons to disagreewith the use of these characteristics in defining program content andapplication. Indeed some of the recommendations deal directly withthis issue, Size has provided the basis for the most generally useddefinition. It is still found to be the most pervasive element in defininga small comnumity for the purposes of programing assistance. Inthis analysis of small communitws the factor of population has beenreviewed in detail and found to be the singularly most importmitelement.
Reliance on any OM particular faetor whether it be size, locatien orSOW other barometer however. cannot provide 11 suitable definition interms of progra milling aid to small comnuinities. In addition, elm ray-teristies relating to the program elements theniselves imisi 0011-sidered. For example, when involved in the delivery of some healthprogram, it would be necessary to forn-; on community lwalth statis-

tics and proLably a nmnber of social indicators as well. Similarly if
program assist a iiee is to foeus on reducing imemployment or incomema:ntenaiwe, a wide range of economic statistics would have to beconsidered. Each of these additional sets of indic.itors has to be devel-oped according to the particular program or function under consider-
atitm. And the importance of each of these indicators in the smallconmmuity environment of necessity, has to be analyzed separatelyfor each functional approach.

The conclusion that must be drawn therefore is that there is no oneuniversal definition of a small community which can be applied to allaspects of the delivery system of BUD program assistance, 'The char-acteristics which are important when considering the planning fund-tion for example. may havelittle or no relevance to some other aspectof that system. The conclusions at the end of this section support thisbasic premise quite clearly.
Several different definitions are therefore proposed as a result of thisstut effort. They include definitions by size, by location, and by eco-nomic viability. These definitions are designed for the particular

requirements of the delivery of Federal }?rograms to small communi-ties and are described in Section V., 14 ederal Assistance to SmallCommunities.

35
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As has been noted, meaningful definitions of small communities must
eonsider a number of facets, which tend not to be consistent throughout
all relevant functional areas. In order to provide a vehicle through
which all possible interrelationships between important community
indicators and major functional areas of concern can be systematically
stated a elassitication system for tlw study of small eommunities has
been developed.

CLASSIFICATION OF $MALL COMIWNITIES

In line with traditional areas of conmmnity definitions a number of
classifieation ;:clienies have been developed. Among the more signifi-
cant bases that have been utilized to classify cities are : economic func-
tion; economic base; regional location historical and evolutionary,
and relationship of cities to their tributary areas. Hadden and Bor-
inittl M their classic work on the social elmracteristies of American
t- 4

cities make the following observations. most extensive and per-
sistent criterion for the classitk:ation of cities has been economic or
funetional specialization. X wide variety of approaches has been
milized. and generally there has been increasing sophistication in the
methodology employed in the development of these classifications.
However, these classifications have remained ad hoc in character, and
there have been only limited efforts to demonstrate that other charac-
teristics of the city or urban milieu could be predicted with this type of
claz.sification."

CLASSIFICATION BY FACTOR ANALYSIS

In order to overcome some of these shortcomings, the factor ana-
lytic approach to community classification has been developed. The
basic approach of factor analysis is to develop a limited list of key
community parameters which are capable of explaining the major
inter-relationships within a ocmmunity environment.2 This approach
is the basis for the methodology developed and applied in this study.
Major differences in the design used in this study should be noted
however. Whereas in previous attempts at factor analysis the sample
size has been quite large, this sample was limited to 36 communities.
Previous efforts tend to rely compietelv on statistical data and infor-
mat 'ion which can be easily assemb10 by means of cursory surveys
etc. The major emphasis in this approach is the placement of qualified
professional analysts in the communities for a number of days to gain
first hand Ipowledge of and contact with many aspects of the com-
munity environment so essential to meaningful in-depth analysis.

As noted previopsly, the relatively small size of the sample pre-
vents the undertaking of any complex statistical econometric mampu-

Borratta, Edgar P. and Redden, Jeffrey X.. American eine*: Their Social Character-
4atios (Chicago t Rand McNally and Company, 1965). pp. 28-29.

a A more complete discUgsion of factor analysis can be found on pages 18-28 of
Borgatta and Iladden's study.
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lations with the observations. The type of clustering analysis normallv
employed in a factor-analytic approach would quite assuredly result
in vague, indefinite conclusions if applied to a sample of 36 communi-
ties. The cost associated with such a task would not warrant its under-
takint. E information comparable to that which has been gathered
for triese 36 conmumities could be procured for a sample of say 150
cities, the application of such techniques would, without question,
result in a systematic statement of all important conclusions between
the key parameters of the small town environment. The results of this
study effort reflect the same types of specifications and conclusions as
wouid result from this more viyorous approach. The difference lies
in the fact that because of the limitations in sample size the analysis
is. m ge-eral. less systematic and cannot claim to have found all the
meanin4 fel relationships that might be present in that environment.

The basis for the classification system which will now be presented
is tho Small Community Profile. Using data and information con-
tained in the profile RS well as the judgments of the study team, a list
of 38 community characteristics was assembled for each community.
While considerAle additional information is available from the pro-
files4 this list of characteristics was limited to those that were felt to
be most significant. These characteristics are shown as column head-
ings on Table 11-1. Eighteen of these characteristics are statistical
data series, the other twenty are indices of the subjective rankings by
the study team on the nature of the subjects covered.

Thp cells of the matrix shown in this table show the ratings of the
comp nmity characteristics. For the twenty series that incorporate
judgmenttil factors., each area or characteristic was ranked in three
categories. If a particular characteristic of a cominunity was fairly
representative of all coimmmities in the sample it was +-riven an aver-
nge rating. E it was much better or significantly poorertlian sam-

pk norm for that characteristic than a high or iow rating wa:;
respectiveb. The statistical series -were also grouped into three or
four categories in order to facilitate the analysis. The detailed rank-

in t,s for each of these characteristics will be described below.
the row headings of table 111-1 are the 86 communities arranged

in alphabetical order within population categories {the categories are
n-Al )1 )0 ;`).--- 1 0.000 0-0.1J )00 i?5--.)0.000) .

DESCRIPTION OF FA CTOR CHA RAMEM ICS

In describing this table each characteristic will be treated separately.
A diseussimi of the characteristic itself will be provided along with
an explanation of the particular rating that was -used for that char-
acteristic. In addition, comment will be made on the distribution of

each of these characteristics over all 36 communities, -which are sliere,m

at the bottom of the table. This serves to convey to the reader
notion of what the representative community in the sample might look
like as defined by these characteristics. The characteristics dre dis-
cossed in the order in which they appear in the table.
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TABLE 1114 A CLASSIFICATION RANKING OF SMALL COMMUNITIES
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Form of government
There were three forms of government studied Council-Manager

(('AI) Mayor (M) ; Town 'Meeting (TM). The :36 cities in tlw study
group are nearly evenly divided between the number of cities operat-
mg under the mayor-council form (18), and those cities using the
comicil-manager form (17). One city has the town meeting form.
Government organization and 8ervice8

Government organization and services incorporate a wider range
nf eity government elements and include the essential functions of
providing major public services. These services include administra-
tive, fire, police, street maintenance, garbage collection, buikling in-
spection, library, parks and recreation programs. This characteristic
also encompasses the relative technical capability of the city's admin-
istrative staff; the type of the form of government used and the
relative stability of the policy-making body as measured by election
characteristics. rate of ptilitical tarnover, terms of oflice of the mayor
and councilmen, and whether or not the terms of the city council
members are overlapping. The overall rating, reflects a combination of
these factors. L is a low capability and performance RS compared to
a. norm for the communities studied. M is a medium capability and
performance, and H is a high capability and performance. In relating
each of the 36 cities for the over-all effectiveness of its organization and
services, 11 cities were assigned a low rating, 12 cities were given a
medium rating, and 13 cities were found to merit a high rating.
F ;.vris7 effort

The fiscal effort characteristic includes major factors that measure
the relative effort of a community in obtaining revenue from local
sources to finance public facilities. services. end other programs. These
measurement factors are the local property tax burden on the owners
of residential property, the citY's utilization of loc;sl non-property tax
sources of revenue, and the relation of the city's ta.. mte and general
obligation bonded indebtedness to any limitations imposed by the
state. Of the 36 cities in the study group, 15 were found to have state
limitations on their tax rates, and 27 were found to have state limi-
tations on their bonded indebtedness. The property tax burden is meas-
ured as a relation between the total current property tax bill of the
owner of an average home and the average current annual family
income. To determine property tax burden, a high ratiug was assigned
when a current total property tax bill for a current medium valne
home was found to be five or more percent of a current mediam value
for family income. Similarly a low rating was assigned when a cur-
rent total property tax bill /or a medium value home was found to be
three percent or less of a current medium 'value for family income.

In determining the rating of each city for "fiscal effort ', considera-
tion was given not only to its tax buraen rating, but also -to the tax
limitations imposed by the state and the utilization of other loeal reve-
nues. For example1 one city has a very low property tax burden, but
was assigned a high "fiscal effort" rating. This city is subjected to
very low tax limitations imposed by the state. andthe city tax rate is
at the state limit. From a tax rate standpoint, this city is making a
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inaximum fiscal effort. Further fiscal effort by this city is reflected by
As high utilization of business licenses and special service fees.

Of the 36 cities in the study group, 16 cities were f ound to be making
unusually good fiscal efforts and were therefore assigned a high rat-
ing. Ten cities were assigned a "medium" rating, and 10 other cities
were assigned a "low" rating,
Fiscal capacity

This characteristic refers to the ability of a city to increase its fi-
nancmg of city services and programs beyond current levels. To meas-
ure this ability, consideration was given to the present fiscal effort, to
the city's unused general obligation bonding capacity and to any an-
ticipated m iajor ncreases of revenue sueli as the probable continued
rapid growth of the property tax base and/or new revenue from shared
nonproperty taxes. For many of the cities that are now making a high
fiscal effort, their capacity to increase present levels of revenue is very
low and they were assigned a "low" rating. In these cases, the city's
taxpayers have a heavy tax burden (which includes taxes for the city,
schools, connty, etc.), new bond issue proposals are apt to be defeated,
the property tax base is not increasing, and there are DO new revenues
from the state or other sources.

On the other hand, most of the cities that are making a low fiscal
Wort have a relatively high capacity to increase present levels (If
revenue. Their eitv tax rates are well below state limitations, the total
property tax buraen is low, and they have relatively large unused
bonding capacity.

A few cities have a high fiscal effort, but also have a high capacity
to increase their financing of city services and programs dee to rapid
growth of their property tax base, and/or new outside sources of
major revenue other than property ta xes. For all 36 cities in the study
group, many variations and combinations were found that differ from
the foregoing examples. In the rating system a low (L) rating sig-
nifies a poor fiscal capacity to achieve higher fending levels. IT is a
medium capacity. and IT indicates a high capacity. For the cities in
the study group, nine cities were assigned a "low" fiscal capacity rat-
ing, 18 cities were given a "medium" rating and the nine Oilers were
given a "high" rating.
pro»iilnly

This charaderistic reflects a combination of a community's plan-
ning organization. staffing and activities. Planning activities not only
include the preparation and adoption of a comprehensive plan. but
also the adoption of planning codes, a long range capital improvement
pmgram, and special planning studies such as for neig,hborhood anal-
ysis, urban renewal, housing, recreation, etc. The rating does not en-
compabs planning at the regional level. A (14 rating signifies poor or
inadequate planning; (M) rating indicates a medium level of plan-
ning and (II) rating is a high level of planning. After evaluating the
over-all quality and effectiveness of the planning activities in each
city, only eight cities were found to stand out sufficiently above the
norm of the group to merit a "high" rating. Seventeen cities were as-
signed a "medium" rating. and the planning activities of 11 cities were
so clearly inadequate that they were assigned a "low" rating.



PopuThtion $;ze
The 30 ilminninitie hi the sample Wen' divided into four population

categmies defimd as follows. LI,=under 5,000: L=5.000-0.990:
10,000-1,)4,999; 11-=2,500-19,000. 1it the sample there were 6, 17,

16, and T cities in each of these sim categories respectively.
Peecent of popohoVon rovth

This ehararteris-tie shows the rate Of growth of each of the cities
since 1900. The communities classified according to the follow-
ing indivators; L tinder 7f : 11= T-19%; 11=--20% and over. Of the
36 ctummmities StMlied 13 had experienced a "high" rate of growth
while 10 showed a growth in population of under 7%.

w;iiorhtg popuhid;on
The ranking for the penentage of mhiority population in a coin-

nnunty were as follows:A low rating (14 \Ills given if the )ercentage
of minority to total popuhition was under 5 percent. If that percent age
fell Im ween 5 and 15 percent a medimn (11) rating was applied.
Those connnunities with over 15 percent received a high (H) rating.
In.the 36 cominmiities covered by the general study there were 17cities with less than 5 percent minority population. 9 with between 5
and 15 percent., and 10 with over 15 percent minority population.
Pewent ehle rl popdation

The rankings for the percent of tile elderly popnlation (defined as
persons over age 65) in the community were: 1.,=----imder 8%; 11- 8-
19%; and It==over 12%. As defined, the distrilmtion of the sample
communities showed 10 with a low elderly ratio, 13 with a medium
ratio, and 1$ cities with a ratio of over 15% of the population made
up of individuals over 65.
Periwnt popuhition under 18

This indicator was satbdivided in the follow in!, manner: L,-----under
32% : M=32-3T%; 1I=over 37g. Of the 36 cities in the study group.
12 cities have a low proportion of childrtn as compared to a norm.for
the study group as a whole and were therefore assigned a low rating.
Twelve other cities were found to be near the norm and were accord-
ingly assigned a medium rating. Nine cities have a .relatively lngh
proportion of children and were assigned a high rating.
Mahan age

The medium age of the population was classified according to the
following ranking: L=under 29 years of age ; M =29-33 years: and
H= over 33 years. The distribution within the sample cities of .this
characteristic for each of the above categories was 12, 14 and 10 cities,
respectively.
Loration

The 36 cities were divided into three types of location: Independent
cities which are isolated from a nearby large city or urbanized area.
All cities located over 30 miles from a city 50,000 or more in population
a-re designated as independent (H). Satellite cities wluch are located
within 30 miles (commating distance) of a city of more than 50.000
but not 'within an SMSA are shown by the letter (M). Cities within
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an SMSA are shown by the ktter (L). Within the sample group there-were 20 independent cities, nine satellite communities and seven citieslocated within an SMSA.

L'con011?.AC daU;lit'f$th)A
The economie classification used to describe the saniplo cities wasdescribed in the preceding section on the design of the profile. but MI'listed byre for purposes of convenience.

AbbreNiations are shown inpa rentheses.
Manufacturing (Mm) Dorm itory (J)))i versiliedManufacturing Mining (mg)(Mr)

Resort (X)Divei.sifiedRetafling (ha) Government (G)Retailing (11r)
Educat ion (El ))£fld74$tr4Z Comentraion

All citie in the sample were ranked according to whetlwr or notthey had a high degree of industrial concentnition. Cities with lowhaustrial convent ration 1-.4 reflected a high diversification of intins-try with no one type of industry or major firm beiug dominant. A.(IT) ranking indicates the pmsence of low-diversilict-ition and dond-milee of a firm or industry. Within the sample group nine communi-ties reflected a rdatively high degree of industrial concentration.Lau-NIry tiod rtunmerre
The overall rating reflects a combined rating of factors that includethe diversity.. the past growth and the potential for growth of thecommunity's nulustry and commerce, as well as factors relating tochamber of commerce activitiy, including industrial development ef-fort,. A low (L) rating signifies an overall and significant low degreeof the 1m4ors eninnerated ;is related to the norm of those commu-nities in the study group. An M rating reflects a metliiim diTree. antia higb (Il) rating indicates a relatively high degree of presence ofthe hbove characteristics. In terms of the sample, the distribntion oflow. medmm. and high ratings for industry and COMinlisee was 6, 20,and 10, respectively.

EmpZoyment
This characteristic reflects a combined rating of such factors as thematching-up of jobs in the community with the employable residentsin the community. This rating took into account the skill level of thelabor force, the unemployment rate, the level of education achieved,and the approximate number of resident employables working outsideof the city. A low (L) rating indicates a significantly undersirableemployment situation as related to the norm of the communities in thestudy group. An (M) rating signifies an average employment situa-tion, and a high (H) rating means an exceptionally desirable employ-ment situation was present. In the communities visited, this desirablesituation was reflected in 11 communities. Nine cities were ranked lowand 16 average for this characteristic.

BallVing
The assignment of an overall rating to each community for thischaracteristic was very difficult. A low (L) rating was assigned to
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only one community, and only because there were no banks located intha:t community. However 10 communities were assigned a high (H)rating which was essentially based upon a clear indication that theibanks n those community served their banking needs exceptionallywell as compared to the norm of the communities in the study group.Transportation
The rating of this characteristic reflects a combined evaluation ofair, rail, and highway transportation facilities and services for bothgoods and passengers both for intra-city and inter-city. A low (L)rating signifies poor transportation efficiencies as compared to a normfor the commumties in the study group. All the communities to whichthil Tilting was applied reflected servere problems in their intra-cityfacilities and service. A medium rating (M) reflected an average levelof fac.ilities and services and was applied to 19 cities. Fourteen citieswere judged high (H) because of their exceptionally good transporta-tion factors as compared to a norm for the study group as a whole.TotaZ ecommy

This overall "economic" rating reflects a combination of all the sepa-rate ratings for the four foregoing economic characteristics. In arriv-ing at this index emphasis wes placed on the industry and eommerceand employment characteristics relative to the others mentioned. Forthe sample of 36 eommunities, a total of i.).2 were rated as having anaverage overall economic base and potential for growth. Eight of thecommunities were rated high and in general possessed all the essentialcriteria for a viable economy as well as excellent growth potential. Sixcommunities were felt to be quite economically depressed relative tothe sample average and were given a low rating.
Growth center

A rating was made according to whether or not the communityunder evaluation was a growth center. Sixteen of the conimimities inthe sample were servimi- as the principal center for the region's (leo-110111ie activity and are indicated by an al). A lack of serving 1114 thefocal point of the economy of the surroimdMg area was evidenced by20 cities as indicated by the (L) rating.
Ned-kn family iflcome

This characteristic was ranked under the following groups: L=under $4,600; 3,1=$4,600-5,400; H=above $5,400. Of the cities in thestudy group2 12 have a low median income as defined above ; 12 othershave a median income which is approxim!ttely the averN;fe for tliesample and were given accordingly a medium rating while 12 citleswere given a high ranking indicating a relatively high median familyincome.

Family income under $3,000
Ratings of the percentage of families with incomes under $3,000were grouped as follows ; Li= under 19% : M=19-30q- 11--=-, over

The distribution of these categories among the sample communitieswas 13, 13 and 10, respectively.
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Soma homing
The ratings for the percent of sound housing were determined in

the following way L= under 70%; M=70-80%; 1-1=above 80%. Of
the communities studied 10 were in the first category, 10 in the second
and 15 were found to have over 80% of their dwelling units in sound
condition.
Ilou.sing built before 1989

This factor, reflectina the relative age of dwellings in a community
shows the pereent of housillg unit s. bniit prior to 1939. The rankinzs
by category are: L= nnder 50%; M=50-65%; 11= above 65%. Eight
communities fell within each of the first two categories while 20 of
the 36 communities contained over 65% dwelling units which had
been built since 1939.
Value of homing

This characteristic reflects median home value and was ranked in
the following manner : L=under $8,500; M= $8,500-11,000 ; 11=above
$11,000. The distribution of the value of housing by these categories
was 13, 11 and 12 respectively for the communities included in the
survey.
Bowing nePds

The "housing need" characteristic encompasses the age of the corn-
numity's private housing as reflected by the percent of sound housing
as of 1960 (or more recently, if available), the number of new resi-
dential units bnilt in the last five .years, the percent of family income
under $3,000, the median family income, the number of public hous-
ing units provided, the public 'housing current waiting list, and the
relative concentration of substandard housing in minority neighbor-
hoods.

A large number of cities (a total of 14) were found to have housing,
needs that were obviously of a much larger magnitude than those of
the other 36 cities in the study group. These 14 cities were assigned
a "high" (H) rating. Conversely, only six cities were found to have
exceptionally small housing needs, and were assimed a "low" rating
(14. The remaining 16 cities were given a "medium" (M) ratings
since their housing needs were not exceptionally large or small.
Homing effort

The "housing effort" characteristic refers to a community's efforts
and achievements to improve housing conditions in relation to its hous-
ing needs. To determine the relative si at us of housing efforts in a given
community, an evaluation was nlade of efforts in providing housing for
low and moderate income families, housing for the elderly, residential
urban renewal projects, and the enforcement of housing codes. In those
communities having a 7lative large minority population, particular
attention and consideration was given to the efforts made in providing
for the housing needs of minority groups.

For the 36 cities in the study group, only eight were assigned a "high"
) rating for housing effort, which reflects exceptionally good efforts
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to improve over-all housing onc1itniis 1 eities were given a "me-
dium" (M) rating, and 15 cities (42% of the entire study group) were
assigned a "low" (L) rating.
Php;oni deeriol»»e-nt

The physical development characteristic refers to the relative ade-
quacy of the community's physical development and the community's
efforts to made needed improvements. Communities were assigned a
"high" rating for this charaeteristic if the present physical develop-
ment was found to be Pxceptional 1 y good in comparison with the norm
for the study group. In addition. if a community was found to have a
relatively p000r development, but was making exceptional efforts to im-
prove its development, it was also assigned a "high" rating. In effect,
equal ratings are given to "completion" and to "substantial progress."

In designing the physical development characteristic, the following
major elements were included, and in each case encompass the city's
relative needs as well as the eity's activities in alleviating these needs :
availability of sites for industrial, commercial and residential facilities
including annexation; implementation of a comprehensive plan ; en-
forcement of zoning and subdivision regnlations; and arban renewal
programs for the central bnsiness district and other areas.

In rating the cities. 11 were gien a "low" (L) rating, 1:i cities were
assigned a "medium" (M) rating. and 10 cities were found to merit a"high" (H) rating.
Community facilities

The community facilities characteristic relates to the present ade-
quacy of physical facilities that are essential for providing major pub-
lic services. In designing ihis characteristic and in rating the communi-
ties. 1:i types of physical facilities have been ineluded. and al
identilui d as follows:

The city hall, police stations. fire stations. the street sys+em. off-st
parking in business areas, waste disposal sites andlor incinerator, pub-
lic library, system of parks and playgrounds. water supply system,
water distribution system. sanitary sewage collection system, sewage
treatment plant, storm sewer sptem and health facilities.

The adequacy of these faeilities depends upon several types of
measurements. For buildings, important considerations for determin-
ing adequacy are space. layout, and quality of construction; fire sta-
tions would also inchide their location pattern ; street systems include
traffic circulation patterns, the quality and width of travel surfaces,
and general appearance ; for parks and playgrounds, their size, number
and location patterns are critical factors; and for utility systems such
as water and sewer, principal considerations are their size, the quality
of their product, and the degree to which they serve all areas of thecity.

A.s might be expected. no community in the study group was foundto have all of its community faeilities in an adequate condition or in
an inadequate condition. A- the 36 cities there were sufficitat
variances to allow their sepa Into a "low", "medium", and "high"
group without undue difficim: As with most of the other character-
istics, the ratings are in relation to the norm for the group as a whole.Nine cities were assigned a "L" (poor) rating, 1 others were given
a "M" rating and 10 cides were found to merit a "H" (good) rating.
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MAT;e, efluctriVop *ptein,
The education characteristic refers to the quality of a community's

public school system. 'The following aspects of a public school system
are covered: the adequacy of the school facilities; relative needs and
provisions for vocational and adult education ; student drop-out rates;
the proportion of high school graduates gobg on to college, and the
over-all quality of the public school system tzs compared to a norm
for the study group of emmnimities as a whole.

In rating the cities for education, six cities were assigned a
( poor) rating, 2.2 eities AA :,re given a 411" rating, and eight cities were
found to merit a "H" {good) rating.
,School years comp/tied

The characteristic for median innithers of years of school completed
by adidt residents of the conminnity over 25 years of age was grouped
as follows: L-mnler 9.5 years; M=9.5-11.0 years; IT-over 11 years.
The sample communities reflected a fairly even distribution for these
three categories. Eleven communities were rated "L", 14 were rated

and 11 conummities were rated "II".
Heillth

The health characteristic refers to a community's services and facili-
ties for providing public health services and medical care. Public
health services and facilities were evaluated on the basis of several
factors considered to have direct effect on a community's total public
health delivery system. Major factors included 1-h4 adoption and
implementation of a piiblie health code, the supervision and staffing
of a loeal public health agency; provisions for environmental regula-
tions and control (inspections of food establishments. etc.): avail-
ability of health clinics; and provision for home health services.

Yedical care services and facilities were evaluated on the basis of
such factors as the availability and general quality of hospitals, doctors
and dentists, mental health centers, homes for the indigmt, nursing
homes, extended care facilities, orphanages, and specialized facilities
for chronic diseases.

The ratings for the health characteristic reflect combined ratings
for publ: health and medical care factors. Fourteen cities were as-
signed a "L" (poor) rating, 13 cities were given a "M" rating, and
nine citi9s were found to merit a "H" (good) rating.
Recreation and culture

The over-all rating reflects a combined ranking of park and recrea-
tion facilities, supervised recreation programs, public, library facili-
ties and yrograms, as well as cultural activities and offerings such as
community concerts, drama, lectures, and art exhibits. The ratiAR for
each community is only in relation to the norm of those communities
in the study group. A high (H) rating assigned to 7 communities
signifies a good recreation and cultural environment. A low (L) rating
was given to 12 communities and signifies an exceptionally poor level
of recreation and cultural offerings as compared to a norm for the
communities in the study group. A medirtm (M) rating was given to
17 communities.
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Coinmanity leadership and cen involvement
The over-all rating reflects a combined ranking of the relative effec-

tiveness of a community's leadership, citizen participation, citizen sup-
port, and citizen attitudes in working towartl an achievement of pro-
grams needed to improve the quality of life in the community. For
each community, the rating is m relation to the norm of the corn-
nnmities in the study growl,

A low (L) rating Si 3 poor effective leadership and citizen
participation. Fifteen oi i. ales were rated in the category. Five
commmiities were ranked as high (II ) signifying exceptionally good
presence of all these factors.
Age of comint1011

Twenty-nine of the conummities st adied were incorporated before
1900 and are designated by the symbol (II). An (31) designates the
three corrummities that were incorporated between 1960 and 1045. The
four vonmumities in the sample incorporated sine, 1945 are designatedby (L).
Mujoi, corn in unIty weeds

The over-all rating of commanity needs reflects all assessment of
major needs regardless of type. A low (I4 rating signifies little need
in relation to a 1101111 for the eomnmnities iii tiw:=ttuiy group. Ten vom-
lnunities were played in tills gronp. A high (11) ratwg. gi-en to 1:)
c01111111111ities, indicates exeeptionally large needs. The reniaining 11
('ommunities were given an l ) rating: w hieh indicates that they \WO.
near the average.
Needs for outside 0.88iSialtee

The over-all rating reflects a combination of other ratings for the
given eomnomity, inehldinw its fiscal capability and its needs. Ten
cities in the simple demonsrrated little need for outside assistance and
were rated (14. Another 10 cities were considered to have average
needs (M) for outside program assistance. The cities felt to be in
greatest need for Federal and/or state assistanee were rated (II).
Sixteen communities -were pity d in this high need category.
Pederal program use

This rating is based on the number of Federal programs as well as
the per capita dollar value of all such programs used by a community.
Those commimities making little ase of Federal assistance in relation
to the norm for the communities in the study group were rank&
"low." Ten cities were placed in this category. Elevk.n cities were
ranked average (M) with regard to the use ol Federal program assist-
ance and 15 cities had made extensive use of Federal assistance as
evidenced by the (H) rating.
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TABLE III-2 A CLASSIFICATION MATRIX MODH. FOR SMALL COMMI.NITIES
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A ( 'L A SSIVI CATION MODEL FOR SMALL COMMUNITIES

Having defined and ranked these key connuanity characteristics it
is possible to develop fl classification model to be used in small com-
munity analysis. A schematic presentation of the model is shown by
the matrix of Table III-2. In the left hand column 8'2 of the 38 key
characteristics are listed. Of the six parameters excluded five are in-
corporated in the total economic rating and the sixth, economic classi-
fication, is not being amilyzed further because the nu.nber of (leliflitiflI
categories is very high in relatioa to the number of cities in the sample.
The 15 headings across the top of the matirx incorporate the prineipal
elements of the small community profile. These elements have all been
defined to describe conditions which would be optimal from Vie com-
munity's iewpoint and from the perspective of III3D if it were con-
sidering program assis.tance to a community.

By employing faetor analysis this matrix indicates whi.th iniliceors
elinnleteristies) of the community environment are most able to pro-

vide on a 7),iori bases those conditions which it is felt are of the greatest
import ance in studying the environment of the small community. The
key relationships are shown as being either positive ( + ) or nagative

) in eaeh cell. The weighting that is placed on SOME' of these rela-
tionships as well as a discussion of the key interrelationships that were
found to exist is presented below. A. brief discussion is also presented
on the particular methodology and on the faetn, analysis underlying
the matrix.

The analytic approach to dei ermine the key relationsbips among the
characteristics consists of comparing the distribution of any one of the

ehnracteristics with the distribution cf each of the other 36; this
process being repeaterl for all 31" parameters. For illustrative purposes
an example showing the distribution of the population characteristic
with that for planninp is shown in Figure III-1. (It should be remem-
bered that planning1,- only one of 36 characteristics being related to
pbpulation in the particular exercise from which this example is
taken.) At the top of the figure the figures and percentage breakdowns
for the distribution of population in the high, medium and low cate-
gories is shown. Below these figures are shown the breakdown of the
obseivations in each of these three population categoly cells, by this
breakdown according to..the characteristic of pianning. Of elle 13
cities that -were rated lO in terms of population, eight were rated
low in terms of their planning capacity mid five were rated as having

medium capacity. A. similar analysis can be made for the 16 cities of
medium size and the seven large cities.

There are any number of ways to express the conclusions which can
be shown from this particular sample, since there are two ways of
stating each relationship. It can be concluded that of the cities in the
sample which were small, eight of the 13 had poor planning. Looked
at in a slightly different way, of the 11 cities which had low planning.,
72% were found to be small communities of less than 10,00. While the
implications of these two conclusions are slightly different, the overall
relationship between planning capacity and size of city is qaite evident.
That is, there is clearly a yositive relationship between the size of a
city and its planning capacity.
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FIG. III-1.--A SAMPLE CROSS CHARACTERISTIC ANALYSIS; PLANNING CAPABILITY BY POPULATION

Low Medium High

Populabon:
Number

Percent
Planing capability:

Number
Percent

Number _. ..... ___, .....
Peicent_ ,

Number ... _

Percent

13
1 36

8
72

5
29

.._
,,,,,

16
41

3
28
li)
5$

3
37

7
19

2
13
6

63

Percentage figures only have meaMag in terms 01 low distribution.

This conclusion along with a number of others which the study team
feels are significant are represented by the oLservations hi the cells of
the matrix of table -111---2.

The relationships which were identified from the application of the
emdel are identified by the cell observations of that matrix. Those that
;; felt to be key relationships are placed in parentheses.

it is clear flint ninny of tlw indicators identified sigaify no relation-
sh imt merely reflect coincident behavior.

The key i.elationships identified provide the basis for many of the
conclusions and revommendations developed in the two following sec-
tions of the report. The frequency of observation of these relationships
in the o»irliaiiities leads to the conclusion that when analyzing the
small community environment these are the characteristics which pro-
vide meaningful insitEut

More specifically. fl'n)11 the Point of view of 1-i CD program deliv-
ery, the model indmtes thn P-T7D ;)ringmg about some
positive impact in the i-,perating i nrits identified
by the community characteristic6 ic ihpact
the profile element areas of "good plannin, -gooll orgvnization nid
services'', etc. The model therefore, not only pro:-
vehicle to evalnate the small community environre--:)t,
considerable light on the myriad of relationships affecillig te
ful delivery of HUD program assistance to these communities.

SECTTON IV. SMALL COMMUNITY NEEDS AND PROMEMS

An analysis of small community needs and pmblems forms the
second major element in this stuq. A major objective of the study
has been to identify the governmental, economical, physical, and social
needs of small communities in order to establish the bases for recom-
mendations for adapting or developing HUD and other Federal pro-
eTams to effectively meet such needs.

There are se-ieral limitations in describing the needs and problems
of commnnities which should be stated at the outset. First, the use ,f
a small selected sample precludes a direct projection of .the results
in terms of the problems and needs of small communities nationally.
As has been !pointed mit previously in the discussion on the classi-
cation of small communities, the results should be subjected to a larger
statistically significant sample. However, the needs and problems
idei1iifid ao fit into a pattern of requirements which have been identi-
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fled in Other work by tlw study team and by others. It is, therefore,
with a high d.;tree of assurance that these results are reported.

Second, the mere prestmee of a need does not autonuitically consti-
tute a requirement for a solution based upon outside assistance.
whether Federal or state. Each conmunity must be viewed individu-
ally. There is no question but that the sohlt-Al of certain surface needs
may only lead to the prolongation of basic peoblems. The solutions to
the needs and problems of some small commmiit ies may lie completely
outside of the province of Federal assistance. Baic commenity via-
bility. conmumity leadership, citizen involvement and interest are all
matters which must be determined first and should involve state. re-
eional and local determinations. This will involve the applieation of
eommuMty study techniques similar to the small community profile
methodology used in this study. For this reason, great stress is placed
upon comprehensive planning in the recommedations which follow,
the evaluation of Federal Prourams.

In the diselissions which Allow, the needs and problems of small
rommmiities a re viewed from several different aspects. First, the needs
of small coimmmities are identified from a prozranmiatic point of
view : that is. the needs which hare been evideneed from a study of the
four basie sectorsgovernmental. economic. physical. and soeial. art,
deseribed. It is within these terms that community needs are most often
considered. Second. as part of the amilysis of eomnmnity needs and
problems, a special look is taken at the perceptions of such problems
by the mioority eommunity and how they may differ from I he per-
eeptions of the community's leadership. Third. hal-int, made an analy-
sis of needs and problems, a study is made of a secial important in-
gredient in small community developmentcitizen leadership and in-
volvement. Witbout such involvemmt, the translation of needs into
programs for progress will not occur.

.0'ter all analysis of community needs and problems and the local
interest in their solution, the report turns to the requirements for out-
side assistimce to further small conmmnity growh and development.
The requirements for outside assistance and the current relationships
between small communities and other levels of government are dis-
eessed. Finally the specific use of Federal progrtuns by the small cam-
Liimities visited and tlwir reported experiences in using Federal pro-
grams are described.

MAJOR SlI. LL CtinmENITY MOOR AM SECYOR NEEDS

The small eommunity problems and needs discussed below are those
that, were identified during field visits to the 86 communities ill the
si utly group, and are considered to be of relative iniviyvtance in af-
fecting i he im lity of vri..).th life and the use of Fetieral programs. The
needs rather than the problems are emphasized, since in most
the attendant problems ttre evIdeneed by the types of the needs. Fur-
thermore, needs rather than problems correlate r 'ore closely with as-
sistance programs. The four major program s,,etors---governmental,
economic, physical, and socialserve as the mast iippropliatp frirhe-
work for grouping types of small community needs.

An analysis of minority community needs and problems is contained in a srparatesubstudy prepared by Roy Littlejohn and Associates.
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Goe(T»»i.ent
The structure, capability, 111111 performance of liwal governments

are of major inipialance in shaping the quidity of fife vf their resi-
dents. The government not only provides public, services and facilities
-essential to the life of the conummity, but also fornmlates and imple-
ments programs anti regulations that directly a itect the quality of all
ther major h:tietors of community lifeeconomic, physical, and social.
In most incorporated communities, tlie city govenunent not only has
more power I general police Or regulatory pt)wer) told more social re-

y than any other organization, public or private, but is also
larger and more votni&X.

The needs of small communit ies relat ive to the goVerithwut scot or
are discussed below. The eharacierist les analyzed Jae g
galuzation and SerVireS, pubiie finance and k.o11uu3, y

foe twiifpv.4,111111 ell N\ :Is

:,;:ty ftsilr 14.1111uttnitio,: itimit;;:; the
tu,i:o lb', to be .,(1 in eight oilier cOMMirtlitat-z. *fix :Al
c)mpliant t 14s. stitil, group are nearly evenly divided bet Vetlit t he
number of cit ies olwrating under the mayor-comwil form 11 s 1t
and those cities tistlig t.ffinwil-thanager form (1 cities', ()ne :.ity
ha: Ilie I own-mMing form. The small ciainunnities visited liad ap-
proximately the SaMP proportion between i.,000 and 50,000 population
using the comwil-numager form as there are in the Vnited States as a
whole. One third of the communities under 5,t 00 population in the
stay group have the council-manap-er -form of ,wovermnent. For the

nitod States, less t han 10 percent of cities under 5,000 population use
the council-manager form.

In analyzing the study results it -was found that in comparison with
r-enimeil cities, the council-mimager group of cities contains
,1r proportion of cities having a high level of nriYartizai jou

i;114 i'"n effective planning, more adequate mer-all physical
s -!, ment, byiicr adequacy of public -favilities and a -inniler natu-

her or 11!,;:-!. 7)e.eils for MitAile assistance. Since thf quality
of plannii,- and :=-ervices nny be essentially a factor of population size
onlY. an nnalti.i:-; nf 4'6,11-00P1lit its o-er 10,000 population was also made.
This anal-sis rkults as the first. The need for pro-
fe-2simia1 administnithm, e: ilt-ouzh the council-inn/lager form
of p.iyvernment or Me of tik, :rative plans available suf.11 as an
administrative officer is essential for community development.

A reed to provide more adegvate Imvipo7 Aerrioes was found in
most of the small (,ommunities.lmt there were many variances in types
and numbers of services that were considered to he deai .y
Need for improvements in code enforcement ituspectwus ri
viscid recreation programs were the 111051 ;20: Pvillii;11.11;-

1105. Or a little over one-half of the study g: ci arvil f
evenly in all population groups. in most of th,se cities. i 1)e o;11
did not report H. need to improvo code enforcement but did pc,lit-
a need to improve recreation. These findings would tend to ir Aicate
that small communities either do not consider code enforemwnt 118 be-
ing important or else are reluctant to push a program with such obvious
sensitivity.

1.53
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NyVils 11) (1)1'1111 inathIpnleieS !)I 1 1110 Mai Or Ser VieeS Wyly folluld.
in W006113:11 Ply one-fourth of Az, coniniunities.altlhoOl not a n Werefound in each community. T? .rp ilre. police, street maintenance.
garlmge eol feet ion. and They represent needs that aremost heavily eonek, ies under 5.000 popula-tion. The inailtapiacy il..'se vives often stems from inadequate
fiscal calamity.

,,11 pi-e),P fiNr:d (ilpitedy 17npOiltilid i i nof t!;+- colonlillinie:;. and is unwed hy several major problems that aivolt :-zumount. Among these an, Stith' LI that severely zi,:tunity.s tax ran, an d. or ineurrenc,, of bonded indebtedness. alack of state eollycJed revealleS t41iare1 With Meal communities. a lowNal hiation ( f taN ossessal)le iwoperty per capita. and high eosts of
maiit)r -11z*.h W; tllP pnbilo MMOIS. 1 Ti)W(Wvr. most of these
kamummities should make a gmater effort to more fully avail-al& revenue sources or ;i non-property tax mit 11VP Within 11ill commu-nity itself----such as special service charges. business licenses, and
ut i'r,ty fees.

A largo nmnber Of the 36 communities have a eapabilit y to riisc
more revenue and need to make gmater effort to Obtain more l'LlVenlit%
from within the comnnunly. not only from licenses and fees, but
from the property tax. Twenty-seven conummities were found to have
significant unitsNI scamps of revenue. These addit ional re; Nine

inellided low inN rates that could be increased without reaehing
legal limitations, nnused bondin power. small eharges for sewer
sServiees lind business licenses lind fru' other special seta-Ives that 1;aye
not been increased for many years. and the use of 11PW tqw:= of service
files, in some emummiities, for example. there ore DO fees for the use
of the sewage sy,,tem, for the colleetion of refuse, or for the C4Insinsz
of hosinesi; est abliAmeats. The increase of tax rates and speei& fees
as well as the imposition of DPW' type of charges are subject to AI ler-
ntion vontroversy. and Ore understandably avoided in many commu-
nities. However. the kadership and citizens of many small communi-
ties need to realize that the quality of connmmity services and
facilities are essential to the quality of urban life. To achieve and
maintain this quality, a eonummity nmsy recognize its responsibility
to make every reasomible effort to help itself.

A via jor -need to improve the effectiveneu t-.)f tqty phir why; 'was found
in 11 communities of the 36 cities in the study group. 30 cities have
active planning commissions inclmling four communities whieh have
johit county-city planning commissions. However, only 10 chies have
a full-time professional staff. Most of the other 26 cities ntihze plan-
ning consultants, and many of the cities having full-time planners use
planning consultants for the preparation of comprehensive plans
and other major planning studies.

Thirtv-one of the 36 communities have a comprehensive pkn. but
four cities reported that their comprehensive plans are too outdated
for anv practical use. Many cities have not implemented their plans
to any appreciable extent, and some indicated that the comprehensive
plan was authorized and prepared merely as a requirement for Fed-
eral program eligibility. Only 12 of the 36 comnmmties have prepared
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and adopted a nna1ti-3-ear (usually live year) capital improvenaaitprogram. However, _many of the 36 cities have had spmial surveysand plannmg studies for speeiiic problems anti prognuns. Some of themore prevalent studies have been for neighborhood analysis, urbanrenewal, housing conditions and needs, parks and recreation. andtit ilit ies.

Other important elements of plamiing are the preparation. adop-tion and npdathig of codes that serve to regulate anti to st4 standardsfor the development and mainienanee of laiul and s) lives. bothpublic and private. Twenty-two of the 36 eities have all the types ofcodes required Y HUM wttiable
pro!vrambuilding. eleetrieal,plumbing, and housing. .1. very few cities also have archii eetnral con-tml regulations. Although every eity has -unsound housing (in vary-mg degrees) nhie of the 36 cities have yet to atlopt honsing vele, andeight vides lack one or more of the other codes lisi ptl in the workableprogram requmments.In view of the relative small popnlation size of the romiminitiesin the study gronp (only SeVP11 with more than 25,000 )opulation)it was somewhat impressive to find siwli a large majority that havecomprehensive idans. lint after evalnating the over-all ql itv andeffectiveness of the planning aCtivitiPti in eaeh eommanity, only eighttaties weP finind 10 stand mit sufficiently above the norm of the groupto merit a high rating. Seventeen eities were assigned a medium rating,and the pla»ning activities of 11 cities were so clearly inadequate thatthey were assigned a low rating. As with most other needs, financiallimitations appear to aecount for poor plaiming effortsparticularlythe inability to finance the cost of an adetinate planning staff.In other cases. the small population size of a eommimity is an tinder7lying problem dile to the relative small planning workload involvedwhich does not justify a ftill-time planning staff. Part-time plmmingassistance or consultants are often not available to a small commimity.Particniarly in very small coimmmities there is a major need to tryto overcome this problem throngh cooperative arrangements withother imits of government such as the comity or nearby cities.Aside from financial and staffing problems, more than a few of thecommunities in the stndy group have a concurrent need to developmore interest and appreciation of the importance and nsefulness ofcity planning. In those communities which were evalnated as havinga major need for planning improvement, practically no local officialsor citizens recognized it as a major need. Yet the analysis of com-munity characteristics reveals a strong relationship between goodplanning and snch physical attributes of a city as good communityfacilities and desirable physical development.The need to implement a comprehensive plan applies to one-half o.fthe 36 commnnities. The implementation of the comprehensive plan istaken in a broad context. It includes the enforcement of zoning andsubdivision regulations as well as the complete orderly developmentof the city as contained in the plan and by the necessary requirementsfor adjusting the plan over a period of time. The implementation of acomprehensive plan involves not only a coordination of the develop-ment of community facilities snch as streets, parks. and schools, butalso includes many facets of the private sector such as those related to
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eommereial, industrial. and privately owned transportation facilities.
For the prver physical development of R city, full recognition must
be grven to the mter-relationship of all the separate elements in the
community as described and delineated in the comprehensive plan. In
spite of the importance of implementing the comprehensive plan, the
study team enNnintered very few officials and other leaders in small
commimities who mentioned this as one of their community needs.
Ernnomie

The analysis of the economic sector of the 36 communities visited
was largely concerned with describing the eiwironment and defining
the conttsxt within whieh the evaluations of needs and problems in the
other sectors eould be carried on. A. general description of the economic
needs and problems of small commimities woald carry the discussion
to areas which do not fall within the purview of this study.

A large number of people interviewed cited the need for more indus-
try and iobs. While the identification of a need for more indnstry and
jobs might be just another way of describing the relationship between
economic development and community size a number of specific needs
in the areas of industrial development. employment, transportation.
and banking were frequently observed and evaluated. Economic needs
relevant to this study are discussed below.

A /ieed to more realistkally view industrial deveiopnent potapti,77
was found to be a major need in many of the communities studied.
Many examples were seen in which a significant amount of community
resources had been used to develop industrial parks and/or building
shells which would make the community more attractive to prospective
industry. in a number of cases the fiscal capacity of the community had
been considerably reduced because of these undertakings. While much
of the orgnnized industrial development activity that was observed has
produced tangible results. and in a few cases has provided the principal
stimulus to community revitalization. in far too many cases the efforts
have been a big disappointment to the communitv. Typical patterns
observed repeatedly were of the following nature. Resources were con-
centrated on one physical bnilding and the suecess of the process de-
pended totally on the firm which moved in. As a general rule, firms
which are interested principally because of the provision of a building
and other amenities. tax considerations etc. by the community, fend
not to be the most viable economic entities, and therefore bring consid-
able risk to the development effort.

Should the enterprise fail, the atmosphere for realistic industrial
growth end development in the community may have suffered a serious
setback. Communities generally wanted "clean, light" industry giving
little th onght to any economic reasons why this should be the case. What
needs to be emphasized is the fact that just because a city has mider-
taken the development of an industrial park or other infrastructure
facility is no omarantee that firms will automatically come in. In effect.
what th is process does is upgrade the comnumuity's position to a point
where it is now in competition with hundreds of other communities who
are in the same boat.

77Yrr -,r;sis wed to inrwreasi, the provision of voratioval trainina.
on the job training and admit education programs. This portion of the
education spectrum was found to be grossly cleficient in nearly all com-
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munities visited. The rapid

technological changes in today's economy

hay.e made the tradifional manual training courses totally
inadequate.

While the development of regional vocational schools is taking place

it a rapid rate, far too many ofthe communities visited were still heav-

ily dependenton the traditional curriculum.The needto makearaiktble greater riskcapital forbu,siness and funds

to support the housing market is a universal problem. Local banks in

small communities do not have the fiscal capacity to meet these needs

and the branch banks of the larger
institutions tend to be conservative

in their meethig of requirements in these areas. The condition of tight
money which existed duringour investigation

understandably aggra-

vated these conditions.need to improve intra-city
transportation serri0819 and facilities

exists in a number of communities studiecl. In communities where em-

ployment is largely found outside the city limits this is ai. especially
critical problem The relative viability of the CBD versus outlying

shopping centers is also being critically influencedby the provision or

lack thereof of adequate intra-city
transportation services.

A .7/43ed to renovate or modernize the city's central, business district

was found to be a major need in 22 of the 36
connnunities, and was

pointed out as a need by the leaders of nearly all the,te
communities.

The importance to a community of an adequate and attractive central

business district relates to many facets of the quality of urban life and

it is deemed to be worthwhile to mention a few of them. In many small
communities, retail services are a large part of the economy and are

in competition with the retail services of other
communities. Also the

central business district is usually a principal focal point and synth&

of the
comimmity. As sueli it has a major influence on the total evalua-

tion or huage of the (ommunity by its l'iS;tleIlt,z and visitors. whicii in

tnrn affects the city*s growth and total
development. Another facet

relates to bow well a central business district serves the Dee:ls im-lml-

ing the general eonvenience of its residents and -visitors. The tv.pe.

number, and quality of retail stores and other facilitle,z. he-qui:mg

traffic circulation and parking:. are vital
considerations in -whether or

not the public will go ont of its way to patronize outlying shopping

centers or even travel toother cities.Physira7
The physical sector of this study refers to a commimity's

t)hysieal
environment and condition. The relative adeqeary of these factors and

the efforts of the city's
government to move forward toward their

needed improvement of prineipal concern. Three factorshare been

esed to measure the needs of
communities. They are physical develop-

ment, housing and commimityA need for annewation was found to be important in one-half of the
coninmnities. This does not always arise from the same set of rwob-

lems. in II majority of the
communities, aenexation needs arise from

problems of contignous fringe areas that are already popela tea but

have substandard development facilities, and services. In other cases,

there is a need to annex territory that is not developed in order to
prevent imdesirable fringe development in the feture as -well Ps to
provide suitable sites for the further development of the eommunity
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which has good potential growth bet has few sites remaining inside
the city to meet the land requirenwnts for future. growth.

It is generally accepted that there is a Need for more adequate hove-
; ng in nearly eveq urban plaee in the tinkel States. However, for
the purposes of tins study, the housing needs of each community in
the study group were evaluated in terms of the degree of need in re-
hition to a norm for tlw study group as a whole. On this basis, 14 of
the 36 cities were found to have a major nt.ed for more adequate hons-
ing. These are commuities that are particularly afflicted with high
pereentages Of substandard housing, low income families, and hiw
rateE, of new private andSor publie housing. units.

A. large number of officials in these communities recognized housing
as a major proMem, but the study team found many officials of small
communities who were not particularly concerned with the housing
needs of low income families. Based on this finding, many small com-
munities mnst undertake appropriate aetion to improve housing for
low income families. Over one-half of the 38 cities were found to have
significant needs for improved low income housing.

Fonrteen cities were found to need more housing for the elderly, a
type of housing which appears to be generally accepthble to small
communities. In nearly all the eomnmnities haying a fairly obvious
stronft need for more adequate bruising for the elderly, the officials
point'ned it out as one of the major needs. Although the eommunities
appeared to have widely divergent. attitudes and concerns for low
income housintr needs as contrasted to housing for the elderly, The
study team diannot encounter predominant patterns of strong intereq
or attitudes concerning housing needs for mod te
Approximately one-half of the 36 comimmities vere fonnd to Iwye
fairly strong need for more satisfactory housing conditions for mo(1 -
erate income families.

The need foi coPreeting the inadequacy of community facilities were
found to be .particularly important in nine communities as r.ompared
to the norm for the entire :)6 communitiK3 in the study group. However
each of the 36 commmiities has some community facilitics which are
either clearly inadequate or is missing a facility required fer a given
service (succi as no public library).

A Aced for more adequate fire stations was found in 20 commanities.
In many of theso eases. a community has a sufficient number of sta-
tions. but they are functionally obsolescent. A fire station that was
built sometime ago may not be properly located to allow its engines an
effective running time to neighborhriod areas that must be served.
Eyen though a station is well located, it may not be structurally sound
or meet spatial reqnirements for its equipment and firefighters. In
several communities, recent rapid growth has created a need for an
additional number of fire stations.

A ueed for more adequate police headquarters was found in 18 com-
munities. In inaii.N of these places. the police department is quartered
in the same building that houses the local governments principal ad-
ministrative offices (usually the city hall). Most of the 36 communities
have city halls that were taiilt some time ago and many do not have
sufficient space for the needs of modern police operations. Also, the
study team found that some of the more progressive-minded city of-
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fieials recognize the increased efficieney aml economy that are likelyto accrue from planning :aew spatial arrangements that link the citypolio? headquarterswith that of the fire department or with the countypolice operations.
A need for ti 'new city hall was found in IT communities. in manycases this need was not recognized by the officials and other leaders ofthe commnnity who were interviewed by the study team. :rn sharpcontrast to this situation, several communities in the study group havevery modern city halls. These new city halls provido adequate arrange-ments for conducting city business. Perhaps af even greater signif-icance, as explained by officials in those communities, r city hall is asymbol of the city and its outward physical appearanca has u stronginfluence on the attitudes of citizens toward their community.The study team observed thatmany of the older city halls have smallunattractive eouneil chambers and meeting rooms. These substandardconditions negatively inflnence Pi tizen involvement in ,aammumtyaffairs. either as participants of official city boards and commissionsor as part of larger groups who wish to attend the meetings of theseofficial bodies.

A need to co-vreet major deficiencies of the street system was fonnd in15 commnnities. In most. cases, these needs were recognized by theofficials of the eommmiities. Street deficiencies include several typesof substandard eamlitions---a large percentage of streets that arewithout paved surfaces, eurbs. and gutters ; lack of adeouate arterialstreets for the expedh kris movement of "thmgh" traffic; and a pre-ponderant patteni of 1)arrow and poorly aligned streets that necessi-tate circnitnus vehicnlar movements thi (nigh one-way street patternsto travel bet\Weil points within the community.A need foe more adequate refime dispo8al facilities was pointed outby officials in 10 commuMties. Most of the eommunities in the studygroup ntilize a dump in a relatively isolated location, but within areasonably short hanling distance. Refuse and other forms of wasteare dumped at the site, and usually covered with dirt, each day afterthe combustibles have been burned. Although there are various com-binations of burning and covering, a refuse dump is nearly always anuisance to adjacent properties. Finding a suitable dumpsite is be-coming more and more difficult. A comparatil ely few small communi-ties are burning refuse in incinerators, but this is a more expensiveprocess as compared to a dump within a reasonable haul distance, andrequires the damping of the burned residue.Some comammties -which operate a dump are seekMg arrangementswith nearby communities to operate a joint dumpsite facility. Satis-factory disposal of urban solid waste (garbage, debris, etc.) representsmijor unresolved problem for large communities, and as found inthis study, even for many small communities.A need for providing a -more adequate water Supply was found inonly seven of the 36 comummties. Since an adequate water supply(including storage and filtration) is the most basic requirement forany community, it is not surprising to find that a large proportiaaof the comnmnities have met this problem for the foreseeable future.On the other hand: water supplies represent a nationwide problem ofconsiderable magnitude dne to expanding popula don, increasing cork-
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sunintion of water per capita. inereasing pollution and gradual de-
pletion of ground-water supplies. It may be that the small proportion
of communities in the ss dy group -with water supply problems reflect
the large number a the ;.tudy gronp commimities which have utilized
Federal program assistanee to improve theirwateis systems.

A need for empanding the wder distributiow srtem was found in
only nine commanities. for reasons similar to those described above.
The principal factors in water distribution relate to a network of water
lines that serve all areas of the city and are of a size and condition
that provide adequate quantities and pressure for domestic. industrial.
and fire protection requirements.

A 'need for more adequate sewage treatment plants was found in
13 communities. AP of the 36 communities have some type of sewage
treatment, but the degree of the treatment is subject to wide variances.
The purpose of treating sewage is to reduce its pollution effect on
the streams or bodies of water whith receive the final sewage effluent.
Both the states and the Federal government have developed rigid
standards for treating sewage. Due to the high cost of treating sewage
according to state and Federal standards, many communities have yet
to comply with such requirements. There has also been a revision of
the standards in recent years. Some communities installed a "prima rv"
treatment plant which complied with standards that prevailed at the
time. "Secondary" treatment is usually necessary to meet current
standards, and dtertiary" treatment is being considered for higher
standards in the not too distant future.

A -reed for adequate sanitary Remarps conertion Rystems was found
in only eight communities. A sanitary sewer collection system refers
ta the network of underground lines that collect and transmit sewage
in tlw treatnwat plant. An inadequate collection system is usually
due to a need for extending sewage lines to serve built-up areas of
the community which lack this service. In other cases, a collection
system is inailequate because many of the sewer lines need to be re-
placed with larger pipe sizes to serve areas of the city that have
undergone rapid growth.

A need for adequAde 81-onn sewer systems was found in 20 of the 36
communities. A storm sewer system refers to a network of underground
lines which collect and transmit surface water rim-off from streets
and other public right-of-ways. The inadequacy of a storm sewer
system is usually indicated by poor drainage of streets or by the
over-loading of sewer lines which collect both storm water and sew-
age, or by the over-loading of sewage treatment plants which are
receivmg surface water run-off combined with sewage.

A storm sewer system separate from a aanitary sewage collection
system can be a very costly undertaking which explains the use of
so many eombined systems in small communities.
Sorial

The social problems and needs of small communities relate to a
broad range of activities, programs and services. Particulnr emphasis
is given to major social factors that directly affect the quality of urban
life. In contrast to the effect on urban life by the other three sectors
governmental, economic, and physicalsocial factors have more direct
influence on the quality of life for the communit3's residents.
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Three major social factors have been selected, and each one serves
as a community charactenstic for this study of small communities.
These are health and medical services, education, and recreation, and
cultural activities.

Major need for imroved health and medical seirves was found
in 14 communities. Eight of these communities have less than 6,000
population and the other 6 communities havi less Lhan 13,000
population.

Health services were found to be administered 133 the county govern-
ment rather than by the city in nefo.7,7 of the 36 communities. The
inadequacy of health services are due largely to a lack of suft,4--
professional staff and to a lack of mental health centers and som
nursing services.

The inadequacy of health services was found to be due largely ip
lack of sufficient doctors, hospital facilities, and specialized institu-
tions for the care of the indigert, the elderly, and patir-ts with
chronic diseases.

The responsibility for providing adequate health and medical serv-
ices is widely diffused among various public and private agencies. For
example, hospitals and specialized institutions are often operated by
private 'agencies, and the total number of available doctors are subject
to factors beyond the control of any public or private agency. Ru.haps
these are underlying reasons for inadequate health and medical serv-
ices in a large number of small communities.

A major 'need to correct deficiencies in the public school system was
found in six communities. Three of these communities have a small
populationlese than 7,000and the other three are in the 11,000-
14.000 population range. All six of the school systms have inadequate
classrooms, four systems do not provide vocational training, three s-ys-
tems were cited as having poor teaching staffs, and two systems have
high student drop-out rates and a low percentage of high school grad-
uates ho seek higher education.

The proportionate low number of communities which have major
inadequacies in their school systems would appear to indicate that the
small communities in the study group tend to have a high regard for
the importance of a good public school system and havebeen willing
to t,xtend sufficient financial support to achieve and maintain such a
system.

A major need for improving recreation and cultural programs was
found in 12 communities. Eight of these communities have populations
less than 6,000 and three of the four other communities have less than
14.000 population.

Recreation and culture are considered together because of the over-
lapping nature of these programs. For example, programs that feature
music, art, drama, crafts. and lectures are usually a part pf both well-
rounded organized public recreation programs and privately spon-
sored cultural programs and events.

Common examples of the latter groups found in the small communi-
ties are YMCAs, community concert associations, little theatre.A. great
books dismission groups, community arts associations, craft guilds, and
literary clubs.

In considering the inadequacies 3f each type of community service
and facility, the study team found the most prevalent to be reoreahond



eerr,*ees and faci7ities including such facets as organized recreation
programs, multi-purpose indoor recreational centers, senior citizen
centers, swimming pools, and baB diamonds. Officials of 24 of the 36
cities pointed out a need to correct deficiencies in community recrea-
tion fadlities. From the standpoint of being essential to community
life, recreation facilities are, of course, less important than are those
facilities which a community must rely upon for serving the basic
needs of its eitizens. Adequate facilities for fire. police, and traffic have
higher priority than-swimming pools and ball diamonds.

Therefore to find re:Teation facilties at the bottom l.f the list from
tine standpoint of adequacy is not surprising. However it is interesting
to note that. small coninmnity officials regard more adequate recrea-
tion facilities as a major need. This attitude reflects a growing rec-
ognition of the importanee of reereation to community life.

A nerd for peorid01 niorf pa4R was foimd in 13 communities. The
term "parks" ineludes various sizes. and purposes of open spaces for
public use. For example. a "tot lot" is usually a separate tiny area de-
voted to small play equipment for pre-school arre ehildren, and a
"plaigroimd " is of;en just large enough (one to five acres) for one or
two soft ball diamonds and gymnastic equipment for school age chil-
dren and .zonng adults. The more reeent term of "mini-parks" usually
refers to a cfmbined "tot-lot" and small playground. the other
Nine!. the term "park" is apt to i.efor to open spnees larger than play-
grounds and enntaiaina- landscaped areas for passive enjoyment, but
may eortain sections devoted to athletic fields, playgrounti or tot-lot
use. The total pattern of a city's park system may include open spaces
for all these uses as well as areas for other special reereational inur-
poses. FrilP adequacy of a park system depemTh prinripally nprm
Avin--ther or not there is sufficient total acreap.e for fhp population to
prevent over-crowding and whether or not the relative sizes and loca-
tions of the parks Serve all age groups a ; well as all geographic areas
of the city. Some of the small rommunities have very fine parks, but
have a deficiency in tot-lot and playgroimds for certain geographic

iareasoften in the neighborhoods that house the low ncome and
minority residents.

A Peed for afl nbrary frirMIty Ira& pupil in nine
communities. Four of these places (among the smaller communities)
do not have any public library. In the other five rommimities, the prin-
cipal inadequacy is due to the lack of proper space/or book staeks and
reading rooms. The officials in all these eommumties recognized these
needs, and in most cases, have plans to correct these deficiencies.

SMALL COMMUNITY PERCEPTIONSCOMMI-NITY 12Annsuir vEnsrs
MINORITY vinvs

Visits to four small commnnitiesA i-oka. Oklahoma; Dunkirk, New
York ; McAllen, Texas ; and Seaside. Californiawere made by both
the general study team and the minority study team. The following
is a summary of major problems and needs as perceived by the commu-
nity leadership (i.e. public officials, business and industrial leaders,
civic committee members, etc.) on the one band, and representatives of
the minority community on the other. These views are reflected in
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greater detail in the individual community profiles which are a part
of the general and the minority group studies.
Jag iind Housing

no two most frequently mentioned needs expressed to members of
both study teams in all four communities were the lack of jeos and the
need for additional housing. The lack of industry or the n)sence of

ffisucient industrial diversification was mentioned frequently as being
of major importance to residents in general. However, pereep;lons of
what this actually meant differed between the wo gemral groups.
Public officials vielyed the need for additional industrsv ni zi major
element in assuring a larger tax base to finance city service, Members
of the blisim,ss community perceived the need in terms of ineressed
bank deposits, retail sales, etc. The minority community on the other
hand saw the availability of more industry in many instances as A
means of economic survival itself. In addition to the gewral lack of
jobs, nwmbers of the minority commimity in all four communities vis-
ited complained about job aiscrimination, low wages comptwison
with white employees and the inability to meet job qualifcations. (The
question of vocational training is discussed under "Education" below.)

Manpower, on-the-job training. and neighborhood youth corps pro-
grams are in operation in two of the four communities. Although mi -

nority members were generally pleased with the presence of such pro
1,

-
(Trams feelino-s were expressed that they need to be expanded and
im proved.

It is also int9resting to note that many of the community leaders
hiterviewed in the four communities -viewed the solving of the em-
ployment problem fl3 some kind of a "cure-all" for community prob-
lems and needs in general. In other words, if sufficient jobs are made
available for all residents. questions of adequate housing. health, wel-
fare and other needs -A-mild somehow take care of themselves.

Housing as indicated previously was also regarded by commimity
leaders and the minority community alike as a major problem. In
some instances additional, housing was stated as the "need" with li+tle
thought given to needed rehabilitation or improvement of the existing
residential structures. As would be expected the vast majority of all
substandard housing in the four communities was located in the
miority residential areas. While city officials in three of the foz. com-
munities had made efforts in providing low and moderate incorff hous-
ing for minority members, the new housing in some instances was
reportedly too expensive for most minority residents. In the fourth
community, city officials had not even looked into thepossibilities of
providing Federally financed housing for its minority population.
Housing segregation was cvident in some cases in both private resi-
dential developments and public housing projects although this was
of course largely due to existing neighborhood patterns.
H ealth and Social N eeds

The adequacy of health and social services and facilities was not
viewed as a major community problem or need by the community
leadership in the four communities. However the opposite was the
case in terms of the feelings of the minority community. Although
both the quantity and quality of health and social services varied in
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the four communities, feelinp were generally expressed that addi-
tional public health centers and sthff, family phtnning services, day
care centers and health and nutritional education programs were
needed. In one community the lack of health inspections, reluctance
of doctors to visit minonty neighborhoods, and the absence of am-
bulance service, were cited by representatives of the minority com-munity as of major concern to residents. In addition, strict and
unrealistic welfare requirements, and high medical costs were men-
tioned frequently in all connpunities as major problems for many
minority residents.
Etht eat io

Education officials anti tninoriy residents alike listed the lack of vo-
cational training schools as having a direct correlation -with the unem-
Dloyment problems in the community. In two of the communities.
parents in the minority commnnity reported that children were not
encouraged by school counselors to pursue academic careers and yet nopractical vocational courses -were available to provide them for other
endeavors. Minority 1-esidents in one community claimed that the local
school system was not making a serious effort to employ qualified
minority teachers. Adult education classes were being offered in all
four communities but some minority residents expressed the feeling
that few efforts had been made to encourage attendance by the minor-
ity populatioll.
F inane ial 1n.titutions

The availability of customer loans for such things as housing awl
home improvements was viewed especially by banking and other fi-
nancial institution officials as problems of major concern. Members of
the minority community however indicated that they encountered
other obstacles in addition to generally tight monetary policies and
high intere14 rates. These were reported as the unwillingness of finan-
cial institutions in most cases to assume any degree of risk for minor-
ity residents. The minority study team found no examples of financial
aid to potential minority businesses by local financial institutions.
Infra-City Public Transportation

The availability of adequate intra-city public transportation in the
communivy was perceived as a major problem in all four communities
by the minority population although its importance was not stiessed
by the community leadership as a whole. One of the four communities
had no facilities of this type. In the other three communities, major
criticisms involved scheduling and the convenience or distance to such
facilities. The need for better intra-city public transportation was

iviewed as particularly critical for those n the minority community
who had no private transportation to get to places of employment,
health clinics and so forth.
Community facilities

The need for substantial improvements in physical facilities such as
streets and water, sewer and waste treatment facilities were viewed as
needing major attention in only, two of the four communities by pub-
lic officials and other oonununity leaders. In both commumties, the
major problem centered around the number of unpaved streets. Streets
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were compkted unpaved in one of the communities. At the same time,
however, minority members voiced concern about such facilities in
only one community. ln this case representatives indicated that the
hick of paved streets, street lighting and defici .nt water, storm drain-
age and sewerage systems were major problems for the residents.

Community leaders in all four communities felt that present recre-
ation and park facilities were adequate overall although there Were
some individual comments made about the need for either improved
or additional facilities. Minority representatives in three of the com-
munities indicated a definite need for additional recreation and park
facilities particularly in their residential areas.
Out-migration

The out-migration of young people in particular from the com-
munitv was listed as a major problem by comimmity leaders and the
minority population in all four communities. The major reasons were
usually reported as lack of employment and inadequate housing facili-
ties although there were obviously other contributing factors. In (me
of the four communities, however, the out-migration was largely due
to the presence of substantial military personnel stationed at the mili-
tary base adjacent to the community. The out-migration of young
people from the community was incidentally a major problem in the
majority of the forty communities visited by the general and minority
study teams.
finoPity repree»tlit-hm
Representation by the minority popiAation on the City Council

was found to exist it only one of the four communities visited by the
study tearkls, while appointments to boards and commissions had
taken place in only two of the communities. Minority members viewed
the lack of representation as major obstacles in oetting the community
at large to become both aware of, and interested in helping to solve
their problems. CommunicatkIns between community leaders and the
minority community were also viewed as major problems.

In summary, the perceptions of the major problems and needs in
each of the four communities were shared by both the community lead-
ership and the minority .population in some instances, particularly
with regard to jobs ana housing. However, even here, the problems
were generally considered of a much more serious nature by the minor-
ity population largely because it was more directly affected by the
lack of employment opportunities and decent housing. In other areas
such as health and social needs, education,political representation and
public transportation, the perceptions varied more widely between the
two groups.

It should also be noted that the solution to the housina shortage,
for example, for the minority population was not just thhe construc-
tion of additional dwelling units. In most instances the minority resi-
dent still was faced with thepossibility of not being able to obtain a
loan either because of insufficient assets or in some cases solely because
of his color. Moreover, he also was confronted with the fact that he
might not be ii)le to move into the neighborhOod of his choice. In
short, percepti:ms of what the needs actually were and the hurdles
to overcome in solving them differed widely between the community
leadership and the minority population.

70-132-71-5
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SMALL COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP AND INVOLVEMENT

Comnmnity leadership and hivolYement are important factors to
Consi dcr in any study of the probkins tmdneeds of bintd1 communities.
In numy instances they are important indicators in asseFsing the prog-
ress of the community as it attempt s. to deal with vital local issues. In
each of the thirty-six communities visited, the study teams made a.
general analysis a ml evaluation of the degree and extent of community
leadership and involvement.

The study fourd that leadership and eommunity-wide involvement
overall was ).e,nerally low. Only live, or 14 percent of the communities,
were considered to have a high level of leadership and involvement. A
further analysis of the five eommunities indiented that they had the
following clmracteristics: (a) four of the five cities had populations of

000 or over: (b) all five cities had a high lf.vel of both government
organization and services and had or were making strong efforts to
improve community development : (c) four of the five cities had the
conneil-nmntwer form of govenmwnt and had made good use of Fed-
eral programs.

It is interesting to analyse the reasons why these communities had
a relatively hipii level of community leadership and involvement com-
pared with others in the study. While it is. of course, impossible to
fully explain these reasons based on a limited two to three day visit, in
each commimity, the following observations can be made. In all com-
mimities. the city government had made a strong and deliberate effort
to encourage citizen partieipation. nig was primarily done through
the establishment of citizens committees responsible for advising the
governing body on a wide range of community issues and problems. In
addition, in all fiye comnrinities there had been strong political leader-
ship provided by the mayor and city council. Four of the five com-
munities as indicated above also had a professional city administrative
officer to implement legislative policy.

In addition, each of the commmiities had other characteristics that
contributed to the degree and extent of citizen involvement and part iei-
pation in the community. In one instance, the community's young. well-
educated population and the fact that the mnnicipality had only been
incorporated since 1956 and had no strong traditional ties were major
contributing factors. In another community, the strong leadership pro-
vided by the local newspaper and the executives of the banking in-
stitutions provided the initial and continuing spark for community
involvement and progress.Both a declining economic condition and a
rapidly deteriorating housing situation in a third instance led to citizen
awareness.and a determination to improve the community led by a new
city council and dedicated city manager.

Fifteen of the cities (42 percent) were evaluated as having a low
level of leadership and involvement. A comparison with other sig-
nificant community hidicators showed the following: (a) 60 percent
of the 15 cities had a low growth rate and poor use of federal pro-
grams; (b) 70 percent. of these cities had populations of 10,000 or less,
a low median family income and a low fiscal effort; (c) 80 percent of
the cities had a low level of both goverment organization and serv-
ices, community developmmt, and poor educational attainment.
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Although most of the ..!ommunitks visited had the usual array of
organizations, few were reportedly involved directly in the broader
aspects of community endeavorformulation of long-range goals. im-
plementation of comprehensive planning programa, nor): On Lend
campaigns for capital improlements and other 'Sorts of this nature.
In most instances community organizations were largely involved with
their own activities and programs. The pattern was essentially the
same as far as the business community was concerned. Although some
chamber of commerce organizations were actively involved in pro-
moting economic activity, many were doing little to help attract in-
dustrial and business concerns. With few exceptions, other busnwss
leaders were not directly involved in overall community affairs. The
lack of involvement was particularly regrettable in the smaller, non
urban communities where leadership was so desperately needed to
help Foh-e conmmility problems.

Although the study telmis did not make a detailed evaluation of the
reasons behind t lie genera] tack of connimiity leadership UdI hI\ olve-
went, a number of reasons are fairly apparent. In sonic communities,
problems and needs were not of major magnitude. In other instances,
the age of the community and its declining economic condition were
fairly apparent reasons for the low level or participation. The study
teams found that the lack of involvement in some commimities was
dre either to the lack of change in the city adniinistration for many
yf ars or the political control of the community vested in the hands of
old4 established firms and families. The mayor of one city in defending
the lack of any citizeIi boards and commissions, simply stated that
such committees merely got in the way and were not needed.

General apathy is probably one of the major reasons that can be
cited to explain diis situation. It is a well-known fact that many resi-
dents simply are not sufficiently concerned about community problems
to become actively involved in working toward goals for their solu-
tion. The study teams also found that the level of involvement could
bc correlated with the type of community problems that existed. City
officials and other community leaders and the general public in most
communities exhibited a conservative attitude toward problems in-
volving social issues and particularly those involved with the minority
community. Federal programs such as those concerned with welfare
and poverty, housing and urban renewal w.ere major issues in many
connnunities. In a number of the communities visited, housing and
-urban renewal programs had been defeated by the electorate. Expe-
rience with Federal programs are discussed in more detail later in
this section.

Five of the thirty-six communities visited had model cities pro-
grams. Although all of them were still in the planning year at the
time of the visit, the program:by its very nature had reportedly re-
sulted in increased community involvement. In one instance, however,
the increased involvement had unfortunately resulted in further per-
petuation of a long standing split in the community.

In a: few conrm:mities, flip strong personality of the mayor played
a significant role in providing needed community leadership. In all
but one instance this leadership had been positive in nature and
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resulted in the community moving ahead in tackling urgent problems
and needs.

The study, in summary, found that the extent of community leader-
ship and involvement in bib( ad community issues was minimal in most
cases. In cases where the opposite situation was true2 the city govern-
ment had actively encouraged widespread city participation in com-
munity affairs. In addition4 business and other leaders in the private
s.,ctor had taken the initiative themselves to make their community a
better place in which to live.

THE SMALL COMMUNITY INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS

One of the primary concerns of the study was to determine the
extent of intergovernmental arrangements or agreements between
the communities visited and other governmental age.icies. Community
officiaL were specifically risked"what contractual arrangements or
agreements presently exist between the city and other governmental
units?"

In the 7ast majority of communities visited. the major or only
arrnii,enients were the traditional ones in the areas of herlth ana
welfare with the county in most instances designated tr the admin-
isti afire agency. In approximately 70 percent of the communities,
health and welfare functions were administered at the county level.
This figure dropped to 50 percent however in instances where assess-
ment and tax collection functions were concerned. The majoilty of
the thirty-six communities had their own library facilities and serv-
ices. with less than one-third operated at the county level. OP-Ar
services provided at the county level included animal control, civil
defense, planning, parks nnd recreation, airport management and
hosptal operations.

The study team found few examples of either joint city-county or
.,oint city-school service type of arrangements. Only nine communities
were found to be sharing services with either the county or school dis-
trict in their area. These included planning, joint city-county admin-
istrative facilities, housing. urban renewal, recreation and parks civil
defense, library, hospital and Bre services. Onlr three cities were found
to be providing services to other municipalities while five received serv-
ices from either another city4 township or school district. In eight
cities, services ranging from rater and sewage treatment to planning
and parks and recreation are provided by elth.er a metropolitan agency,
joint autl, ority or separate district. In only three communities were
services being performed by the state government.

In short, with the exception of the traditional county administra-
tion of health, -welfare. assessment and tax collection functions, the
study found ht. examples of the sharing 4r. joint-use of governmental
services and facilities.

Prior to the field trips to the thirty-six communities, letters were
sent to all thirty-four of the states in which the municipalities were lo-
cated. Seventeen states were latOr riontacted in person or by telephone
to get a general indtation of the role they were playing in assisting
small communities. Many states indicated that they were just getting
started and had only formed state departments of community affairs
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in the last few years. This was generally confirmed by discussions with
local officials in each of the thirty-six communities, who stated that
they had had little contact with the state government.

Financial assistance was usually found to consist of the usual grant-
in-aids derived from motor vehicle taxes, gas taxes, and sales taxes.
Few examples of technical assistance. from the state were found .with
the exception of occasional help in processing an application of "701"
funds or in preparation of a -workable pr.,gram. Communities in die
states of New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Connecticut did however
comment on the gool working relationship between the t wo govern-
mental jurisdictions and the help that the state had provided either
throngh financial or technical assistance.

In fairness to the. states, it should be noted that state offices of corn-
mimity affair have largely been created in only the last two or three
years. Hopefully, as they develop in the immediate years ahead, in-
creased financial and technical assistance will be forthcoming to help
small commmiities to solve their problems. A. more detailed description
of what some states are doing an.d recommendations for a larger state
role are discussed below in Section V.

During the field trips, the study teams also contacted regional plan-
ning agencies and councils of government in Ift area. Interestingly
enough, such agencies had been created in thirty-two of the thirty-six
areas visited. On the other hand, local officials in only a few communi-
ties expressed high praise for the efforts of the agencies to date. Here
again however it should be observed that the majority had only been
established in the last few years, providing insufficient time to objec-
ti vely appraise their effectiveness. Ab indicated later in the report,
olle study team visited the first established non-metropolitan plan-
mng district. Although the organization reporetdly had the enthusias-
tic .iipport of all municipalities, its effectiveness was limited by a very
.smal t operating; budget.

The phenomeneal growth of regional agencies in recent years and
how they can be more effective is also discussed below in Section V.

SMALL COMMUNITY NEEDS FOR OUTSIDE AniSTANCE

The need of a small community lor outside assistance refers to as-
sistance from the state and/or Federal government to impxove the
capabilitias of the city government. Two major types of cavabilities
are involvedfinancial and technical. Many small commumtiies are
faced with urgent needs to improve their municipal services and facili-
ties but their city governments are unable to obtain the required extra
funds from within the communities. Other small communities have a
reasonably good financial capability but are lacking in administrative
and technical staff employees that have sufficient qualifications for
carrying out the functions of city government so as to achieve reason-
ably acceptable results. As found in this study, and as would be ex-
pected, a large number of the small communities have strong needs for
both types of outside assistance.

A need for outside financial assistance arises from such problems
as a low value per capita of tax assessable property, high total rrop-
erty tax burdens, little or no annual revenue from thp state or other
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levels of government, stringent financing limitati nis imposed by the
state, and major inadequacies of municipal services and facilities.

ne Peed !yr more adept -le outside finamial assistame was found
in 16 communities as comp 'Ttl to the entire 36 communities in the
study group. All of these communities except two have populations less
than 14,000. A community was designated as having a major need
for outside financial assistance if its "fiscal capacity" was found to
have a lower rating than its rating, for "needs". Nine of these com-
munities were rated "low" for fiscal capacity, but five of them bad a
"Iiisyli" rating for needs, and the other four had a "medium" rating for
needs. The other seven commnnities had a "medium" rating for fiscal
capacity but a "high" rating for needs.

A need for outside technical assistance arises from such problems
as the increased complexity of municipal government operations, the
increased expectations and demands of citizens for greater economy
in government operations while at the &IMP time asking for im-
proved services and facilities, a larger need for technical specialization
by municipal employees coupled with relatively small workloads in
given specialties that do not pistify the emploTinent of full-time spe-
cialists, pers-mnel recruitment problems calved by low salary levels
and a narrow base of qualified available applicants, and lack of com-
immity resources for sponsoring adequate in-service training
programs.

A need for outside technical assistance was found to be a major need
in 14 communities in comparison with a norm for the entire study
groups. All of tbk..ze 14 places have populations less than 14.nnn. Thc
criteria for designating those 14 communities as bavirg a major need
for outside technical assistance included snch major deficiences as lack
of a professional administrator, few qualified department heads. in-
adeqnate personnel administration policies and practices, and insuffi-
cient in-service training programs.

ITSE OF FEDERAL PROGRAMS BY SMALL COMMITNTTIES

The Federal programs included in this strdy are those pcograms
that are administered by local governments and housing programs ad-
ministered by private groups. Emphasis has been placed on programs
affecting community development rather than programs which focus
directly on individual citizens.

Only two of the 86 communities have not used any Federal pro-
grams. All the other 84 communities re)resent a wide variance in the
use of Federal programs. Four communities have used only one Imo-
gram, and at the other extreme three communities have each used nine
different programs. On the basis of total Federal program aid, with
program grants and loans combined as a. single sum, one community
has received approximately $900 per capItal. For all the other places,
the ber capita amount ranges downward from this maximum. The
median average for the entire study group is approximately $250 per
capita.

The most widely used program among the study group of communi-
ties has been "701" planning. Twenty-seven of the 86 communities
have received Federal assistance from "701" in financing their com-
prehensive plans. The next most widely used type of program has been
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for sewage system improvemeM. Twenty-six coronamitks have re-
ceived Federal financial assistance for sewage projects, primarily from
the Department of Interior. III7D's program for water system im-
provements has been used by 13 communities.

A total of 20 communities have received assistance for -various types
and phases of urban renewal programs. In eight of these 20 eommuni-
ties, the program has been of a combined mtthre covering both resi-
dential ar,d conimercial amis. Another eight communities have had
itrban renewal p-rants for improving only the central bnsiness district,
with five obtaining funds for planning the project, and three receiving
ftran+s for actual construction.

In the area of low rent public housing. 17 onummities have federal
public housing units for low income families. In four of these com-
munities, a county housiiw authority has lmilt and administered these
projects. The otters use city housing authorities. Federal housing
projects for elderly people were found in 11 communities. Moderate
income housing financed by the FITA 221 (d) (3) programs are in
eight of the study group communi+ies. but very little nse has been made
oT the other types of Federal housing programs. Three communities
have leased housing for low income families, and three other plaees
have rent supplement housing. The Section 235 program was found
in two communities. Only one commnnity had a code enforcement
pro]ect.

Eleven communities have used the publie works planning advance
program to commence the planning of various types of community
facility projects. Fonr commimitic hail pnblie works grants for storm
sewers. Another seven communities have availed themselves of the
open space program funds for acquiring needed park land. Only three
communities have partieipated in the Federal beautification program.

Three communities received grants for airport improvements and
one eommimity was the recipient of a rublic facilities loan. Four of
the 36 communities are model cities and have received funds for
planning.

Each of the 36 communities in the study gronp has been rated on
the basis of its total use of Federal programs in relation to the norm
for the entim group. Each rating of a community is based upon the
relative number and size of the programs used in that community. The
dollar amount of a grant or loan was used as a measurement of pro-
gram "size."

Ten communities were assigned a low rating, and include two com-
munities that have not used any Federal programs. Each community
in the l9w rated group averages approximately one program and $15
per capita. Eleven communities were assigned a medium rating, and
average approximately four programs and $160 per capita for a single
community. Fifteen communities were found to merit a high rating,
and average approximately seven programs and $500 per capita per
community.

COMMUNITY EXPERIENCES IN THE trsE OF FEDERAL PROGRAMS

In interviewing community officials and other leaders concerning
their exper:cnces with Federal programs, the study team obtained
far more comments related to needed improvements than to favorable

271
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aspects of tbe programs. Yet in all but a very few communities. the
final results of completed projects were considered to be very sabs-

and benetievil.
In answer 0 h e general question3 in the profile on Federal pro-

gram experience. officia ls. in most of the communities reported that
they were assisted by Federal representatives and consultants in pre-
paring program applications. A majority of communities do not feel
that additional assistanee should be available for preparing program
applien I ions,

Well over one-half of tlw communities ito not have special refer-
enda or other local requirements lwfore they can accept Federal pro-

);:!;,- a few l,ave len', Fe lend programs.
proved locally, but approximately one-balf of the communities in the
study group have had- Federal program applications disapproved at
the Federal level.

Few communities are generally satisfied with the administrative
procedures they -were required to follow, or with the admiistration.of
Federal programs at the Federal level. The principal difficulties with
Federal programs, as reported by local officials, concern an undue
amount and complexity of paperwork required at the local level, and
lengthy delaTs in receiving notification of deeisions from the Federal
government. Several of the smaller communities pointed out the dif-
ficulty they are experiencing in keeping informed on available
programs.

OflW comnrimities felt that HUD representatives sbouhl spend more
tinw in educating local officials in Federal program prorethires before
the preparation of an actual project application is commenced. Also
they.feel that TIED representatives should do more checking of a com-
munity's general condition and "cliniate" in order to convey sugges-
films and possible pitfalls to local communities based on an analysis
of the.eommumty as well as a knowledg,e of Federal program experi-
epees in other communities. They complained of the rapid personnel
tur»over in I-IUD representatives and the fact that some representa-
tives are inexperienced in local government operations.

Many communities reported that project implementation proce-
dures are too complex, including frequent changes in regulations and
frequent requests from Federal offices for additional information that
bad not been requested during earlier stages. A Inv local officials who
have had extensive experience -with Federal programs commented that
Federal program requirements should be simplified through the im-
plementation of a general policy that places more trust in the officials
of the communities.

Many local officials were particularly disturbed by the long delays
in receiving decisions and other replies from Federal offices. They
pointed out two very serious types of problems that. result from long
clilaysescalation of construction costs and loss of interest and enthu-
siasm in the programs by local leaders and citizens. Several communi-
ties pointed out that strong citizen involvement had dissipated during
the lengthy lapsed time in waiting to hear if Federal funds would be
forthcoming for a project they had initiated. Some officials suggested

ithat many of these delays could be prevented f Federal regional offices
could have more decision-making authority, if they were more ade-
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quately staffed with qualified tedmical specialists, and if there could
be more coordination between the regional offices of Federal depart-
ments.

Suggestions for new Federal programs by some of the communities
included financial assistance for refuse disposal facilities, senior citi-
zen centers, the operation of fire and police departments and off-street
parking. It was also suggested that a program be designed to provide
Federal funds to a community which designs an acceptabie program
of its own.

SECTION V. FEDERAL ASSISTANCE TO SMALL COMMUNITIES

Within the last few years, there has been a substantial increase in
the number of Federal grant-in-aid and loan programs available to
all communities, some of which have been tailored specifically for the
small community of under 50,000 population. The distinguishing
features of the present system of Federal assistance can be traeed back
more than a century to the enactment of the Morrill Act in 1802. The
Act est ablished land-grant colleges and instituted certain minimam
reqnirements. The pattern was thus established for providing neNled
resources in exchange for aeceptance of certain national standards.
This type of aid has come to be known as "categorical" grants.

Federal aid was extended to agricultural programs around the turn
o-2 the century. The second decade of the 20th century saw the hum-
auration of Federal assistanee programs for highways and vocational
edn-ation and rehabilitation. In the depression years of the MO's, the
finaecial emergencies of the time led the Federal goverment to
lziench an unprecedented rane.e of Dew welfare and economic security
programs in addition to legislation to provide low-rent public housing
and improved health services.

The years following World War IT saw the establishment of a series
of new categorical grants for such things as health care, education in
sel.rted fields and areas, and for renewing the physical environment
of the nation's cities. In more recent years, significant steps have
been tekcn io broaden elementary, secondary and higher educational
opportimities; to develop economically depressed areas of the country ;
and to lannch a concerted attack on poverty. In 1960 a comprehensive
new progrim was enacted to transform blighted and slum areas of
cities into model neighborhoods.1

Increasing population and rapid urbanization have led to greater
demands for the services traditionally provided by state and local gov-
ernments. The results have been a substantial iv /vase in both the
nnmber and marmitude of Federal aid programs. The 1900 ratoThg
of Felirml home.,tio AgkiRta'r,.e prepared by the Offir!e of Faconomits
Onportimitv contains a listing and description of 581 programs ad-
miniAtered by 41 friend departments and agencies.2 While nof nil of
these programs have been funded each year since their establishment,
the number in itself indicates the growing influence of the Federal

I Office of Ow Vice Praxident, Vice President's Handbook for Local Officials, (WIWI-
ington, The. Government Prol,:ting Office. 1957) p. 8.

2 Office of Economic Opportunity. Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance, (Wagnington
D.C., Oovernment Printing Office, 1969).
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government in slate and local affairs. Needless to say, these programs
have had a subst ant ial nnpact on the more than 5,000 communities in
t b is ounl ry w Ii less t han 0i1t0 populatimi.

The study has been concerned largely with programs administered
by the U.S. Department of lionisn=r and -Urban Development and how
ihey van he more (Atoll ve in meeting the needs of the small community.
Fir, this reason flU analysis and cvaluation has not been inade of pro-
grains in ot her Federal agencies with the exception of those funetiolailareas sorli honsinz and \Val er, sewer and AvaSte treatment facilities
whi re a namLer of agencies nre providing financial and technical as-
sisiance to small iainununities. The study has been based nn a gcneral
analysis of 111'1 )-assisted priwrains---tlwir purpose ani obj!,:aive,
tina nei n ist rat ion 11114I implementation.

The rollowing parts of this section diseuss the Federal pro.yranis
tilal)le to small communities, an evalaation of Federal pro,aTimis

including recommendations for the modification of existing programs
and fOr neW progTIIIBSI the al Iministration of Federal pmgran)s, state
assist anea to snuill eoninmnities, and the.e.rowth of regional ageneies.

PRoGRAMs AVAILABLE To SMALL CoMMUNITIEs

A wide range of Federal programs are available to small comimm
ties. These can generally bo divided into three categories: plaimin
assistance programs, technical assistanee programs and physical de-
velopment programs The follnwing is a brief description of the pro-
gramstheir purpose, financial assistance available, Spfloith, small
community priorities, geographical applicability and required
prerequisites.
P1a»».iwg ARaiatonce Program8

Three plimning assistance programs are available to comimmities,
two of which are reimired prerequisites, for a immber of Federal
programs. These aro the comprehensive planning assistance program,
workable program for eommunity improvement and the community
renewal program.
Camprehert9i Plan-nifig. AN.s,Mtanr-e Progrilm

The Comprehensive Planning Assistance Program of the Federal
Government (legally known as the "'Urban Planning Assistance Pro-
gram") was established by Section 101 of the Housing Act of 1954.
its purpose is to assist states, regions, metropolitan agencies and loenl
communities through federal grants in solving planning problems.Since its adoption ;ri 1954, the program has been successively
broadened in scope and scale throngh legislative amendment and ad-
mmistrative policy changes.

The legislation which established the program had three basic pur-
poses: (1) assist state and local governments in planning .problems
resulting from the increasing concentration of population in metro-
politan and in other urban areas, including smaller communities: (2)
facilitate comprehensive planning for urban development, inehnling
coordinated transportation systems on a eontinning basis: and (3) en-
comiage state and local governments to establish and improve plimmng,
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staifs.3 The original legislation has been modified in almost every
congressional session since 1954. Major ehanges have included the
following; raising of the population limit for eligitility from 25,000
to 30,000; broadening of the act ;.o facilitate planning on a c,eitinnie
basis: increasing the size of the Federal grant from one-half to two-
-thirds of.the total cost ; and increasing the scope of the net as lo both
the definition of eomprehensive phInning and areas or public !Panes
eligil)le for nssistanee.

The I lousing Ail Of 19c8 eontained some import:mt ehanges -rele-
vant to snia!leotnaninities,'i 114,Sr u1P W7 follows:

AuthorizNI tim Secretory of HUD. in consultation with the
Secretary of Agrieultrive, to make planning grams to si ate plan-
ning agene.es for assistanee to "district" plamiMg 111)11)4'41S in rural

ot her non awtropolita n a reas.
Avalioriztli niaking of planning grants directly to regional

and district comicils of govermnents as well as those organked nil
a nal ropobi an basis: various regamal commissions established
mldpr thy Public 'Works and Eilmomie I )4,:elopment Apt of 1965
k in addition to tiw Appalachian Regional (bommission) : eco-
nomic development districts designated under the same Act : am!
cities within metropolitan areas ( wit-boat regard to ihe popula-
tion limits which otherwise apply under VII) for planning which
is pert of metropolitan planning.4

The -i01" prognim initially had a limited budget of a few
dollars but has grown dramatically in the last few .years with the in-
creased emphasis on "plaimine. B 1907 appropruitions 'had grow.-1

o million and over the 13-year life period of tlw program to that
date. a total of $146.2 million had been appropriated. Of this amoimt,

percent has been used for assistance to small eommuniiies and
I '4

The Department of I Musing and Urban Development reports that
there are inmost 33.000 jur;,sdictions eligible for '101 planning assist-
anet, in the Vnited States. Between 1960 and 1965, 4.300 communities
port icipated in the program. In 1967 a total of RIR reants were ap-
Proved with 489 or 59.1 percent going to small uommimities and
eounties.'

A number of Federal aid progrems speeifieally mjuile the comple-
tion of a comprAiensive plan before it commimity may obi ilia financial
assistance. Tlwse include the Open-Space Land program. Vrhar. Roan-
t ification, llistorical Preservation and Neighborhood Facilities. Appli-
cations for IIUD's water and sewer facilities programs cnrrently
require that an areawide comprehensive plan must he underway as
a prerequisite to receiving financial assistance. As of October 1.1970.
however, both the water awl sewer and open spaee programs will re-
quire as prerequisites the completion of ttreaviide planning elements
and implementation programs.

s Department of Housing anti -Urban Development, Urban Planning G»ifte, P. 1.
General Summary, Housing and trhan Development Act of 1965, DO-44A (Wash-

intgon, D.C,, Government Printing Office, August, 190), p. 12.
s Hammer, Greene, Mier Associates, Comprehensive Planning Assistance in the Small

Community, (Washington, D.C., Government Printing Office, March 1969) p, 9.
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1ro:i1vlb7e Proypim for Community Improvement
The workable program requirement as a prerequisite for certain

Federal programs was first introduced in the Housing Act of 1954.
The language of the act although not very specific stated that "no con-
tract shall be entered into for any loan or grant . . unless (1) there
is . . a wo, kable program for community improvement which shall
include an facial plan of action, as it exists from time to time, for
effectively dealing with the problem of urban slums and blight within
the community." (Sec. 303 of the act of 1954, amending sec. 101 of
the act of 1949).

"The basic purpose of the workable program requirement is to en-
re :that communities &siring to utilize funds for Tenewal and hous-

mg programs understand the array of forces that create slums and
blight and are willing to recognize and take the steps within their
power to prevent and overcome urban bliet. The workable program
is based on recognition that the Federal and local relationship is one
of partnership in the task, and that Federal funds for renewal And
housing projects camiot, by themselves, be effective unless localities ex-
ercise the full range of their powers in community efforts on a sus-
tained and coordinated basis to the objective of preventing and erad-
icating slums and blight."

The speciflo requirements of the workable program were revised in
1969 and presently call for progress in four areas : code adoption and
enforcement, planning and programming, housing and relocation, and
citizen involvement. Certifications md recertifications have been
changed from one year to two year intervals. Although the walkable
program requirement originally applied basically to only urban re-
newal programs it was later broadened to include the following HIM-
assisted programs

a. lTrban Renewal Progrun.
b. Neighborhood Develowent Program.
c. Concentrated Code Enforcement 13rogram.

Interim Assistance for Blighted Areas.
e. Demolition Grant Program.
f. Community Renewal Program.
g. General Neighborhood Renewal Plan.
h. Rehabilitation loans and grants in urban renewal and con-

centrated code enforcement areas (sec. 115 and 312)
Low-Rent Housing Program, except for Section 23, Short

Term Leased Housing.
j. Mortgagil insurance under FHA Sec. 220 for housing con-

struction and rehabilitation in urban renewal project areas.
k. Mortgage insurance under FHA 221(d) (3) at miqket or

below-market interest rate projects for low and moderate income

I. Rent Supplement Projects under Sec. 221(ci) (3) for low-
income famihes, with certain exceptions.°
The Housing Act of 1069, however, eliminated the workable pro-

gram requirement from all housing programs. The program therefore

*U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. Workable Prooram for Oommu-
Ititv Improvement, (Washington, DX., Government Printing Office, October 1988), Chap-
ter 1, pp. 1-2.

7e;
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currently applies only to the various programs concerned with urban
renewal.
Community Rene?cal Program,

This program provides grants to assist in preparing a community-
wide renewal strategy covering the full range of renewal actions re-
quired to meet a conimunity's needs. This includes rehabilitation, code
enforcement, redevelopment, neighborhood development Kograms,
capital improvements, social action, antipoverty programs, etc. tirants
may not exceed two-thirds of the cost of preparing, completing, or
revising the Coimmmity Renewal Program, with the remaimng cost
to be borne by the community. An application for a Community Re-
newal Program Grant will not be accepted unless either HUD has
certified or recertified a workable program or the community has sub-
mitted a reqnest for such certification or recertification.
Technical cm&istanes programs

Many Federal programs include technical assistance components.
The types of technical assistance covered by the programs are quite
varied in both content and definition. This discussion is confined to
two programs that have been enacted in recent years specifically to
provide teclmical assistance to communities under 50,000 population.
These are the Urban Informatioa and Technical Assistance program

Title IX of the Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan Development
Act of 1966) and the k onimunity Development Training program
(Title VIII of the Housing Act of 1968).

The basic purpose of the Title IX program is to provide public
management, technical assistance and mformation services to states
aml small commanities (under 100,000) for the solution of commnnity
problems. A total of $2.9 million was appropriated in fiscal year 1968
for the program. The program was not funded separately in 1969
and 19T0, however, but incorporated as a part of comprelier91e plan-
ning assistance (101) program.

The Title VIII program provides grants for the training of tech-
nical, professional and sub-professional personnel of State and local
public agencies with copmunity development responsibilities and
private non-profit organizations with responsibility for housing and
community development. A total of $3 million has been appropriated
annually since its establishment in 1968.

13oth programs are administered by the states. In fiscal year 1968,
some forty states applied for grants under the two programs. Many
states an using the grants initially to strengthen their community
affairs operations. In many states that have community affairs agen-
cies, the Governor has designated these agencies to administer the Title
VII Lnd IX Programs. Statistical or other information is not available
on the extent to which small connnunities nation-wide have benefited
by the programs.
Physkal development programs

4. wide .variety of programs are available to small communities
which can be classified as physical development programs. These cm
be divided into the following mgrain categories : (1y urban aad rural



development ; (2) housing ; (3) water, sewer and waste treatment
facilities; (4) community facilities; and (5) conservation and
recreation.
Urban and Ruiwl De relopment Programs

rban Rem. trot ProgramThis program provides gyants, pltuming
advances and temporary loans to ehminate blight in urban areas
through SUrVeyS and planning, land acquisition and clearing, rehabili-
tation of existing structures, new building construction, and the in-
stallation of public improvements inchiduig streets and sidewalks,
utilities. incidental recreational areas, flood protection, and the preser-
vation of historic structures. A Federal grant of three-quarters of the
cost is available to communities with a population of under 50.000.
The community must have an adopted and certified workable program
for coinnumity improvement and a frasible relocation plan. The proj-
ect must also conform to a general plan for the development of the
community as a whole.

r;ghborhood De reMpment Program (NDP).---In the Housing Act
of 1968, the Federal government provided a new method of under-
taking urban renewal plans and activities. Tinder the NDP, a contract
for a loan or capital grant is made on an annual increment basis. The
amount of the gnint is the same as under the conventional program.
A certified workable program for community improvement must also
1)e in effect.

Dem ont;op. Griint&,Grants of up o a two-thirds of the actaal cost
are available to communities for use in selected areas to assist in de-
molishing structures that are structurally unsound or unfit for human
habitation. A certified workable program for community development
mnst also be in effect.

Code EP forcemept Grants.This program provides financial assist-
ance to carry out three year concentrated code enforcement projects in
selected areas where at least 20 percent of the buildings have code vio-
lations. Grants are provided for up to three-quarters of the cost for
comnmnities with a population of under 50,000. The program also
provides financial assistance in the form of direct three percent inter-
est loans and grants of up to $3,000 to eligible area residents. A. certi-
fied orkable program for community improvement must be in effect.

Grants for Interim Assistanee.This program provides grants to
localities for interim assistance programs in shun and bli,ghted areas
which are planned for major renewal involving substantial clearance
in the near future. Grants of up to three-quarters of the cost may be
made to communities with populations of 50,000 or less. The commu-
nity must have a certified workable program for community improve-
ment in effect.

Rural Renewal Loaina.---This program, administered by the Farmets
Home Administration of the Department of Agriculture, provides
loans and technical assistance to public agencies and private nonprofit
organization in low-income areas designed as rural renewal areas. An
overall rural renewal plan must be developed for the area prior to
being eligible for loan assistance.

Urban- Beautification.This program provides grants to expand
community activities in the beautification and improvement of pub.
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licly-owned and controlled land in urban areas. Grants may equal up
to 50 percent of the amount by which the applicant's expenditures in
the current year for beautification and improvement activities exceed
its usual annual expenditures for such activities. Gr nts may be used
for park and recreation facilities and development mprovement of
waterfronts, streetways, and squares, and the beautification and im-
provement of other public places. ln order to be eligible for assistance,
the public body must have officially adopted an overall beautification
pogram consistent with local comprehensive planning.

Model eitimThis program iwovides supplemental financial and
teelmical assistaiwe to enable cities to improve the qnality of their
physical and social environment. Model Cities grants may cover up to
80 percent of the cost of planning a comprele-,nsive program attacking
the swift], economic and physical problems of blighted neighborhoods.
special grants supplememing az.--sistance available under other Fed-
end grant-in-aid programs can be used to finance innovative activities
and projects in model neighborhoods. The special grant can be up to
80 percent of the total non-Federal contributions required for all fed-
erally aided activities comprising the model cities program of a city.
A total of 150 cities have been designated as model cities under the
program,

.3 ea, Comiiwnh ie8 PrograM..---A considerable amount of interest has
arisen in recent years concerning the concept of "new towns" and "new
communities" although the concept itself is not new. An evaluation of
this concept and its practical application is especially relevant for
small conmumities. The Housing Act of 1968 under Title IV, "New
Communities Act of 1968", for the first time provided for guarantees
for financing new community land development. The Act was spe-
cifically designed to enlist new sonrces of private capital in the devel-
opment of new communities. The program also authorized the Secre-
tary of Housing and Urban Development to make supplementary
t,ftrants te state and local bodies mid agencies for water and sewer fa-
cilities and open space provided that the supplementary grants were
desirable for carrying out a new community development project and
that a substantial number of housing units for low and moderate in-
come persons were made available through the project. Under the pres-
ent legislation, only private developers are eligible to apply for the
program.
Housing Programs

A wide variety of housing programs are available to small com-
munities. The Farmers Home Administration of the Department of
Agriculture (USDA) administers the housing programs in rural areas
which include open country and places with populations of not more
than 5,500 which are rural in character and not closely associated with
urban areas. The Department of Housing and Urban Development
generally administers subsidized housing programs only in commimi-
ties of 5,500 and over. All public housing programs are administered
by HUD. The following program descriptions are limited to those
programs available to communities and nonprofit and.limited-divi-
dend organizations and cooperative housing corporations. Federal
Housing Administration (FHA) mortgage programs and individual
programs from the Farmers Home Administration are not included.
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The description of the programs has been divided into three cate-
gories: rental, homeownership, and special purpose housing programs.
Rental Housing Program

Low Rent Public Hou8ing (HUD).This program was the first
rental program authorized by the Federal Government under provi-
sions of the Housing Act of 1937. The program provides financial
and technical assistance to local housing authorities to plan, build, or
acquire, own and operate low-rent public housing projects. Appli-
cants must be local housing authorities or authorized public agen-
cies. Some jurisdictions require that the Federal contract to support
public housing pr9jects be approved by local voters in referenda.
Admission to public housing projects is restricted to families whose
incomes are below limits established by the local housing authority
under statutory Federal guidelines. However millions of families are
too poor to even be eligible for the public housing program. The work-
able program prerequisite requirement for this program was removed
with the passage of the Housing Aet of 1969. Ai modification of the
program known as the "turnke-y" method allows a private developer
to enter into a contract with the local housing authority for the con-
structim of low rent public housing. The housing authority pur-
chases the project upon completion.

Loln Reid Public. HousingLeased (HUMThis program pro-
vides annual contributions to authorized public agencies to work with
real estate agencies, owners, and developers to provide housing for
low-ineome families. Local authorities lease dwellings from prrvate
owners and make them available to low-income families at rents they
can afford. The Federal share makes up the difference between what
the owner receives and what the tenant-occupant pays. Local govern-
ing bodies must enact a resolution approving the use of the leasing
program in the community.

Farm Labor Housing (USD A).This 13rogram provides funds to
be used to buy, build, or repair rental housing for domestic farm
labor. Insurecnoans may be made to a farmowner, association of farm-
ers, stir a or political subdivision, or nonprofit organization. Grants
may be made to a state or political subdivision or a broadly-based non-
profit organization that will provide labor housing as a community
servine.

Rental Housing (Action 238) HUD.The 236 program, part of
the Housing Act of 1968, is designed to replace eventually both the
202 end 221 (d) (3) programs. Like the Rent Supplement pFogram, it
relies on private developersboth nonprofit and profit-orientedof
rental or cooperative housing. The subsidy technique is similar to that
used in the Rent Supplement program with the tenant paying 25 per-
mut of his income toward rent and the Federal government providing
a supplement to make up the difference between a tenant's payment
and market rents. Under the 286 program, the maximum Federal pa.1
ment on a, unit lowers the rent to the level which would be achieve
had the project been financed with a one percent mortgage.

Rert )5upp7ement Program (HUD).Under this program, the
tenant family pays 25 percent of its income towards rent1 while the
Federal government pays directly to the landlord the difference be-
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tween economic rent levels and the tenant's contribution. Not all
tenants in a project may be eligible for supplements. Eligibility re-
quirements pre Ade that a family must have a low income, few assets
and be a member of one of the following deserving groups: elderly,
handicapped, displaced by government action or natural disaster or
now living in substandard housing. Tenants who are not eligible for
supplements pay the entire relit themselves. As a tenant's income rises,
his sepplement is reduced. Applicants may be nonprofit organizations,
limited-dividend organizations and cooperative housing corporations.
Homeoumerahip Houaiog Programa

Homeownership-Program (Realm) 235) BUD.The Homeowner-
ship program, enacted in the Housing Act of 1968, is a ma.jor land-
mark in the history of Federal housing legislation. Prior to its enact-
ment, all major housing subsidy programs were limited to rental units,
with cooperative housing units permitted in a few instances. Under
the program, the Federal government contracts to pay part of the
homebuyer's mortgage payments. The maximum government subsidy
reduces the homebuyer's payment to that which he would owe if his
purchase had been financed with a mortgage bearing an interest rate
of one percent. The amount of the subsidy varies according to the in-
come of the homeowner and the total amount of the mortgage payment
at the market rate of interest. Assistance under the program is gener-
ally limited to new or substantially rehabilitated units. The applicant
may be anyone whose income qualifies him for the subsidy aid. Under
a special agreement between HUD and the Department of Agricul-
ture, both the Farmers Home Administration and the Federal Hous-
ing Administration have authority to originate cases and obligate as-
sistance payments in rural areas and communities of 5,500 population
or less.

Belf-Help Hovaim ( USDA ).This is a program in which indi-
vidual houses are built under supervision by a group of families who
will live in the dwellings. Loans are used to buy materials, pay for any
skilled labor the families are unable to perform and, if necessary to
buy building sites. The applicant must be a group of 6-10 low-income
families that cannot individually afford to build modest houses by cus-
tomary methodb. HUD has a similar program called the "Mutual Help
Program" -which presently is available to Indian tribes.
Special Purpose Homing Programs

Senior Citioen Housing (IIUD).This program provides low-
interest, long-term loans for new and rehabilitated rental housing for
the elderly (62 years and older) and the handicapped. Private non-
profit and limite4i dividend corporations, consumer cooperatives, and
public agencies (except local housing authorities receiving federal
assistance under the Housii% Act of 1987) are eligible.

Rental and. 0o-op Howling in Mena Areas (t7BDA).This pro-
gram provides loans to be used to build, buy, improve or repair rental
housing for senior citizens who are capable tlf .paring for themaelves
and other low or moderate income rural bmilies. Applicants may be
individuals, trusts

'
cooperativest corporation% state or loctil govern-

ments or nonprofit sponsors.

70-132-71-6
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Vate r. Sewer mill 1Mixte T rental ent Fileilltiex Program N

There are mo're Federal grant programs for water, sewer anti -waste
treatment facinties than for an,y other single activity except housing.
Five agenciesthe Farmers Home Administration (Department of
Agriculture), Federal Water Pollution Control Board (Department
of interior) , Department of Housing and Urban Development, Eco-
inunie Development A( Iministration (Department of COMMIT ) and
the Appalachian Regituml ( omm ission---nutke grants and loans for
water. :ewer and waste treatment facilities.

The Basic Water and Sewer Facilities Program (Section 71)2) of
urn pmvides grants to public botlies to cover one-lmlf of the t.ost of
enlist ructior ff water and sewer futilities including sewage collection
systems. Additional gnint assistance may be given to applicants to
make relocation payments to eligible individuals and families dis-
placed by a pro!eet being assisted under the program. Like many
Federal programs the di fferenee between the amount authorized and
appmprintetl during any given fiscal year has been considerable. For
example, although $4:0 million was authorized in 1969, only $165 mil-
lion was appropriated: in 1970, $535 million was authorized and only
*135 million appropriated. At that time, HUD had a baddog of
over 1.04)0 requests representing $498 million:7

The Farmers Home Admimstration program provides a maximum
50 percent grant to rural communities with populations of not more
than 5.500 for water, sewer and waste treatment facilities. The
FWPCA program provides grants to public bodies for 80 percent of
the cost of waste treatment facilities (including Mterceptors and ont-
fall sewers) -with a ten pereent bonus provided if a local comprehensive
planning program is under way. Appalachian communities are eligi-
ble for an additional 20 percent if proposed projects are approved by
the *Regional Commission.

The Eeonomic Development Administration maks grants to com-
munities located in economic development areas for water and sewer
facilities. Basic grants of up to 60 percent may be authorized and
supplemental assistance is also available. However only supplemental
assistance is available for sewage treatment plant facilities.

A variety of Federal loan programs are also available. The Farmers
Home Administration may, in addition to grants, issue 10 percent
loans for water, sewer awl waste treatment plant facilities to those
communities eligible for the grant program. The loans may be made
for up to a 40-year period, with five percent interest rates. The Public
Facility Loans of HUD for public bodies within SMSA's cover itil
water and sewer facilities including sewage treatment plant construc-
tion. Private nonprofit corporations are eligible: and coverage has been
extended th privately developed new community projects. I4oans are
also available from the Economic Development Administration for
water and sewer facilities but not for waste treatment plant
construction.
Community Facilities Programs

Public Facility Loa/LcThis program provides long-term loans to
finance the construction of needed public facilities. Eligible projects

?Bancroft, Raymond L. "Are the Citlea Trapped In The Water Pollution Control
Funding Gap?", Nation'. mos, (September, 1969), p. 12.
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include construction of water and sewage faeilities, gas distribution
systen, streets, improvements, public buildings (except schools),
recreation facilities, jails or other public works.

Neighborlwod Facilitics.This program provides grants to aid in
the construction and/or rehabilitation of multiservice neighborhood
centers which offer a wide range of community services. Grants may
be up to two-thirds of eligible development costs, or up to three-fourths
in designated mdevelopment areas authorized by the Economic De-
velopment Administration of the Department of Commerce. The facil-
ity must be consistent with the development of a comprehensive plan
for the community.
Covsenation and Recreation Programs

0 pen Space Land.This program provides grants to help communi-
ties acquire and develop land to help curb urban sprawl, to prevent
the spread of urban blight, to encourage more economic and desirable
urban development and to help provide needed park, recreation. eon-
servation, scenic and historic areas. Grants may be made for up to 50
percent of the costs involved in acquiring land for open space use.
Further grants up to 50 percent of the improvement costs for deve.lop-
ing land acquired under the program may be made. As a prerequis.ite
to open-space grant assistance there must be under way an areawide
comprehensive planning program, a long-range open space planning
program, a short-range open-space work program arid existing local
comprehensive planning for the area.

Preserrai;o- Gronts.This program provides grants for
the acquisition and r oration of historic sites or structure for the
benefit of the public Aatching grants may be made up to 50 pereent
of the cost of acquiring, restoring or improving sites, strustures or
areas of historic or arehitectural significance. Projects must be in accord
with comprehensive local planning and result in a public use or benefit.

EYALTTATION or FEDERAL PROGRAMS

The evaluation of Federal programs and the conclusions and recom-
mendations that follow are based upon an analysis of small community
needs and problems as presented in Section IV, a review of current
research on the subject, and discussions with regional, state and Fed-
mil officials. They are designed to provide, in a comprehensive manner,
suggested courses of action to meet the particular needs and problems
of smaller communities.

Federal program recommendations are of two types. The first group
of recommendations concern modification of existing Federal pro-
grams in order to make them more responsive to small community
needs. The second group of recommendations focus on two new pro-
grams which have been designed to specifically address the nee& of
small communities no., eovered under current legislation.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MODIFICATION OF EXISTING PROORAMS

An analysis of existing Federal -programs in light of findings of
this study indicates that several of the programs should be modified: in
order to better meet the needs of small communities. These include



programs in all three of the major categorical areas: planning assist-
ances, technical assistance, and physical development.

It should be noted that the specific program recommendations made
here refer to the utilization of the programs by small communities.
It may well be that the recommended modifications are also applicable
to larger communities. This subject, which is outside of the scope of
thn present study, would be a logical counterpart to it however.

Modifications to the following programs are recommended below :
Comprehensive Planning Assistance, -the 'Workable Program, Tec Imi-
cal A.ssistance, Housing, Water, Sewer and Waste Treatment, and
New Communities.
Comprehensive Planning Assistance Program

The Comprehensive Planning Assistance Program has undergone
some major policy and administrative revisions since 1969, many of
which are a result of a study entitled Comprehensive Plannmg A s.vAt-
anee in the Small Community.8 In recognition of the criticism in re-
cent years that most plans have been primarily if not ent irely con-
fined to physical characteristics and problems, greater emphasis has
been put on social concerns, including housing, citizen participation,
and the provision of public services to minority groups and the poor.
A "housing element' is now required as part of the preparation of
comprehensive land use plans and the element must be continually
updated to receive continuing planning assistance under the program.
The types of activities eligible for assistance have also been expan4.1 104.
considerably and now include such items as studies and analyes nf
soeial and economic conditions; governmental structures; financial
and personnel resources; local codes; public services in general : and
many others.

The administration of the "701" program has also undergone some
malor changes. Prior to the revisions, individual applications for
funding were submitted by the community to the state where they
were reviewed, and when approved, forwarded to the regional HIth
office for yet another review and approval. Applications were then
submitted to HIM's central office in NVashington for funding. BUD's
new concept is to encourage more state involvement in the planning
process and at tbe same time help in eliminating some of the admin-
istrative "red tape" in the processing of planning applications. Under
the new concept, annual block grants are made to states based on the
approval of work programs delineating the estimated cost of planning
grants and assistance to communities for the ensa year.

The move toward annual bloc grants is seen by officials as serv-
ing several puTposes. The first will implement an original provision in
the 1954 Housing Act for encouraging state programs of ylanzing as-
sistance. The change will also recogin!ye statewide plenning as a con-
tinuous process, rather than as a series of unrelated load pro'ects.
Finally, the annual grant processing is expected to reduce

faperwork connected with the "701" program by almost 60 percent.
n 1968, for example, HUD bad to process close to 1,000 applications
or grant assistance that originated with communities of less than

*Rammer, Greene, *Ger Associates, Comorehensive Plasssing Attiatance is Me email
Community, (Washington, D.C., Government Printing Mee, March, 1989).
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50.000 population. Under the new system the planning asOstance
needs can be met, hopefully, through no more than 50 applications for
small communities.g

It would be premature to attempt to evaluate the results of the re-
cent changes made in the comprehensive planning assistance program.
It does appear however that HUD has made a concerted effort to
overcome many of the criticisms made about the program over the
years.

There are however some additional changes that should be consid-
ered to make the program an even more effective plunning tool for
small communities. These are basically concerned with three areas :
(1) the content of the plan itself ; (2) the development of better mech-
amsms to ensure planning on a continuing basis i and (8) the re-
quirement of a comprehensive plan for all commupities under 50,000.

Comprehensive Development Plan.--The majority of the commun-
ities visited had comprehensive plans. A review of the plans indicated
the following limitations : (1) the majority of basic statistieal data
ATIls taken from the 1960 Federal census. In most instances no updat-
ing of especially significant factors such as housing and employment
indices has been completed ; (2) planning was too-long-range and of
too general a nature to be implementable. Many of the plans provided
for no intermediate guidelines as to steps that should be taken immedi-
!ttely to move toward final objectives; (8) some reports were volum-
inous documents crammed with statistical and other material of little
practical value to the community ; (4) the time to complete the plan
vermed between 18-24 months making it difficult to sustain citizen

participation and interest ; (5) some reports were largely recitations
Of planning standards and principles with few proposals directed spe-
cifically at the problems and needs of the community studies. One plan-
ning study of a community with a high percentage of persons over 65
apd- a fairly large minority population contained no references to
either group.

Many of these findings have been confirmed in other studies. HUD
has worked toward overcoming them by explicitly recognizing and
encouraging the importance of a continuing planning process. This
study feels iowever that further modifications have to be made in the
planning process itself through more specific differentiation between
development of the initial or preliminary plan and continuing plan-
ning studies. The initial or preliminary planning effort should start
with a general analysis of the community considering its govern-
mental, economic, physical and social characteristics and the pertinent
problems and needS in each area. This would be a much more in-depth
study than the present reconnaisance study made by the state prior to
approval of an application for "701" funding. As a result of the
an!tlysis, community objectives and goals would be formulated and
priorities established for their eventual implementation. A three to five
year work program would then be prepared to implement the first set
of priorities that could be realistically expected to be completed within
the time period. Those ithms with lesser priority would be incorporated
into future work programs as part of the continuing planning process.

"Bloc Grants to States Being Tested Br HUD Through Section 701 Planning Assist-
ance," The Journa; of Housing March, 1959), Pp. 120-121.
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The continuing planning phase would commence after commimity
adoption of the preliminary plan and would be involved with imple-mentation of the work program. Detailed I-:tudies of najor tfubjeet
areas identified during the preliminary plan such as honsing trans-portation. park and recreation facilities, etc. would be nndertaken4h-wing this period. The present detailed study of housing, needs re-fra merl to as the `.liousing eleent") would not be required miles.= the
preliminary plan indicated that horisMg was a significant comimmity
problem or need. 1i sueh cases, a detailed study would be done as partof the eontinuing planning process.

Under the ploposal suggested above the orientation of the com-munity planning process, would be ehanged from the producing of astatic plan that antieipates and attempts to accommodate all future
development and changed in one domment to that of a continuing plan-
ning process. The time to eomplete the preliminary plan should Doltake more than six months to one year. Sections of the plan conld beadopted as t ompleted which would help in providing continuing citi-zen interest 'mil participation. The preliminary plan as proposed hereshould be a required prerequisite for all HUD public housing andcommunity development programs.

Recommendation No. 1.--The community planning process should be reirienteland divided into two distinct parts ; (1) preparation of a prelimthary plan whichwould include an overall analysis of the community, formulation of long-rangeobjectives and goals, establishment of priorities and preparation of a work pro-gram to carry them out ; and (2) detailed studies of major subject areas hlenti-lied during the prelimthary plan and included in the work program.Recommrndation No. 2.The preparation and adoption of a prclimincry pianshould be a prerequisite for all IBM Public housing and community developmentprograms.
ronthmhIg Plii pang As. Wan "Y.N. PedleSs tO say, no compre-hensive plan has nineh value unless permanent planning ligtebinerv iszavailable to see that the dociiment is implemented and vont imialivreviewed in response to chtmginp. conditions. This factor, pmliablvmore than any other has been one of the major velikness'es of the"701" eomprehensive plan in small communititm. Of the thirty-six

communities visited during the study, only seven had their own pro-fessiomd planning staff. Three additional cities -were part of acounty planning agency which had professional staffs. Although fig-ures were not available on the percentage of cities under 50.004) i)opula-tum -with professional -planners, it is obviously small. 'With this fact inmnid, it is little wonder that many plans merely end up oe-iinvinffspace on the bookshelf. As indicated previously, over $50 mill;on hesbeen appropriated for planning assistance to small communities andcounties up to 196'T. If these funds are to be used to the best possibleadvantage, some method should be devised to ensure that responsibilityfor and professional assistance in carrying out the provisions of theplan are available.
States have taken various approaches in an attempt to see that

communities provide for continuing planning assistance. For example,the state of Virginia feels that communities must make a concretecommitment to continuous planning. It enforces this belief by accept-
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ing applications only from municipalities whieh have a full-time
plimner. The State does, however, supply plannMg assistance to smaller
coimnumties with its own staff.

HUD at the present time does liat require that plamiing assistance
be available to carry out the development plan. However varions
requmments were in effect prior to the last revision of the Compre-
hensive Planning Assistance Handbook which required full-time city
planners in cities over 25,000 population and the presence of either a
planning consultant or an area-wide organizatimi to carry out the
plan M cities under this size. The requirement was reportedly deleted
because there are not enough planners in the country to realistically
meet this provision.

The fact remains, however that the preparation of planning docu-
ments are of little value if the proposals aPe not implemented. ft
should therefore seem reasonable to require that commilnities in sub-
nutting an application for planning assistance fimds indicate that (1)
an individual on the.city administrative staff has been assitmed the
responsibility to f? d ni mister the implementation of the planning study
proposals and that (2) professional 'planning as.:istance is available
from either the eity staff, county, repional or state planning agencies,
or a private consulting firm. Since oevasional professional- pThnning
services Way be necessary to admiMster various aspects of the plan,
expenses for such services should he specifically recognized as an eligi-
ble activity under the comprehensive planning assistance program.

Rerommendation No. S.Requirements should be formulated by Urn to re-
quire that applicants for "TM" funding submit evidence that responsibility for
implementation of the plan has been assigned to a specific individual on the city
staff and that professional assistanee in implementing the plan will be available
from either the city staff, county, regional or state planning agencies. or a
private consulting firm.

Reoommendation No. 4.Aetivaies eligible for funding under the Comprehen-
sive Planning Assistance program should be expanded to provide specifically for
continuing professional planning assistance in administering local plans,

Area-Wide Versus ludir;dua7 Comprehensi re Ph/mg.Many small
rural communities do not need individual comprehensive plans nor do
they have the management capability to utilize the plans properly.
In non-metropolitan areas with relatively small populations (gener-
ally under 25.000 with emphasis under 15.000). it may be more efficient
and as effective to perform eomprehensive plimning on an area-wide
basis in place of preparing a plan for each individual commlimmty
-within the area. When a county or regional planning agency (Includ-
ing a non-metropolitan planning district) exists which has the capa-
bihty to prepare a comprehensive plan for the communities within its
jurisdiction as part of an area-wide plan. such a plan should be
encouraged in lieu of the development of plans by a number of individ-
ual small communities.

If the area-wide plan meets the new requirements for comprehensive
planning recommended in this study, it should be acceptable as a pre-
requisil e for Federal program requests by the communities in the plan-
ning district,

7 `
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Recommendation No. 6.The preparation of area- wide rather than individual
community comprehensive plans for small nonmetropolitan communities (gen-
erally under 25,000 with emphasis under 15,000) should be encouraged.
Workable Program for Community Improvement

The advisability of retaining the workable program requirement as
a prerequisite for a number of federal programs, especially those asso-
ciated with public housing, has been the subject of much debate it. the
last few years. Although the requirement has now been removed from
public housing proorams, it is useful to restate the pro and con argu-
ments concerning its validity.

The Douglas Commission in its report Building the American City
felt that the workable program had been largely responsible for the
growth in the number of cities with housing codes. It further noted
that it could find no support for the view often expressed by opponents

ithat the program is an nsurmountable roadblock to public housing.
In addition to recommending its retention, the Commission proposed
that it be tied to all federal housing and development aids, including
FHA and water and sewer grants, with communities required to pro-
vide low-income housino before they can receive the other grants. In
makino the recommendlition, the Comm;ssion stated that although "a
workZle program for. say water and sewer facilities might differ
somewhat from the . . one for renewal and low-income housing .
the need for . . . encouraging a hard look around and ahead is scarcely
less urgent for water and sewer projects than for renewal." 1°

The National Housing Conference in its 1968 resolutions, on the
other hand called for the repeal of the workable prooram requirement
for all housing programs. This view was shared b;the Kaiser Com-
mittee which stated "We have concluded that regardless of the 'Work-
able Program's positive intent,its practical result has been to severely
restrict the number of sites available for Federally subsidized housing.
Communities opposed to subsidized housing within their boundaries
can effectively block private developers by failing to conform to the
Workable Program requirement." 11

As indicated- in the small community profiles, the majority of the
communities felt that the basic intent and purpose of the program was
good. A number mentioned that the community would not have
adopted modern codes and hired building inspectors to provide effec-
tive code enforcement without the requirement.

There were however various criticisms of the program. Feelings
were expressed that the program had in effect become a statistical ex-
ercise in trying to impress HUD with the number of inspections made,
dwellings condemned, etc. Several officials indicated that BUD repre-
sentatives had encouraged them to juggle figures to either make the
statistics look more impressive or come up to the "standard" expected
for the community. Others indicated thrt strict enforcement of the
codes was unrealistic since it would result in the condemning of a sub-

10 Report of the National Commission on Urban Problems, Building The American
Citu, (Washington. D.C., Goverment Printing Office. December, 1968), AP. 61-6k

1r Report of the President's Committee on Urban Housing. A Decent Home, (Washington,
D.C., Government Printing Office, December. 1968), plx 30-31.
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stantial portion of the residential community if carried out. Com-
ments were also made that until the conmninity's urban renewal appli-
cation was approved, the city could not condemn properties. In other
instances, strict enforcement was out of the question since sufficient
vacant land and unoccupied residential structures were not available
to house those removed from their existinghomes. There were also
doubts expressed about the purpose and meaningfulness of some of the
items on the application form itself. Officials in smaller communities
felt that there was not a sufficient differentiation between the requne-
ments they had to meet as contrasted with those of larger commumties
with more critical problems and more professional and technieal city
staff.

The workable program has four major requirements which com-
munities must satisfy in order to receive initial certification or re-
certification. These are the following : (1) adoption of codes and estab-
lishment of an effective code enforcement program (2) development
of an effective, continuing planning and programming process to help
overcome major problems of slum and blighted areas; (3) analysis
and progress towards correcting community housing needs ineluding
the preparation of an effective relocation program ; and (4) citizen
involvement in HUD renewal and housing programs.

The development of a more effective and meaningful continuing
planning process has been discussed above and recommendations made
to achieve this result. The workable program requirement in this regard
would be met through the revised planning process. A general analysis
of housing and other slum and blighted conditions would be made
during the preliminary plan. If, as a result of this study, it was appar-
ent that needs in this area -were of paramount importance, they would
be explored more fully during the next phase of the planning process
through in-depth studies. A relocation plan would likewise be pre-
pared at this time. Citizen involvement would of course be retained as
a vital part of the continuing planning process. In essence, therefore,
three of the four present requirements of the workable program would
be met through the continuing planning process.

The adoption and updating of codes, and the establishment of an
effective codes enforcement has probably been the most controversial
aspect of the workable program. As indicated above, opponents of the
workable program have indicated that its practical result has been
to restrict.the building of federally subsidized housing. It is suggested
that housing programs continue to be exempted from code require-
ments until sufficient tune has passed to actually determine if the
program has in effect been the obstacle it was claimed to be. The es-
tablishment of adequate codes and a code enforcement program how-
ever should continue to be a prerequisite for urban renewal programs.

The workable program for community improvements should, in
short, be eliminated with the exception that code adoption and the
creation of an effective code enforcement program should continue to
be required for urban renewal programs.

This study recommends the establishment of a "codes improvement
program" in its place, specifically designed to encourage and provide
assistance to small communities M adopting codes and providing a

23A.
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codes enforcement program. Shwe ihI study has shown that the pri-
mary need for greater financial and technical assistance is located in
communities of 25,000 population or less, it is recommended that the
program be limited to cities of this size.

The proposed program would provide technical assistance to com-
munities in adopting and updating codes and in providing training for
local inspectors. Both programs should be administered by the states.
Fundings for such assistance could come from the comprehensive
planning assistance and community development training programs,
both of which are currently administered at the state level. Financial
assistance should also be provided to hire and retain inspectors for the
codes enforcement program. Such assistance however should be avail-
able only to those communities that could show sufficient evidence of
inability to finance the costs out of their local budgets. TN states
should finance this portion of the program.

Recommendation No. 6.The requirement for a workable program ior com-munity improvement as previously constituted should be discontinued. However,
the adoption of codes and establishment of an effective codes enforcement pro-
gram should continue to be required prior to the acceptance of an applicationfor urban renewal programs.

Recommendation No.7 .A "Codes Improvement Program" specifically designed
for communities of 25,000 and under should be created to assist cities of this
size in the adoption and updating of codes, and in the establishment of a codes
enforcement program. The program should be administered by the states. Tech-
nical assistance should be available to aid communities in codes preparation and
the training of inspectors. Financial assistance should be provided by states to
finance the cost of hiring inspectors to implement the codes enforcement program.
Technical Assistance Programs to Small Communities

It is difficult to evaluate the effectiveness of the Urban Informa-
tion and Technical Assistance (Title IX) and Community Develop-
ment Trainin,g (Title VIII) programs for several reasons..Neither
program has been in existence for a long enough time to furnish suffi-
cient indication of its performance. Second, funds for both programs
have been limited ; in fact, the Title IX program was not funded for
two years. Only a very few of the thirty-six communities visited have
been the beneficiary of activities under eitherprogram.

The basic intent of both programs has been to assist smaller .cop-
munities by providing a variety of technical assistance and training
development programs. The results of this study have confirmed a
major need for such technical assistance on the part of small com-
munities. The basic intent of both of these programs to deliver such
assistance through the states continues to appear -valid, and: with the
modification suggested below, it is recommended that a significant ef-
fort be devoted to increasing the size of these two programs.

Both technical assistance programs were originally available to com-
munities under 100,000 in population. Since the Urban Information
and Technical Assistance program has been made a part of the Com-
prehensive Planning Assistance program (701), the population limit
has been reduced to 50,000. A.1-1 analysis of the results of this study
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indicates,however, that commimities under 25,000 are usually the ones,
which because of limited stall and training capabilities, have the
,,Treatest need for such technical assistance. It is recommended, there-
fore, that both the Information and Technical Assistance and Commu-
nity Development Training programs be used primarily to assist com-
,,unities of 25,000 population or less.

Recommendation No. 8.Technical Assistance and Community Development
Training programs should be substantially increased and used primarily to assist
communities a 25,000 population or leb.s.

Housing Programs
As the study has already substantiated, housing is one of the major

problems confronting the small community. Census figures for 1960
estimated that three-fifths or 60 percent of the 11 million substandard
and over-crowded dwelling units in the United States are in rural
areasgenerally on farms and in towns of less than 2,500 persons.
Thirty-six percent of all rural housing is substandard, compared with
the estimates of 10 percent of all urban housing. These statistics em-
phasize the importance of housing programs for small communities,
particularly those in nonurban areas.

An analysis of housing in the small communities visited in this
study shows that little use has been made of the newer Federal hous-
ing subsidy programsSection 235 (homeownership), Section 236
(nntal) and the reut supplement program. These programs furnish
an essential mechanism for providing moderate income housing and

ian additional source of low ncome housing. Yet a number of commu-
nities were unaware of these programs, which indicates a need to im-
prove the methods of publicizmg them.

However, there appears to be even more im-portant deterrent to the
11SC of these programs in small comnnmities. Each of the programs
requires a non-public developer in the form of a limited-dividend
developer, a non-yrofit organization, or a cooperative. In a number
of thr communities visited, developers willing to undertake subsidy
housilig programs could not be identified. In order to increase the
number of subsidy housing programs in small communities it will be
necessary to design other mechanisms to attract developers. This
might take several forms such as incentives to big city developers to
produce subsidy housing projects in small communities; or provision
for jOint public-private development groups. with the local govern-
ments takmg a major role in organizing and participating in develop-
ment corporations.

A second major constraint in the development of subsidized hous-
ing iii many small, particularly rural, communities is the lack of
financing through local banking institutions. A number of the banks
in small communities do not have the financial resources or lending
policies which will provide funds for what are essentiall3r high rrk
ventures. Again, there are a number of alternative means for provid-
ing financing for subsidized housing programs which should be ex-
plored. These might include the placement of state treasury funds in
local banks on the condition that they will use the money to finance
housing and other development projectsa technique which is being
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used successfully in Illinois. It might also include the establishment
of a national housing development b-ank.

A study should be made of the institutional requirements for sub-
sidized housing programs to determine the best alternative means for
developing such projects in small communities.

Recommendation No. 9.HP1) should conduct a study of the present methods
for attracting developers and Anancing for subsidized housing programs to de-
termine whether other mechanisms would be more effective in increasing the use
of these programs in snmll communities.

As indicated previously. both Ilt-D and the Farmers Home Ad-
ulimsi administer housing programs in small communities.
Farmers Home Administration is generally responsible for programs
in rural areas of less than 5.500 population. Since its establishment.
Farmers Home Administration has been primarily involved with pro-
viding housing loans to individual farmers and others in rural areas.

Additional responsibilities were given to Farmers Home Adminis-
tration under the Housing Acts of 1968 and 1969. The Housing Act of
196R gave the agency anthority to provide direct and insured loans
for housing in rural areas to low and moderate income persons and to
provide rental or coopeeative housing for such persons where assist-
ance is not available under the new interest reduction programs au-
thorized by law (sections 235 and 230 . The Act also authorized a new
program of gnats and loans to provide assistance, in rural areas and
small towns to imedv low-in-ome individuals and their families for
mutual or self-help 'housing. Farmers Home Administration's only
other grant program is the farm labor housing poograrn. The 196)
Housing Act gave the agency authority to make or insure loans to non-
profit organizations to provide sites for rural housing for low and
moderate im ome families. The Act also gave Farmers Home Admin-
istration the authority to initiate a conditional commitment program
that will permit it to finance small subdivision-type housing develop-
ments. Previously, the. agency could finance, building of new homes
only on a single-unit-at-a-time basis.

Concern has been expreP, by some that the presence of two Fed-
eral agencies with housinz elionsibilities cannot be justified. Om re-
cent study made the following comments :

There is overlapping of Jurisdiction between FIIA and HUD. In given situa-
tions each department may apply different criteria. There are frequent Aelaysl
and the maze of redtape is frustrating to the applicant. With authority divideil
there is always the danger that the programs in neither department will be
funded adequately.i°

The study went on to recommend that rural housing programs be
centralized' in one department although the name of the specific
affencv was not designated..

A Federal Task Force Report in October 1969 recommended to the
House 'Committee on Minldng and Currency, that an Office of Assist-
ant Secretary for Rural housing be established within HUD.18 This
recommendation has since been withdrawn.

12 President's National Alivisorv Comm1s6ion on Aura Poverty% The People Left B40(Washington. D.C. Government Printing (Age, 1907), p. 07'.
18 Hearings, House of Representatives Committee on Ranking and Curreney. October 0.

1069.
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There may be some validity to the criticism that there is over-
lapping between the two agencies in programs to assist individual
homeowners. Farmers Home Administration, however, has func-
tioned generally as the residual supplier of credit in rural areas. If
the applicant requesting credit can get it from another source, the
agency is usually not involved. At the same time, HUD is the only
a crency with public homing programs.
.The study, in short, could not find substantial evidence to support

the position that housing programs should be centralized in one
agency. It does however encourage the continuation of efforts by the
joint task force committee (HUDUSDA Ruril Housing Task
Force) set up to coordinate programs between the two agencies.
Water, Sewer and Tfra 8te Treatment Programa

In order to coordinate Federal water, sewer and waste treatment
assistance programs and to assist applicants, the Bureau of the Budget
developed a standard form (Form 101) for inquiries concerning fi-
mmcial assistance for water and sewer projects and waste treatment
facilities. Interested communities submit their preliminary inquiries
t o either the Department of Agriculture or the Department of Hous-
ing and Urban Development which refers the form to the Economic
Developmental Administration if the project is in an area eligible for
assistance under the Public Works and Economic Development Act.
If the inquiry is for waste treatment facilities, it is referred to the
Federal Water Pollution Control Board (FWPCB). Inquiries con-
cerning grants for waste treatment facilities may also be filed with
the appropriate ste water pollution control agency.

The Interagency committee to Provide Continuing Coordination
for Water and Sewer Programs was established in 1965 with repre.
sentation on the committee from the four departments having basic
water and sewer grant-in-aid programs. The mission of the committee
is to develop more simplified and consistent methods and procedures
which will improve the effeetiveness of the programs both for Federal
agencies and applicants.

Although the Federal government has attempted to coordinate the
various water, sewer and waste treatment facility programs, there still
apparently is considerable confusion among communities as to which
agency has responsibility. Although, for example. Federal legislation
states that communities in rural areas of under 5,500 are supposed to
receive funds from the Farmers Home Administration, appar-
ently can also accept applications from such communities. The deter-
mining factor in many cases involves the availability of uncommitted
funds. There are a number of other interesting differences between
programs in the various agencies. Although HUD can give supple-
mental assistance to communities, Farmers Home Administration can-
not : although HUD is prohibited from giving grants for waste treat-
ment facilities, it can give loans for suCh facilities under the Public)
Facility Loan program. Farmers Home Administration, however, is
ittithonzed to give both grants and loans for water, sewer und waste
treatment facilities. Although the FWPCB can give grants for con-
struction of waste treatment facilities, it cannot make loans for the
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same purpose. EDA on the other hand ean make both basic and sup-
plemental grants as well as loans for water and sewer projects but
only supplemental grant assistance for waste treatment facilities.

In recognition of this obvious problem of overlapping responsibili-
ties and considerabk confusion in the administration of the programs.
the Advisory Commission on Intergm-ernmental Relations proposed
in "The Water mid Sewer Facilities Grant and Loan Consolidation
Act of 1969" that the following amendments be made : (1) repeal of
the authority for Farmers Home Administration and the Economic
Development Administration to make grants or loans for basic public
water and sewer facilities or waste treatment works; (2) retention by
EDA and the Appalachian Regional Commission of their supplemen-
tary grant programs to make loans supplementing HUD and FWPCI3
grants and loans: (3) authority of the FWPCB to make loans for
waste treatment works: (4) ini.rease of the maximum Federal contri-
bution for waste treatment works from 30 I 35 percent ; (5) addition
of areawide functional and comprehensive planning conformance re-
quirements identical with those in existing In-D grant programs to
both the TWPC13 grant and loan programs.

The measure in short would provide for concentrating all direct
(mint and loan programs for water and sewer facilities and waste
treatment works in two agenciesI frp and Interior (Federal Water
Pollution Control Board). HUD 'would be assigned the responsibility
for administering grants and loans for basic water and sewer facili-
ties. FWPCB would be given responsibility for all waste treatment
works (hicluding interceptor anil outfall sewers). Authorizations for
file Department of Agriculture and Economic Development Adminis-
tration would be repealed or amended to ensure that they would have
no grant or loan authority in these areas. EDA and the Appalachian
Regional Commission would however still have authorityto make sup-
plementary grants.

During the visits to the study communities, a number of instances
were encountered where water or sewer facilities had been constructed
by one Federal agency within the corporate limits and another outside
the city. This study could find little justification for contirming to have
water and sewer programs divided /11110111.,,IY five Federal agencies and
therefore endorses the enactment of the Water and Sewer Facilities
Grant and Loan Consolidation Act of 1969.

Recommendation No. 10.The Water and Sewer Vaellities Grant and Loan
Consolidation Act of 1069 providing for lit'D responsibility for administering
grants and loans for basic water and sewer facilities and Interior responsibility
for all waste treatment works should be enacted by Congress. The Economic
Development Administration and the Appalachian Regional Commission should
retain authority to make supplemental grants.
New C onnywnities Program,

The new communities program was developed to provide living
space for the 100,000,000 Americans who will be added to the popula-
tion by the year 2000. As of October, 1069, approximately 32 new
community proposals had been submitted to HIM under the New
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Communities Act of 19438. Only two call for creating new towns from
an existing small commimity base and only one, Jonathan, is located
in a county currently classihed as being non-metropolitan.

HUD should strongly favor new community developments in non-
metropolitan areas. It should also encourage the development of new
conummities from existing communities which are or have the po-
tential for being growth centers. This would accomplish two things.
First, it would achieve one of the major objectives of the program
which is to prevent the continuing: incremental growth of metropolitan
areas. Second, the degree of risk in constructing a new community in
a non-metropolitan area would be lessened if the community were
supported by the resources and capabilities of an existing community.
Obviously, the selection of such a community must be based upon an
assessment of its growth potential. The results of this study indicate
that a number of such communities exist in rural areas. Through the
use of study techniques similar to the analysis of small communities
in this project, it should be possible for Federal and state officials to
identify "seed" communities around which future new towns can be
developed.

1?ecommendation No. ii.BUD should encourage the development of new
communities in =metropolitan areas. Such communities preferably should be
constructed around existing seed communities with growth potential. Federal
and state officials should identify potential seed communities through study
techniques similar to those used in this study.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR NEW PROGRAMS

In analyzing the needs of small communities, there are two develop-
mental areas which are not covered by existing Federal programs. Two
new programs, therefore, are recommended to round out the range of
planning assistance. technical assistance, and physical development
programs designed to assist small communities.

The first of the new programs relates to a comprehensive program
of small community development, while the second concerns a new
program of public facility grants.
Small Community Development Program

In the previous section on the new communities program, one
method for providing for the growth and development of future urban
centers was described. However, it can readily be appreciated that the
new communities approach to small community development can be
applied only in a limited number of cases due to the particular cir-
cumstances of the program which require a private developer and the
relatively small amount of funds available for loan guarantees.

As the analysis of the small communities in this study reveals, there
are a number of communities which have significant potential for
future growth and development, which do not have the financial ca-
pacity for developing themselves. If the means for a comprehensive
program of development for these communities were designed, a sec-
ond approach to the development of new centers of urban growth
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could be taken. In this instance, the local government, itself, would
become the developer for the community. It would analyze its needs
luid problems, prepare a comprehensive community development plan,
and proceed with a total redevelopment of the community with the
financial support of the Federal government.

The Small Community Development Program would generally op-
erate in the following manner. A community would prepare an action
plan listing the major problems and needs inhibiting its growth and
development. The plan would be similar to the State of Connecti-es
ti community development action plan." The plan would preferaMy be
an outgrowth of studies completed under the comprehensive planning
assistance program. The states would provide technical assistance in
developing the Tblan for those communities -which did not have suffi-
cient technical ..esources of their own.

The proposed program, as a demonstration program, would be
available to communities of 15,000 population or less which were lo-
cated in non-metropolitan areas. This study has concluded that com-
munities of this population size and under are in the vast majority of
instances those that have the greatest need for financial assistance.
Municipalities would not however be automatically eligible to receive
assistance under this program.

A determination would initially be made by HUD that the appli-
cant community had growth potential to ensure future economic via-
bility. Second, sufficient evidence would have to be submitted to
indicate that the community did not have the financial resources to
implement the proposed development plan.

For those projects in the cievelopment plan for which there are
existing programs, basic grants would come from the Federal agency
administering the program as is presently the case. If a Federal pro-
gram to meet the particular requrements of the community does not
exist, the project would be funded from supplemental bloc grant de-
velopment funds administered by HUD. Supplemental assistance
would also be available to bring the total amount of the grants for
each program up to 100 percent of the cost of the proiect. Considera-
tion should also be given to having the states share in the financial
cost of the program.

The program in short would operate in similar fashion to the model
cities program. It would give the communities the opportunity to
come up with their own programs to solve problems and needs inhibit-
ing growth and development. The concept of an overall plan of action
will also tgive communities the opportunity for an "over-view" of com-
munity development needs, in contrast to the present approach of
selective development projects on the basis of existing Federal cate-
gorical programa.

Recommendatift No. 12.A, swan Community Development Program should
be establisbed am a demonstration program for non.metropolitan communities
of 15,000 population and under which would provide grants of up to 100 percent
to finance needed comniunity development projects and programs.

Eligibility in the program would be limited to those communities
with future growth potential.that could show limited local resources
to finance the programs on their own.
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Public Facilities Pmgram
No Federal arant-in-aid programs are presently available to small

communities fol. the construction of citT admMistrativebuildings, such
at city halls, or for public safety facihties. The Public Facility Loan
pro:gram provides funds for such purposes but only on a long-term loan
basis. The Neighborhood Facilities program is specifically designed to
provide grants to communities for the construction of multipurpose
facilities for health, welfare, social, educational, cultural and recrea-
tional services in the neighborhood. The only exceptions where grant
assistance is available for administrative and public safety facilities is
in connection with an urban renewal project or where an emergency
operations center is to be incorporated into such a facility. Federal
arants for construction of police facilities may also be obtained under
the Safe Streets Act although they are not being encouraged at the
present time.

A number of communities visited lacked adequate administrative
and public safety facilities. The need for such facilities was especially
critical in communities under 15,000 population. Ten of the thirteen
communities of under 15,000 population that the study team visited
were in need of either better administrative and public safety facili-
ties or both. ln most instances, the communities financial capacity pro-
hibited them from being able to accumulate sufficient funds for the
construilion of new facil ities. The communities had limited bonding
capacities in addition to the fact that annual bonded debt repayments
would put an additional burden on residents with already limited
neomes.
It is therefore recommended that a program be created to provide

grants of up to 50 percent to eommunities of 15,000 population or
under for tlw eonstruction of administrative and public safety facili-
ties. IA order to pncourage the construction mof jot facilities to serve
more thlin oiw pwernmental agency, supplemental assistance up to an
additional 30 pt :Teat for a total grant of 80 percent should be provided
where more than one of the local governments in the area join togetlwr
to build a common facility. An example would be the construction of

combined city-county a(bni4istrative facility such as was done in
Lebanon. Pennsylvania, one of the irty-six communities visited dill.-
ing the study.

Recommewdatifm No. 18.=4:111D 401°01 establigb .41 prograni fleaigned to pro-
vide grants of 50 percent to coymmaities under 15,0t10 population for the ton-
struction of administrative and public safety facilities. Suolemental assistanee
up to an additional 130 pireent'sboUld also be allOived caseS wbere pore tlian
one of the local governments in a tommunity loin together to toustrUct a emu-
mon facility.'

: Attgposiluvivi OP 'FApptAti SitooBA?p

s*Aa ; , P40794.., ,Pli°441
Sinice the mstablishment of 1-IUD in j1985, the goise.
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(D-Tenn.) encouraged President Lvndon Johnson to undertake "a
national concentrated effort to strenitheii small-town America- (Con-
gressional Record, January 22, 1968, p. E100). During the Execut h-e
Reorganization hearings of the Senate Committee on Govenmient
operations in 1960 the small community question was also raised:

In the formulation of the Department we expressed great concern over whether
the small cmumunity would be overlooked. What have you done, and what are
you proposing to do, in behalf of the small community?

In late 1967 a Small Communities Branch in the Division of the
State-Local ielations, Office of Intergovernmental Relations, was
organized to develop a program of liaison to analyze activities dealing
with the nnique problems and needs of smaller communities. To wider-
score and strengthen activities to familiarize small towns with 1-1T-D
programs, a Special Assistant was appointed by the Assistant Sec-
retary for Metropolitan Development. A major reorganization of the
Office of Metropolitan Development in October 1968 created a new
Office of Small Town Services, reporting directly to the Assistant
Secretary.

The objectives and functions of the Office of Small Town Services
were deflned as follows :

A. Ob jectives.
I. To sharpen HUD's focus on small community problems and im-

prove the delivery of Federal programs to smaller communities;
2. To develo_p and improve lines of communications between Fed-

eral. State, and small town governments in order to understand better
the housing and urban development problems of smaller communities
and their implications for Federal program and policy administration ;

3. To develop and help shape a viable Foderal policy to guide de-
cisions as the,y relate to the allocation of Federal resources for smaller
communities; and

4. To stimulate, monitor, conduct, and evaluate studies that deal
with the problems and special needs of small communities.

B. F11120tiond3.
1. To provide assistance and advice to small towns in support of

HUD's missions through correspondence, liaison, surveys, special
studies, confereiwes. meetings. etc.

2. To encourage and carry out, to the extent practicable, systematic
study and analysis of small communities and identified problem areas.
Study findings will be reviewed and appropriate recommendations
urged for the various programs administered by the Department.

3. To identify and coordinate activities dealings with the small com-
munity carried on by the various program areas in HUD as well as by
other Vederal agencies (e.g. Agriculture, Labor, EDA, OEO, SBA,
etc.). To investigate the establishment of a coordinating mechanism
for the various -Federal agencies administering programs affecting
smaller communities.

4. To participate in general government group activities, depart-
mental and intergovernmental special task groups and committees,
and to consult with State and small community officials in order to
better define the problems and needs of small communities.

5. To spearhead the planning and staging of national, regional and
State conferences, workshops, and seminars on small community de-

90"
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velopment. Emphasis will be on the identification- and solution of
small community housing and devekpment problems.

6. To coorlinate with the lirbtui Management Assistance Admin-
istration program staff to identify and analyze the unique planning
and management needs of small community governmental units. New
and improved techniques to service the small town will be explored on
a continuing basis and ways to promote the adoption and application
of these will be investigated.14

In March 1970, in a second reorganization of the Office of Metropoli-
tan Development, the Office of Small Town Services was combined
with a number of other programs under a new organizational unit
designated as the Office of Small Town Services and Intergovernmen-
tal Relations. The new Office in addition to Small Town Services, has
the responsibility for the following programs : Community Develop-
ment Training Program (Title VIII), State-Local Relations. the
Urban Clearinghouse, Urban Fellowship Program and Technical As-
sistance to State and Local Governments.

An evaluation of the functions of the Small Town Services program
has been made as part of this study. Since the Office has just been re-
organized, the question of the placement of the program within the
HUD central administrative structure has not been analyzed. This
would rcquire an extensive analysis of the assignment of organiza-
tional responsibilities within HUDa subject beyond the scope of this
study.

Tlw results of this study clearly indicate a need for a program of
assistance and services for small communities. As extensively docu-
mented in previous sections of this report, small communities have
distinct needs for information and technical assistances which are sig-
nificantly different than those of larger jurisdictions. The particular
needs and problems of small communities must also be considered at
the Federal policy and administrative management levels. Finally, if
small communities are to play a significant role in the future urban de-
velopment of America, considerably more research and study needs
to be done on a national policy of urban growth and development in
nonmetropolitan areas.

An analysis of the impact of the Small Town Services program todate indicates that a good deal more needs to be done to effectively
meet the requirements outlined above. The area in which the program
has probably been most successful is in its role as representative of
small communities within the Federal government. One of the major
contributions that the program has made in this regard has been
through the Joint HUD-USDA Rural Housing Task force which
meets to coordinate housing policies and procedures between the two
agencies with regard to small rural communities.

However, the program's role in the other major functional areas of
concern has been limited by a very small staff and budget. The study
found that a majority of the small communities visited and even someHUD regional staff were not aware of the Small Town Services pro-

140ffice of Small Town Services, U.S. Department of Rousing and Urban Development,"Statement of Background, Mission and Program for Office of Small Town Services,"(Washington. D.C.. December, 1989).
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gram. An increase in the program will be necessary if it is to really be
effective in its role of providing assistance to small communities. Oon-
sideration should be given to providing for the program function at
the regional level.

A lack of information about the program will undoubtedly be alle-
viated with the recent production of a film strip about small communi-
ties. However, much more needs to be done in producing information
packages which will be useful to small communities and to Federal
and state staff who deal with small communities. Finally, the develop-
ment of a data base for small communities has just begun. This study
has produced a methodology for investiaating small community needs,
problems, resources, and capabilities. eut the general study data pro-
duced is for only thirtv-six communities. Comparable information on
even the use of Federal programs in small communities does not now
exist. The Small Town Services program should take the lead in urging
the development of a basic data profile system for small communities.
to be used as a research tool and as a source of information for other
Federal agencies. state agencies. and the small communities. themselves.

Lastly, the size of the communities on whieh the Small Town Serv-
ices program should focus its efforts has been studied. Currently. the
program uses a standard of any community under 50.000 (the upper
limit of this study). With the exception of the Community Develop-
ment Training program, this is the upper limit for most Federal
programs which have a small community concern or special provision.
However, the results of this study strongly indicate that there is a
more marked difference between communities under and above 25.000.
than under and above 50,000. There is a second, less definitive, break
about 15.000. The program recommendations made in the study focus
on these two lower levels rather than limit of 50.000.

in reviewing the four functions of the program, it would seem most
reasonable to use the two levels of 25.000 and 50.000. Informational
services. interagency program coordination, and small community re-
search and data collation should concentrate on communities under
25.000. Assistance and advice to small towns which request help
should continue to be made available to communities ip to 50.000.

Recommendation No. 14.---ine functions and responsibilities of the Small
Town Nervicesprogram should continre to involve the four major program filiefts :
(11 informational assistance ; (2) general assistance and advice ; (3) interagemy
coordhiation ; and (4) research.

Reemomendatkm No. 15.--The Small Town Services program should be aug-
mented in order tO be more effective in assisting small communities. Considera-
tion should be given to the establishment of the program function at the regional
level.

Reeommendation No. .11LThe Small Town Services program should take a
lead responsibility in urging the devel6pment of a small community data system
based upon the small comMunity profile methodrilogy designed for this study.

Recommendation No, 17.The Small Town Services program should colleen-
trate its efferts on conummities of 25,000 population or less.

, 1

-
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REORGAN't 1ATION OF 111.1D Fan]) ORGANIZATION

In March, 1970, the Secretary of the Department of Housing and
Urban Development announced new organization plans for HUD
field offices. By September of this year the department intends to re-
organize the present Regional Offices, establish four new Regional
Offices, and establish 23 Area Offices.

According to the memorandum of March 23, 1970, the new func-
tions of the various organizational levels will be as follows:

1. The Central Office will make and interpret policy, establish pri-
orities, promulgate standards, criteria, and procedures for all levels
of field operation, and direct program administration.

2. Regional Offices will supervise, direct, evaluate and guide ATI
and Insuring Office operations. They will represent the Secretary.in
the regions with the Governors, on the Regional Councils, and lyith
other Federal agencies, and will coordinate HUD activities legion-
wide. They will be responsible among other things for allocations of
program funds among area and insuring offices, receiving such funds
and guidance and direction from appropriate Assistant Secretaries.

Regional Offices will not perform duplicate reviews and processmg
of operations carried out in area offices, but will provide program and
technical back-up and support as needed.

3. Area Offices and Insuring Offices will be responsible for operating
and decision-making functions in the field. Delegations to take .final
actions will be decentralized to this level, without procedural quahfica-
tions or review requirements to vitiate such authority."

It is. of course, premature to assess at this time what the significance
and over-all results of the field reorganization will be once the plan is
hilly implemented. Undoubtedly, the plan represents a major shift in
lItrb policy and apparently a long overdue recognition that field per-
somiel understand far better than most headquarter's staff the special
problems state and local officials face, and moreover, that they are in
a better position geographically +s) work out problems with their
counterparts at the other two levels. It should be cautioned, however,
that.the establishment of new area-wide offices at the Federal level may
diminish efforts aimed at providing a larger role for state governments
unless spepal car is taken at the same time to foster he participation
9f states in the intergovernmental process. Several recommendations
m this s:tudy focus on enhancing state activities in regard to small
community development.

True reform reluires that much of the administrative detail con-
nected with Federal programs be left to state and local governments,
without involvement of the Federal government at any level. While
the massiveness and complexity of the administrative machinery that
has developed over the years cannot realistically be alleviated over-
night. HITD's new policies should be viewed as an important step to-
ward this goal. A word of caution should be indicated however. Visits

mrmorandmn for George Romney, Seeretary, Rousing and Urban Development. March
21, Mil.
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to thirty-six small communities and a general analysis of administra-
tive procedures and requirements required to be fulfilled in submitting
requests for Federal lusogran, funding cannot emphasize too strongly
what has become a truism in any discussion of Federal programs. Fed-
eral programs have too many layers of red tape that only further in-
hibit the effective workinz of the delivery system. The individual
comnumity profiles submittea as a part of this study confirm time and
time again that the major emplamt voiced about Federal programs
was the cumbersome administrative machinery connected with the pro-

.giams themselves.
n in short, the forthcoming reorganization results in the creation

of a delivery system which can respond rapidly and effectively, major
obstacles will have been overcome and one of ihe major end products
-will certainly 1* better and more meaningful relationships between
the Federal government and the local commimity. However, if the re-
alignment of the field structure only results in the transfer of em-
ployees from olle level to another and in a confirmation of many pres-
ently restrictive and unreasonsable administrative requirements and
procedures. than the reorganization will have, in effect, accomplished
nothing.

PRIWZAM APPLIC.MON REVIEWS

Dnring the course of this study an area involved with the applying
for Federal program funding has come to the forefront on numerous
occasi.:ns. This has been in connection with the utilization by HUD
field i,ersonnel of pre-application VIM ferentses.

pplication Conferences
A number of communities have indicated that the lack of pre-appli-

cation conferences with 1-1VD field persomiel has resulted in mismuler-
standings about policies and procedur which have caused further
delays in application processing. The study teams saw evidence that
the lack of such reviews resulted in the approval of housing and urban
renewal programs that the majority of the community was not ready
to undertake. A pro-application conference might possibly have re-
sulted in a different outcome. Pre-application conferences are being
utilized in some of the HUD regional offices at the present time. This
study recommends that HUD field offices be specifically directed to
conduct such reviews with communities prior to the submittal of for-
mal applications, especially for major projects such as housing, urban
renewal and water and sewer. The pre-application conferences should
be held in the applicant community and not at the HUD field office.

Recommendation No. 18.--HUD field offices should be Instructed to conduct
pre-application conferences with communities especially for major projects such
as housing. urban renewal and water and sewer prior to submittal of formal
applications for funding. Conferences should be held in the applicant community
and not at the BUD field office.

STATE ASSISTANCE TO SMALL COMMUNITIES

In recent years. increasing emphasis has been placed on the role of
state governments and how they can be more effective in meeting the
problems and needs of local communities The following is a brief de-
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scription of developments that have transpired in the last few years
and their apparent effectiveness as far as small communities are
concerned.

STATE OFFICES OF COMMUNITY AFFAIRS

The !growth of state agencies with the primary function of provid-
ing assistance and service to local governments is a recent phenomenon.
New York was the first state to establish an office for locaf goverment
in 1959. As of December 1969. twenty-seven states had established
community affairs offices, almost all of these in the last three to four
years. A total of eight agencies are independent departments. The
establishment of such agencies has been spurred by section 901 of
the Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan Development Act of 1966
which authorizes Federal grants-in-aid to -assist states to make avail-
able information and (Iota on urban needs and assistance programs
and activities, and to provide technical assistance to small communi-
ties (less than 100,000 population) with respect to the solution of urban
problems."

The functions of state agencies for local affairs vary greatly from
state to state but can be grouped in eight categories: (1) advice and
information ; (2) research and publication ; (3) planning and area
development; (4) preparation of policy recommendations; (5) pro-
motion of cooperation between local governments; (6) training pro-
grams; (7) coordination of state services and federal grants; and
(8) control programs (largely financial). From a program standpoint,
state offices of community affairs are generally responsible for the
following programs : urban planning, urban renewal, poverty, hous-
ing, health, model cities, environmental control, manpower, law en-
forcement, highway safety, technical assistance and community devel-
opment t raining.

STATE FINANCIAL AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

The kind and degree of state financial assistance to small communi-
ties varies widely. The following are examples of what some states
are doing to assist communities.

New York demonstrates the broadening role being played by some
states in the furnishing of both financial and technical assistance
to small communities. In the last few years it has enacted major state
programs for urban development and provided for large-scale private
participation, revised substantially upward per-capita aid to cities,
furnished state financial and technical assistance for Model Cities
planning, passed legislation designed to further inter-municipal coop-
eration through state aid for feasibility studies, and extended county
planning powers to review of municipal subdivision regulations that
have inter-municipal impact. The state also implemented its $2.5
billion transportation bond issue of 1967, incremed its involvement
in environmental quality efforts, and set up a loan program for hos-
pital and nursing home construction."

10 International City Management Association, "The Municipal Year Book," (Wash-
ington, D.C. 1989) p.

IL
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In the field of housing, New York's housing assistance program
includes loans to cities, towns and villages for the provision of low-
rent housing and subsidies to cover the full amount of the annual
interest payment, in addition to one percent of the project cost. The
state also has a comprehesive grant program pertaining to the prob-
lems of sewage systems. The state pays 100 percent of planning costs
for sewage systems for counties, municipalities, cities, towns and other
governmental units, and one-third of the cost of operating and main-
taining treatment works. In addition, the state furnishes cities with
their share of the non-Federal matching costs for sewage treatment
facilities construction.

Five other statesConnecticut, Washington, Pennsylvania, Texas
and Californiaall have programs providing grants or loans to mu-
nicipalities or other political subdivisions to aid in the planning and
establishment of sewage systems. Several states now have, or have hail
in the past, grant-in-aid programs for the construction of hospital and
meoical facilities. In addition to direct grants four statesAlabama.
California, Georgia and North Carolinaoffer state aid to localities to
supplement the local contribution to Federal grant programs for hos-
pital construction."

As of December 1967, 20 states were providing waste treatment
works funds, 38 some form of airport financial aid, four hospital con-
struction, 10 urban planning, eight water and sewer facilities, and 10
urban mass transportation."

States are providing technical assistance in a number of other areas.
Both the states of California and New Jersey assist communities in
preparation of workable programs. Missouri helps communities pre-
pare comprehensive plans. In the state of Maine, if a consultant pre-
pares an application which is approved, the state will pay 54,000
towards its implementation. Thirty-one states o&r land-use services to
localities while 28 have a zoning service that is used by local units of
f_rovermnents. Twenty-eight states perform water and sewer services
while 2,6 aid localities with housing and health services."

SPECIAL STATE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

In addition to the program described above, a number of states
have rather special or unique programs itpplicable to small coinmimi-
ties. Some of these programs were in existence in the communities
visited during the field work portion of the study.

In the state of Connecticut, a community development ail ion plan
has been devised. Under the plan, communities are given an oppor-
tunity to assess their needs and make plans and schedules to meet
municipal goals and responsibilities for the social, physical and eco-
nomic well-being of residents. 'Up to 75 percent of the cost of the plan is
paid for by -the state. Mile completion of a plan is not required for
application or contract for any of the programs, the municipality must
be mfdertaking the plan, show satisfactory progress and complete the
plan -within a two-year period to continue to be eligible for assistance.

17Adv18nry Commission on Intergovernmental Relations. "Urban anti Rural America,"
(WaAbington. D.C., Government Printing Oflice, April, 1968), pp. 96-96.

1471,14. p. 97
19 Ibid. p. 98.
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In 1968, the state of Pennsylvania initiated its "Partnership City
Program". The "Partner-City" idea changes the traditional frame-
work of state-local relations from one of state control over a particular
community to one of state partnership with that community. Four
projects are currently in operation including the Allegheny Connty
program which is the only multiple community Model Cities project in
the Nation. Under the program, technical aid and personnel as well as
financial aid are given to the designated communities. An effort is
made to involve leaders of the commanity in a critical self-analysis of
their city with the hope that they will learn how the latest techniques
of community development can be applied to the problems of their
area.

The New Jersey Department of Community Affairs has a miione
state model cities program which helps local governments to develop
ideas and prepare applications for Federal grants. The state 112is at4o
been quite active in providing financial assistance for a variety of
commmiity programs and projects.

The 'ft xas Division of State-Local Relations. created in Jmuialy
1969. has recently established an office specifically designed to assist
small communities. Small communities for purposes of this progam
have been defined as those of 12.000 population and under. Texas is
apparently the only state that has establislwd a separate organizational
unit for small communities.

EXFANSION 4)F STATE IIOLE IN .1f4SINTTNO SMALL COMMUNITIFs

Although some states F aye made eonunendable efforts in lw ping to
meet the problems and needs of small conummities. there is no (111N-
tion but that a great deal more effort is needed. The Kaiser Committee
in its report A Decent Home indicated that it was "surprised by the
relat ively low level of State activity" in the limr,in e. and urban develop-
ment field.20 The Presidential National Advisory Commission Report
entitled The People Left Behind remarked that "the failure of the
States to recognize and cope with urban problems has be^n frequently
cited and this failure has been attributed with some justification to
rural-dominated legislatures." 21 The Douglas Commission found that
only four states have adopted state-aid programs of any size and that
only 9 of the 27 states with offices of community affairs had program
responsibilities for urban renewal.22

The small communities visited in this study generally have had a
low frequency of contact with state offices of community affairs end
have mixed feelings about involvement in local affairs, These feelings
h;ve generally been confirmed by a recent study completed by the Inter-
national City Management Association entitled "Federal. State. Local
Relationships." 25 The study indicates that only 21 percent of the cities
reporting felt that the state was most helpful in dealing with their

20 Presidential Committee on Ilrban HonMng. "A Decent Home," (Washington.
Government Printing Mice, December. 1988), 35.Premident's National Advisory Commission on Rural Poverty, "The People rpft Be-
hind". (Washington, D.C., Government Printing Office. Septerber, 1967), p. 151.

=National Commission on Urban Problems, "Building the American City." (Wash-
ington, D.0 . Government Printing Office. December. 1908).

tlIn'ernational City Management Association, Urban Data Service, Federal State, Local
RCationeltipe. (Washington, D.C., December, 19(19).
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problems as Opposed to 38 percent for the Federal government. flow-erer i pereent felt that neither the Federal government nor the states
were helpful. Cities under 50.000 population found state governments
more helpfnl than did the larger jurisdictions. In only 7 out of 24statss for which Mformation was available did over half of the cities
indicate that the state government was a significant help. A further
mdication of the feelings of state governments by the cities is the fact
that the state is seldom the first contacted when the city needs informa-
tion concernMg application for grant-in-aid funds. The study also
reveals that state offices of local affairs have made little impact at the
local level. Only 15 percent of the cities reporting mentioned the state
office of community affairs as a significant contribution to local prob-
lem solving. Over 25 percent of the cities in the 10.000-50.000 popua-
tion category indicated that they contacted the state less than once a
year. The over-nil percent of local govenmient contacts by the state
was not rrnich higher.

It would of coarse be unfair to indicate that the states have not
niade substantial progress in the last decade in attempting to regain
their earlier key position in the American Federal system. The cited
examples of what some states are doing to assist local governments
in solving problems and needs are testimony to this fact. Although
larger municipalities continue to doubt. whether the states can re-
spond effectively to their needs, the Federal government has demon-
strated a growing determination to strengthen the role of the states
in tbe Federal system.

Tbis study has been concerned with how the states can he more
effective in assisting small communities. It was recommended earlier
that the Federal government make more funds available to the states
under the Community Development Training and Urban 'informa-
tion and Technical Assistance programs. Furthermore, it has been
recommended that states assume administration of the new codes im-
provement pnagram as they have done for the somprehensive plan-
ning assistance program. in addition, the following recommendations
are also made:

Reeommendation No. 19.The Federal Government should encourage the
estohlishment of offices of Community Affairs in states which do not have them.

Reeommendation No, 20.The Federal Government should encourage states to
ossume greater financial responsibilities for assisting small communities in such
areas as technical and planning assistance. Ttousing. urban renewal and other
programs aimed at rebuilding and revitalizIng &mall communities.

STATE ENCOURAGEMENT OF SMALL COMMUNITY CONSOLIDATION

While this study has not been specifically concerned with the pro-
liferation of municipal governments. it is appropriate here to indicate
and re-emphasize the need for ereater state involvement in both the
discouragement of new, non-viable local governmentq and the encour-
n rrement of manicinal consolidations and /or tranQfer of nreq-wido
functions to regional agencies. A number of stateq heve reoently moverl
toward the establishment of more stringent regulations for municipal
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incorporations. These include California, Colorado, Georgia, Kansas,
Nevada, New Mexico, Ohio, Oregon, Tennessee, Virginia and
Washington.

The Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations has
rt commended another method for halting the continued increase of
non-viable inuMcipalities and also the encouragement of boundary
adjustments. The Commission has specifically proposed that states
should empower a State agency or a local agency formation com-
mission to "order the dissolution or consolidation of local units of
..overnment within metropolitan areas." As a minimum boundary com-
miL3ions would assure that proposals for new municipalities and spe-
cial districts or for municipal annexations are analyzed carefully from
the standpoint of their long-range and intergovernmental. effects.
"The State or local regulatory agency," the Commission observed,
"should examine closely those units of local government that appear to
be least viable under the terms of the statute (and) . . . be empow-
ered to mandate the dissolution or otherwise." The Commission has
likewise suggested that state grants-in-aid be used to achieve this
purpose. The proposal is similar to that utilized in bringing about
school district consolidations in many areas of the country. Under the
program, school district consolidation has been achieved in many
States by fashioning school aid formulas that reward districts that re-
organize and penalize small inefficient ones that do not. The Commis-
sion recommended in its 1965 report that each State "examine its
present system of grants. shared taxes, and authorization for local non-
property taxes. and remove all features that aggravate differences in
local fiscal capacity to deal with service requirements in metropolitan
areas and that encourage or support the proliferation of local govern-
ments within such areas." 24

In its study of the fiscal system completed in 1967. the Commission
xpressed the view that State aid formulas should prov ide positive dis-

incentives to the creation or continuation of small units of local gov-
ernment in metropolitan areas. The Commission specifically urged
"amendment of formulas providing State aid to local governments so
as to eliminate or reduce aid allotments to small units of local govern-
ment not meeting statutory standards of economic, geographic, and
political viability." 25

Various other studies in recent years have proposed methods by
which the continued proliferation of municipal governments can be
stopped or corrected in some fashion. The Council of Economic Devel-
opment in a recent report proposed a two-tier level of government,
with area-wide functions being assumed by a regional level of
government.

An analysis of many small communities can only lead to the con-
clusion that both the need for discouraging further proliferation of
(rovernmental units and greater effort toward the consolidation of
municipal governments should be pushed vigorously by state
governments.

'4 Advisory Commission on Intergovernmeutal Relations. "MetropoP tan Social and Eco-
nomic Disparities : Implication for Intergovernmental Relations In Cen tral C: ties and
Snburbs." (Washington. D.C., Government Printing Office, January. 19435 ). p. 12:1.

Advisory Commission on International Relations, "Fiscal Balance in the American
System," (Washington, D.C., Government Printing Office, October, 1967), Vol. 2, p. 14.

'1.601
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Recommendation No. 2LThe Federal Government should urge states to
strongly discourage the further proliferation of municipalities and provide
financial and other Incentives to encourage either municipal consolidations or
the transfer of area-wide functions to regional agencies.

THE GROWTH OP REGIONAL AGENCIES

The proliferation and vast expansion of Federal assistance pro-
grams in the 1960's has in turn resulted in the rapid growth of re-
gional or multi-county agencies throughout the country. Practically
every major Federal agency has created a regional counterpart di-
rected at coordinating specific areas of concern on the regional level.
The Department of Commerce has established economic development
districts; the Department of Labor has formed a cooperative area man-
power planning system and a concentrated employment program ; the
Appalachian Regional Commission has organized local development
districts; the Department of Health, Education and Welfare has es-
tablished comprehensive area health planning agencies; and the De-
partment of Agriculture has set up resource conservation and develop-
ment projects, rural renewal projects, rural areas development com-
mittees, technical action panels and concerted services coordinators. In
1968, HUD was given authority to sponsor non-metropolitan districts
in cooperation with the Departments of Agriculture and Commerce.

Several states designed coordinating mechanisms of their own. By
1969, more than half the states had plans in being, or were developing:
them, to group counties into substate regions for planning and develop-
nA,nt purposes. Local law enforcement planning districts were also he-
i; lg. formed as :1 result of the Onwilms Cvime rol awl Safe st ici s
Act and Councils of Governments (COGS) had increased sabstm-
tially.

This study has been primarily concerned with the role assumed by
economic development districts, regional planning commissions, coun-
cils of governmei it and non-metropolitan planning districts. A brief de-
scription of their functions and growth fellows.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT DISTRICTS

The Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1065 author-
iz.d a new devicethe economic development district, a multi-
county entity usually embracing from five to ten counties. As defined
in the 1965 act, an economic development district had to in-
clude two or more redevelopment areas and at least one "economic
development center" (or "growth center"). The center itself need
not be in a redevelopment area but must be so located that its growth
would contribute to the revival of the adjacent depressed counties.
The growth center was made eligible for the same assistancegrants
and loans for _public facilities and loans and guarantees for industrial
or commercial developmentas that offered the redevelopment area.
To encourage the formation of districts, the act also increased by 10
percentage points the Federal share of the cog of public works projects
in redevelopment areas located within districts. EDA was authorized

le%
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to make grants up to 75 percent of the administrative expenses of the
district organization with the remainder being provided by the coun-
ties making up the district. By the end of 1969, over 100 economic
development districts had been organized.

With the passage of the 1965 act and the establishment of EDA came
a renewed emphasis on planning. The act extended requirements for an
-overall economic development program (OEDP) to the new districts as
well as the established redevelopment areas and specifically enjoined
the districts to include hi their OEDP's "adequate land use and trans-
portation plannincr" and "a specific program for district cooperation,
self-help and public investment."

APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSION

The Appalachian Regional Development Act of 1965 authorized the
establishment of multi-county economic development bodies ( desig-
nated as local development districts) in the Appalachian regrion. As
of June 30, 1968, a total of twenty-eight local development districts
had been recognized by the Appalachian Regional Commission and
were receiving Federal funds. Five other Federal-state regional com-
missions have been established but have not embarked on programs
for the creation of districts. The five commissions cover New England,
the .northern Great Lakes states, the Ozarks, the southern Coastal
Plains, and the Four Corners region of Utah, Colorado, Arizona and
New Mexico.

REOIONAL PLANNING AGENCIES

'1'lle Federal government's Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan
Development Act of 1966 has provoked unparalleled development in
the field of regional planning. The requirement that certain applica-
tions for Federal aid (approximately 47 grant and loan programs)
nnist be approved by an arca-wide agency designated to perform
metropolitan or regional planning has led to two different kinds of
development.

The legislation has been winajor factor in the emergence of councils
of government (COGS). According to the 1960 Directory of Regional
Councils published by the National Service to Regional Councils, there
are 142 COGS in the United States.

In the second place, it haS led to the rapid development by the states
of regional planning agencies. By 1969, more than half the states had
plans in being, or were developing them, to group their counties into
substate regions for planning -and- development purposes.

Nox-iumorotriAx PLANNING DISTRICTS .

The Housing Act of 1968 contained provisions-for extending HUD's
planning assistance program, (authorized by section 701 of the Hous-
ing Act of 1954)--which alreadY covered individual rural counties end
multi-county metropolitan planning bodiesto cover non-metropoli-
tan multi-county planning organizations as well. While funds under
_section 701 are disbursed by HUD, the bill provides a statutory role
for the Department of AgricultUre. The Secretary of HUD is required
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to consult with the Secretary of Agriculture prior to approving any
planning grants for the new district& and the Department of Agri-
rultnre is authorized to provide technical assistance both prior to and
following the formal organization of districts. Economic development
districts (as well as local development districts in Appalachia), are
eligible for the HUD-administered planning grants. and the Secretary
of HIM is directed to consult with the Secretary of Commerce before
approving any grant to an ERA or to an non-metropolitan district in
any area that overlaps that of an EDD. Commerce is also granted
technical assistance authority corresponding to that of Agriculture.

The new non-metropolitaB distrit.ts were a broad function.
The legislation was to cover planning for land use ; public facilities
governmental services; human and natural resources development ;
long-range fiscal planning; programming ec capital improvements;
and "coordination of all related plans and activities of the State and
local governments and agencies concerned." Over 40 non-metropoli-
tan planning districts were fanded on 1970.28

As indicated previously, the Remonstration Cities and Metropolitan
Development Act of 1966 provided for area-wide reviews of grant and
loan programs in metropolitan areas. The Comprehensive Planning
Assistance Guidebook indicates that "district planning agencies should
also assume an important coordinative role in which they review proj-
ects proposed by local governments, special district& and other agen-
cies and comment on their relation to plans and programs for the
dist rict." 27

Bureau of the Budget Circular A-P5 arants non-metropolitan plan-
ning districts the same formal areawide review powers as in metro-
politan areas. Although the problems are obviously not as complex as
those in urban centers, the importance of proper planning and develop-
ment is no less important.

A study has not made a tinamial analysis of the funds available in
each non-metropolitan planning district to carry out its duties and
responsibilities. A visit was made however to ons quell agency during
the course of the field work for this studv. For the current fiscal year.
the Commission is operating on a total budget of $30,000, $20,000 of
which is from the Federal government. Such a budget is inadequate
to carry out the responsibilities envisioned by the creation of such
districts. Like with so many other programs, the necessary financial
assistance for the eiYective operation of the program has not been made
available.

COORDINATION OF REGIONAL AGENCIES

The emergence of regional agencies has brought with it the problem
of overlapping and often conflicting areawide boundaries. This in turn
has resulted in the problems of duplication, conflicting policies and
programs and in some cases a general uneconomical use of resources
and facilities. This situation led the President to issue a memorandum

ve The Brookings Institution, Making Federation Work, (Wathington. D C., 1069). pp.11$2-1113.
L't U.S. Dewirtment of Housing and Utban Development, Cotapreheneitir Mannino AitalAt-aver (Handbook I) Guidelines Leadino To A Grant, (Washington, D.C., GovernmentPrinting Ofilee, March, 1969). Appendii p. 24.
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on September 2, 1966 addressed to Federal departments and agencies
declaring that :

"State and local development planning agencies should be en-
couraged to work together in using common or consistent planning
bases (i.e., statistical and economic estimates), and in sharing facilities
and resources.

"Boundaries for plannin,a and development districts assisted by the
Federal government should be the same and should be consistent with
established state planning districts and reg,ions. Exceptions should be
made only where there is clear justification."

Bureau of the Budget Circular A-80,28 bCoordiliation of develop-
ment plnning for programs based on multi-jurisdictional areas,- was
issued to implement the President's inemorandmn. The circular recog-nized the primary role of the Governor in the development and desig-
nation of regions -within the state and declared that :

"Prior to the designation (or approval) of the designation of any
plamiing and development district or region, federal agenq procedure
will provide a period of thirty days for the Governor(s) of tlw
State(s) in which the district or region will be located to planning
aml development districts or regions established by the State. Where
the State has established such planning and development districts. the
boundaries of the designated areas will conform to them unless there
is clear justification for not doing so. Where the State has not estab-
lished planning and development districts or regions which provide a
basis for evaluation of the homidaries of the area proposed for desig-
nation, major units of general local goverment. in such area sbould
also be eonsulted prior to designation of the area."

Other than the coordinating requirements set forth in the budget
circulars, there is nothing to pi eclude the overlapping of the planning
and development areas of different programs. The pmblem has been
analyzed in detail in two recent studies. One study found that the one
exception to overlapping multi-county organizations was in the State
of Georgia. There, the state-anthorized pattern of area planning and
development commissions pre-dated the Federal sponsorship of multi-
county districting and the Federal districts conform to the area pat-
tern. The commissions themselves act as the economic development dis-
tricts and as the local development districts for the Applachian Re-
gional Commission.

In other states, however, where state regional patterns were adopted
onliy after Federall7 sponsored districts were established, adjustment
of district boumlaries to conform to the state pattern has been slow in
comingdespite the Budget Bureau's instructions.29

Another study found examples of the overlapping of the planning
areas of different programs. The study further indicated that "there
is a question whether a stronger mechanism than A-80 might be em-
ployed to realize the intent of that circular and the President's Menu)
of 2 September 1966 which it implements." The study went on to pro-

z' Budget Bureau Circular A-80 bAs been superseded by A-05 but the language is stillessentially the same.
2" The Brookings Institution, Making FederNiam Work. ;Washington, D.C., I DBflp. 205.
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pose that "a single system of planning districts for physical and eco-
nomic development be e,stablished in a state as a requirement for re-
ceiving assistance under these programs." Under the proposal, "The
system of districts could serve for all physical and economic develop-
ment planning in the state."3°

Only one agency worAl be established in each district to handle
physical and economic development. This proposal has attractive ad-
vantages and will probably in the long run be the most effective solu-
tion to the problem. However there is little past experience to indicate
that it will be adopted without considerable initiative on the part of
the state governments and active support by the Federal government.
The provisions of Budget Bureau Circular A-95, if implemented by
the states as required, would certainly improve the present situation
considerably. It is suggested that the Budget Bureau, with the active
support of the President, actively encourage state governments to
conform to provisions of the administrative regulations. If this is not
forthcoming within a reasonable period of time, other means should
be considered to produce compliance.

Recommendation No. 22.HUD should recommend to the Bureau of the
Budget that it should actively encourage state governments to implement pro-
visions of the Budget Bureau directives providing for common or consistent
planning and development districts at the regional level. If conformance is not
forthcoming within a reasonable amount of time, other means should be con-
sidered to produce compliance.

The establishment of common or consistent geographical district
boundaries for regional agencies will of course not in itself lead to
better program coordination between the various governmental units
themselves. In order to provide for better coordination and the com-
mon use of resources where feasible (funds, personnel, facilities and
services, statistics, etc.) among related programs within the district
areas, the states should designate one of the regional agencies to take
the lead in such efforts. The non-metropolitan planning district or
COG in the area may be the most appropriate agency to assume this
function. lIere again, however, ultimate responsibility for coordina-
tion should rem= with the state governments.

Reeommendation No. a HUD should urge the states to delegate responsibil-
ity for providing better coordination and the common use of resources where
feasible hi each regional planning and development district to one of the loeal
participating agencies. The nonmetropolitan planning district or COG should
be coasidered for assumption of this role. Ultimate responsibility for coordina-
tion however should remain with the states.

aD Auerbach Corporation. Federal Grant Program Planning Requirements Coordination
Etudy (Phase II). (Philadelphia: 1968). p. 7-4.



APPENDIX A
Small Community Profile

CCONINITY DATA SECTION

I GOVERNMENT

A. Perm of Government

1) Council - Manager

14%yor - Council

Commission

Town Meeting

Other

2) Year Adopted

3) Selection of Mayor:

(a) Directly Elected 0
(b) Chosen from Council Membership

(c) Other method
(:)

4) Mayor Member of City Council: Yes (2) No

5) Mayor's Office:

(a) Term:

(b) Pull-time position: Yes (2) No

(c) Rate of Pay

0 Total Number of Councilmen: (Excluding Mayor)

7) Council Term of Offioe:

8) Overlapping Terms: Yes 0 lb* 0
9) Elecied: At large 0 Hy wards

10) Other Elected City Officials and Terms of Office!

Official Term of Office

70-132 0-71 --8
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11) Special Districts in Community (including School District):

Special District

Elected or
Appointed Board Appointed tr

D. Financial Characteristics

1) Total Assessed Valuation of Real Property

Assessment Assessment

Current Year Ratio* Five Years Ago Pstio*

Residential :

Commercial

Industrial

Total

City Government

School District

Other Special
Districts

Total

2) Total Tex Rate

City Government

School District

Other Special
Districts

Total

Current Year Five Years Ago

* Per cent of rarhot value.

314
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3) Government Finances

(a) Revenues*

(i) Total

(ii) % from Property
Taxes

(iii) % from intergovern-
mental sources

(a) state

(b) federal

(iv) % misc. revenues

(v) Education Only

(b) Expenditures*

(i) Total

(ii) Operating Budget

(iii) Capital Improvement
Budget

(iv) Current Expenditure
on Debt Service

(v) Edflcation Only

(c) Utilities

(i) Revenues

(ii) Expenditures

(d) Revenue Bonds

(e) General Obligation Bonds

(f) Municipal Bond Rating:

Current Fiscal Year Five Years Ago

* Excluding utility revenues and expenditures

'115
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E. Personnel Administration

Current Fiscal Year live Years Ago,

1) Total City Personnel
(full time) (Exclusive of
education)

2) Non White

3) Total Police Personnel

4) Total Fire Personnel
(full time)

5) Total Fire Volunteer

F. Planning

Personnel

Yes1)

2)

City Planning Conmlission:

Year Planning Commission Established

3) Full time City Planner: YOS

4) Part-time City Planner: Yes

§5) Planning Consultant: Yes

6) Comprehensive Plan: Yes

7) Zoning Ordinance: Yes

8) Subdivision Regulations: Yes

9) Annexations (since 1960)

Number

Square Miles

Population of Annexed Ares

H. City Appearance

1) Architectural ROViOW Ward:

2) Sign Ordinanos

No

No

No

No

No

No

0

0
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3) Ordinances Regulating Dumping, etc. Yes 0 No

1. Goveynnent Services Ftovided By

1) Type - Service

Administrative

Assessing

Tax Collection

Planning

Pliblic Safety

Police

Fire

Shnd With
City County State Special Other Govt.
Govt. Govt. Govt. District* Agency Private**

Building mnd Zon-
ing Enforcement

Civil Defense

Animal Control

Pubaic Works

Engineering

Streets & Traffic

Storm Sewers

Sanitary Sewers

Sewage Treatment

Drainage and Flood
Control

Refuse Collection
and Disposal

mill

.

1111 11.

.==.. IMMO= mI/.

* Including school district.

** Where service is furnished by a non-governmental agency, indicate whether city
has contract or agreement covering all or part of the specific service and city
cost, if any.

417 4
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Shared With
City County State Special Other Govt.

TUP._:_Pervice Govt. Govt. Govt. District* Agency Prtvate**

Water

Electricity

Gas

Recreation and Parks

Recreation
Programs

Parks and
Playgrounds

Libraries

Litrary Facilities

Health

Hospitals

Public Health or
Clinic Facilities

Comprehensive
Health Centers

Mental Health
Centers

Welfare

Categorical Grants

General Relief

Transportation

Bus Facilities

Airport Facilities

II611 6

16=1116.166

MI1116

* Including school district.

411.16616

61601.6016 66111116011=

1611

4116 aIMP

61111111111116666

16

illE11Ims 1111111111111111m.M .1111M1.111011

** Where service is furnished by a non-governmental agency, indicate whether city
has contract or agreement covering all or pert of the specific service and city
cost, if am/.



2) Fire Insurance Bating

City

Fire Dept.

113

J. Federal Programs

Federal Programs Used in Community

Adminirtering Agency

Amount of HOusing

program Year Federal Grant Units
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II. ECONOMIC

A. Popul!tion

1) POpulation Statistics

% Inc. Inc.

Latest over 1960 1222 over 1950 1950'

(a) City

(b) County

2) Population Composition

(a) Age Grouping 1.2f--1°
1950 lam!

% under 18

% 65 and over

Median age

% male population (14 & over)

(b) Racial 1960 1222 i_aue..0

Total

White

Negro

Other nor-white

(e) Foreign born population

(d) Native white of foreign extraction

(e) Principal nationalities

(0 Population per household

(g) Population per square mile



B. OecAraphil Location and Area

1) SMSA:

115

Yes C No

2) Total square miles (incorp. area)

3) Economic Devement Region

(a) Appalachian (b) Coastal Plains ()
(c) New England (C (4) Ozark (2)

(e) Four Corners (2) (f) Upper Gnat Lakes()

(8) Economic Development District (::)

4) Nearest Commity over 50,000 Distance

5) Contiluous municipalities (name and population)

C. Labor Force

1) Total Employment by Industry Classification So. Employed

Agriculture Servie4, Forestry end 'iisheries

Mining

Contract Construction

Manufacturing

Transportation, Utilities and Sanitary Servicms

Wholesale Trade

Retail Trade

Finance, Insurance and Real Estate

Services

2) Labor force as % of total population
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3) Women in labor force

4) Labor force unemployed

5) Manufacturing

6) White Collar

7) Working outside county of residence

8) National Unions in Community:

D. Income

1) Median family income

2) Families with incomes under $3000

E. Industry.

(List principal industries and number of employees)

Industry No. of Employees
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F. Finahcial Institutions

1) Banks:

Total Assets or Deposits

2) Savings and Loan Associations

Total Assets or Deposits

U. q.e.)rakY2.12

1) In:,1r-cit,7 Yacilitior

ia) Passenger

(b) FreignI

2) /ntra-city Facilities

(a) Passenger.

Within
Total Within 'Unincorporated
Number City Areas of County,

Bus 0
Air 0

Truck 0 Air 0

Bus C) Cab ()

Rail

Rail
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A. Housing

1) Housing Statistics

(a) Sound Housing

(b) Built in 1939 or earlier

(c) No. of new residential building permits in last 5 years

Dollar value

(d) 1.01 or more persons per room

(e) Owner-occupied

(f) Home-owner vacancy rate

(g) Rental vacancy rate

(h) Dwellings served by public sewer facilities

(i) Dwellings served by public or private water system

(i) Median value $

2) Local Housing Authority:

3) Year Housing Art.hority Established

4) Type of Public Housing

(a) Family (2)

(b) Elderly

5) Type of subsidized housing

(a) Family (::)

(t) Elderly0

Yea 0
No. 0

No. of Units

No. of Units

No. of Units

No. of Units
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6) Housing Code:

if Yes City Code

Yes0
State Code

7) Local Real Estate Board: Yes0 No0
B. Urban Renewal

1) Local Redevelopnent Authority: Yes0 No 0
2) Year Redevelopment Authority Established

D. Land Use

1) Land use by category and breakdown

AI1 25

IMMIM
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IV. SOCIAL

A. Public Health Services and Facilities

1) Health Code: Yes No 0
2)

If yes,

Administered by:

City Code

City Gov't

State Code

County Gov't

B. Medical Care Services and Facilities

1) Hospitals in city (No.)

State Gov't

2) Hospital Beds per 1,000 population

3) Infant Mortality (deaths under one year per 1,000 population)

4) Doctors per 1,000 population

5) Dentists per 1,000 population

C. Public Welfare Services

1) Services Provided: Public Assistance

Child Welfare

General Assistance

Others (List

Yes0
Yes0
Yes 0

No

No

hb0

2) Administered by: City Gov't (::) County Gov't (:) State Gov't

3) Number of individuals receiving public aid:

(a) Present

(b) Five years ago

.126 c
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D. Educational Programs and Facilities

1) No. of public elementary schools Enrollment

2) No. of public high schools Enrollment

3) No. of parachial elementary schools Enrollment

4) Nb. of parachial high schools

5) NO. of private elementary schools Enrollment

6) No. of private high schools

Enrollment,

Enrollment

7) Vocational training school: Yes (2)
No 0

(a) Courses provided:

8) NuMber of Colleges in community

State SupRorted

(a) Junior

(b) Four year colleges

Private

9) Median years school completed by adult residents 25 years and over

10) High school graduates entering college as 1; of total

)1*
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COMMUNITY ANALNSIS SECTION

I. GOTJIMBENT

A. Form of Government

1) Has the folm of city government been changed recently? If so,

why? If not, has there been any
unsuccessful efforts to do so

in the Test?
1 16*

2) Do you believe a different form of government would be more

beneficial to the city?

1 12 13 14 16

3) Does the city have its own home rule charter or does it operate

under state statute provisions?

1

4) Is there state enabling legislation for home rule applicable to

cities of this size?

B. Political Or anization

1) What groups are usually represented on the City Council

(i.e., nationality or ethnic groups, religious groups,

business and labor, geographical groupings)?

1 12 13 14 16

2) What party faction or group currently has majority control of the

city council?

1 12 13 14 16

3) Was there any opposition ticket or
individual apposition to incum-

bents in the last election? What percent of the vote did they poll?

1 12 13 14 16

IPTIvIss numbers correspond to the community positions to which tLe

question vas addressed. See Table II-1, p. 31.
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4) If there vas a recent change it the administration, vhat vere the
issues or events that prompted the change?
1 12 13 14 16

5) Hes there been a history of community disagreement and rapid political
turnover (including city managers) in the city?
1 12 13 14 15 16

6) How many appointments doss the mayor and/or the council make to
non-administrative positions (boards and commissions)?

1 13 14 16

a) Do the same people tend to-be reappointed?

b) Hee the city experienced any difficalty in getting residents
to serve on boards and commissions?

7) Are there any minority group members on either the city council or
city boards and commissions?.

1

C. Intergoverrmental Relations

1) What contractual arrangements or agreements presently exist between
the city and other governmental units (e.g. other cities, special
districts, counties, regions, multi-county planning districts,
state)?

1 2 6 7 15 16

2) Do legal constraints prOhibit the sharing of services among
Governmental units?

1 2 6 7 13 16

3) Are there significant intergovernmental conflints between the city
and other governmental agencies?

1 2 6 7 1$ 16

70 -1320-71 --9

1Za
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4) In that instances are governmental functions shared by more than
one agelAcy? Do the relationships fUnction smoothly?
1 2 6 7 16

5) Do any other governmental agencies have offices located in the city?
1 2 6 7

6) Does the city contribute financial or memberahip support t county
or regional runctions?
1 2 6 7

D. Financial Characteristics

1) What accounts for the principal changes in the distribu6ion of
major expenditures over the last five-year period.

1 16

2) If you have received state sr.d/or federal program funds, how has
the local share been financed?

1 2 '6

31 What effect, if any, have federal programs had on:

1 2 6 16
a) operating and capital budgets

b) user assessments and dharges

4) Has the procurement of matcbing funds for Federal and/or State
programs had a substantial impact on the municipal budget?

1 16

5) To What extent does monk,' received from outeide sources affect
local budgetary detisione

1 15 16

JD

ao
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6) What financial impact on the total community and individual residents

do you project in the future for federal or state programa which are

proposed or underway?

1 2 16

7) What state (or local) finar^ial lim:tationa are the various govera-
mental units in your community subjsct to (e.g. MAU= tax rates,

maximum debt limits)?

1 15

8) How close is the present tax rate and debt level to the maximum

limit?
1 15

9) Can the maximum rates be increased by referendum? Have any referen-

dum propose.% been adopted or defeated in the last ten years?

1 15

10) Is there a requiresent for a. balanced budget for the local general

government, education districts or other spacial districts?

1 15

11) Was there a surplus or deficit at the end of the last budget year?

1 15

12) What has been the vrend oVer the past five years in local tax rates

and assessments?

1 15

13) Does the city have a long range capital improvement program? If so,

is it up-dated every year?

1 2 6

14) What capital improvements have been made by the local governsert in

the last five years? (TUblic buildings, public works, parks, recrea-

tion, public safety, etc.) What war the scat and hoer's each

financed?

1 2 3
1

,1311. 31.
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15) Has there been a property tax equalization study carried out
recently? What wes the result?

16) Has there teen major resiatsnce by citizens to increased taxes?

1 14 15 16

ii) Have the officials who increased taxes usually been defeated at

the next election?

1 14 15 16

18) Have residents of the city voted on any bond isGues in the past

ten years? What were they for? Which ones were defeated iNy the

voters?

1 14 15 16

19; Have special districts or authorities been eaaiblished to overcome
general debt limitations?

1

Personnel Administration

1) Does your city have a civil service or merit system? If so, does

it cover all employees?

1

2) What entrance qualifications are usually required for city manager,
city engineer, city planner, and other key perscmnel?

1 16

3) Who hes the authority to hire city personnel?

1

4) Are there any problems in recruiting personnel? If so, what steps

have been taken to alleviate this problem?

1 16

4/32
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5) Does the city have an active in-service training program? What
employees or departments are included,

1

6) Are any city employees unionized? Whet unions .1re represented?

1

7) What is the rate of turnover among city perrtonfil?

1

F. planning

1) Does the city have &planning commission or is planning provided
by another governmental unit such as the wunty?

2 6

2) B4w many members are on the city planning commission? What occupa-
tional grcupe do they represent? Do any of them hold other
elctive or Appointive positions?

2 12 13 14

3) Does the comprehensive plan include the following basic elements:

a) Land use and zoning

b) Transportatien

c) Recreation

d) Housing

e) Utilities

f) Public Facilities

List any others:

2 4 5 6 15

4) Are legislative actions consistent vith the pladl Is there a con-
cious effort to implement plans? Have priorities been established?

1 2 6 12 16

'133
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5) Was the city's comprehensive plan financed with 701 funds?

2 6

6) If yes, mta the study performed by a private consultrnt, county
or state government agency or other organization or individual?

2 6

7) What initiated your interost in 701 planning?
2 6

8) Have neighboring cities had 701 grants? Were their plans
coordinated with yours?
1 2 6

9) Have you had any federal grants which required a. comprehensive
plan as a prerequisite? Which ones? Did they cover all areas of
the plan or only the subject of the project?

2

10) Have you upeated your comprehensive plan recently?

2 4 5 6

11) Does your city have a certified workable program?

2 4 5 6

12) If yes, has it been recertified?

2 4 5

13) If not, does it have cOdes (e.g. housing, building, electrical,
plumbing, fire prevention)?
2 4 5

14) For what Federal program(s) did you develop a workable program?
was it a sensible requirement?
2 4 5
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15) Does 701 Awning and workable programssatisfy your city's
planning requirements?
2 4 5

16) What provisions are there for regional planning in your area?
2 4 5 6 15

a) If in SMSA, is there a metropolitan planning agency?

b) If not in SMSA, is there a non-metropolitan planning agency?

c) I. the county or regicinal planning agency involved in plalning
within your city?

d) TA coordination a problem?

e) Mat are the financial and marvwer capbilities of the planning
grutlps?

f) How do you participate in the regional agency?

17) Hese you in applying for federal programs submitted your plans and
programs to these agencies?

1 2 6

18) Mutt are the major legal constraints to either annexatioc or con-
solidation under state statues?
2 15
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19) /f yLlr city annexed any land sine, 1960, give the reasons and
long run implications?
1 2

20) have you been able to provide the services to the annexed area
at the same level as provided to the rest of the city?
1 2

21) Are you planning on any additional annexations or consolidations?
1 2

22) Av'e there adjacent urban areas on the fringe of your city which
.:.re not incorporated? If so, has this created problems? Hes the
city sought to annex these areas?

1 2

23) Did you undertake a community renewal program (CRP)?

1 2 4 5

24) If yea, why yes it developed?
1 2 4 5

25) Have you followed it with an urban renewal program?
1214

G. Technical Assistance

1) Has the state government, state municiral league, state university,
or other institution provided technical assistance to the city
under the Urban Information and Technical Assistance program (Title IX)?
If so, in vhat form? What is your evaluation?

1 2 4 5 6

2) Has the local gcmernment participated in a state training program

undcr the Community Development Training program (Title VIII)? If
so, what vas your evaluation of the programs?
1 2 4 5 6



I. Governmental Services

1) Are your police and fire services ahd facilities adequate?
1 12 13 14 16

2) What steps have you taken to improve your fire rating?
1 12 13 14 16

3) Nhat are your major law enforcement problems (,.g. juvenile
delinquency, nercotice, burglaries)? What steps have you taken
to correct them?
1 12 13 14 16

4) Are there any particular problems with the courts and probation
departments?
1 12 13 14 16

5) Has the city applied for any planning or implementation funds under
either the Comprehensive Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968
or the JUvenile Delinquency Act of 1968?
1

6) Do you have responsibility for all street construction and main-
tenance within the corporate limits of your city?

3

7) Do you have a planned and scheduled street construction and
maintenance program?

3

8) Do you have a formal Progran to upgrade street lighting?

3

9) How frequently is the garbag collected? Now is it disposed of?
Is there a fee?

3
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10) Is tbere a local ordinance regulating privabe disposal of garbage
and trash? If ao, how is it enforced?
3

11) Are sufficient refuse disposal sites presently available? Will

additional sites be necessary vitnin the next five to ten years?
3 16

12) What public recreation facilities are available and who operates

them?
1 2 12 16

13) Are they adequate to serve the ;renent population?
1 2 12 16

14) Are pUblic transportation facilities avai-Able to reach recreational

facilities?
1 2 12 16

15) Is there a need for additional recreational facilities?

1 2 12 16

16) Are thL,d groups In your city that are not served by your recrea-
tional program and facilities? If so, what groups are they, and

why are they not served?

1 2 12 16

17) Are school facilities available for recreation during tbe ummer
and after school hours?
1 2 12 15 16

18) Is there a community center building? If so, what is it used for?

1 2 12 16

19) What private recreational facilities are available in the city?

1 2 12 16

".q1..4

4S- 43S
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J. Federal Programs

1) It you have not used Federal Programs, uhy not?
1 2 6 7 14 16

2) Did federal or state field representatives assist you by providing
informatioh and aid in preparing program app2.icatirins7

1 2 4 5 6 7

3) Did you utilize the services of a private consultant in preparing
program applications?
1 2 4 5 6 7

4) Do you feel additional outside assistance from the state or federal
regional offices should be available to cities for this purpose?
1 2 4 5 6 7

5) What referenda or special requirements are necessary before you can
accept Federal programs (i.e. public referendum)?
1 2 4 5 6 7 16

6) Have any Federally fUnded programs been disapproved locally? Why?

1 2 4 5 7 16

7) Have any of your Federal program requests been disapp:oved by the
Federal government? Why?

l 2 4 5 6 7

8) Are you generally satisfied with the administrative procedures you
followed in applying for federal grants and loans?

1 2 4 5 6 7 14 16

9) Are you generally satisfied with the result, of the projects you
have undertaken with federal funds?

1 2 4 5 6 7 14 16

1129
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10) Are there community needs or problema for which no Federal assistance

is available? Do you think it should be?

1 2 6 7

K. Model Cities Program

1) Did you city consider applying for the model cities program? Why

or why not?

1 2 4 5 7 8 16

1) If your city did apply, which individuals or organizations provided

the initiative and guidance?

1 2 4 5 7 8 16

3) If your application was
rejected, rily do you think it was rejected?

1 2 4 5 7 8 16

4) Did you use a consultant in pmvparing your
application? Did you

receive any other outside assistance?

1 2 4 5 7 8

5) Is the CDA demonstration agency) well integrated with other

units of government? Dces it function adequately?

1 2 4 5 7 8 16

6) Who are the principal groups represented on the CDA through citizen

participation?

1 2 4 5 7 8 16

1

14 0
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II. E+JNOMIC

A. Lovkia.212

1) Do young people stay in the city to live and work?
1 2 6 12 13 14 15 16

2) If there has been a dominant pattern of migration, what have
been its principal causos? Do you expect it to continue?
1 2 6 12 13 14 15 16

3) Are there any geographical concentrations of (1) old people, (2) poor
people, p) minority groups? Where are they iocated?
1 2 12 13 14 15 16

C. Labor FOrce

1) Has there been a change in the employment picture since 1960?
12 13 16

2) Is a lack of skilled labor a barrier to industrial development
in your cominity?
2 6 12 13 16

3) In regard to employment do the resident firms complain about
labor turnover and absenteeism?
12 13

4) Do local people get first consideration in job opportunities?
12 13 16

5) Are labor unions a poverful pressure grov in the city,
12 13 16

341
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D. Industry,

1) Do one to three firms account for the majority of the total

value of goods and services produced or sold and people employed?

1 12 13 14

2) If so, when were these firms established?

1 12 1.3 14

3) Have any new firms located in the city or has there been

significant expansion of existing facilities in the last five

years?

1 12 13 14 16

4) Wbat do you think of the business prospects in relation to
the fkture of the community?

1 2\ 6 12 13 14 16

5) What ia the general attitude of the community toward the

ertablishment of new industries?

1 2 6 12 13 14 16

6) What is the attitude of existing industry towards the promotion

and location of new industry in the community?

1 2 6 12 13 14 16

Z. Wholesale and Retail Trade

1) What is the pattern and distribution of whOlesale and retail

trade?

1 12 13 14

2) Have any stores been closing due to lack of businesot Have

they moved out of the OM

1 2 6 12 13 14 16
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3) Are there new shopping centers? Why sere they built? How
are they performing relative to original expectations?

1 2 6 12 13 14 16

F. Financial Institutions

1) Are there sufficient financial institutions in the community to
provide fumds for financing plant construction, and other normal
requirements of the oommunity?

12 13 14 16

2) toes the array of these institutions meet the needs of all major
segments of the community?
12 13 14 16

3) Are these institutions willing tj accept a "normal" degree of
risk in providing venture capital? (i.e., does tL, financial
community have cor-adence in the future of the town?)
13 14

4) Is financing available for regular mortgage housing in your
community?
14

5) Is capital available to provide the prii,cipal for subsidized
housing?
14

6) Pre banks willing to fund the above? If not, are they of
assistance in providing outside sourcei?
14

7) What is the pattern of growth of time and demand deposits
within the banking system of the community?
14
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8) What % of local residents have time or demand deposits in
the communiW
14

G. Transportation

1) Are the transportation facilities available to the community
adequata?

1 2 6 12 13 16

2) If not, whet auditional oransportation facilities are needed?
1 2 6 12 13 16

3) I either the movement of street traffic or parking & prOblem in the
community? If so. what stups axe being taken to alleviate the problem?

1 2 6 12 13 16

H. Business Organizations

1) In there a ChaMber of.Commerce or other businessman's organization?

1 12 13 14 16

2) Is it involved in community development and'improvement affairs?

1 12 13 14 16

I. Industrial Development Activities

1) Dees your community have, or participate in an industrial
development activity? If so, in what way7

1 2 5 12 13 14 16

2) What are tbe goals?

1 2 6 12 13 14 16

3) How this activity being implemented?

1 6 12 13 14
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4) Has the community supported this effort by
6 12 13 14

tax abzements,

cost considerations,

additional provisions for community services?

5) What have been the principal results of these efforts, if any?
1 6 12 13 14 16

6) Has any programs been initiated within the community
to examine the feasibility of selling or converting existing
empty commercial or factory space for new users and obtaining
new tenants? Are the programs publically sponsored? Are they
privately financed?
1 6 12 13 14 16

, 7) Has the state or other governmental units assisted in these
efforts?
1 6 12 13 14

70-132 0-71-10
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III. PHYSICAL

A. Housing

1) ices your city have a program for eliminating substandard
housing and maeting the requirements for additional housing
for low and moderate income residents?

(a) If yes, is the program intended for low income or moderate
income or both?

(b) What problems were encountered or developed in applying
for and carrying out the project?

1 2 5 12 14 16

2) Does your housing program satisfy the needs of minority residents
in your community?
1 2 5 14 16

3) What impact has low cost public housing had on the surrounding
neighborhood? Has it caused any migration of families out of the
neighborhood where the housing was built?
1 2 5 12 13 14 16

4) Are you meeting the needs for low income rental housing in your
community. family as well as elderly?
1 2 5 12 13 14 16

5) What studies have been done on assessing this need recently?
2 5

6) What new units are you planning on building? Will the new units
be on scattered sites?
2 5

'146
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7) If your city has pdblic housing, have the following alternative
methods been used or considered - leased housing (see 23) or
private development (turnkey)?
5

8) Why did you use these alternatives? What were the advantages?
5

9) What happens to those people now living in public low rent housing
who exceed the income level? Do you feel income ceilings are too
low?
5 13 14

11) Are plans for subsidized housing being considered in your community?
Who is the sponsor?
1 2 5 12 13 14 16

11) What special local government contributions were made for subsidized
housing (e.g. tax abatements, zoning changes, changes in the cost of
land)?
1 2 5

12) Who are the members of your housing authority, (in term of positions
held in the community)?
1 5

13) Is there any overlap with other public bodies?
1 5

14) Is the Housing Authority executive director full time or part-time?
5

15) Have you considered sharing management with another nearby authority/
5

1417.
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16) What is the relationship between the Housing Authority and other

public agencies?

(a) Local government (sanitation, recreation, law enforcement, etc.)

(b) Education (general, vocational training for residents)

(c) Health and welfare services

(d) Others
1 5 7 15

17) What percent of your residential structures have code violations?

2 5

18) Have you considered either a code enforcement grant, an urban renewal

rehabilitation project, or an F.H.A. rehabilitation loan project to
rehabilitate these dwellings or assist in relocation?

1 2 5

19) Are all the units in the city's housing projects filled? I. there a

waiting list? If so, what plans do you have for altering the solution?

5

20) What influence does the local Real Estate Hoard have on public and

private housing patterns in the community?

1 2 5 12 14 16

21) Has the Farmer's Home Administration provided housing programs in

your community?
1 2 5 10

22) Axe there unincorporated areas adjacent to your city that have

substandard housing? Have any federal programs included these areas?

1 2 5 6

23) Is there a self help program for housing in your community? How is

it funded?

1 2 5 12 14
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B. Urban Renewal

1) How would you describe the physical condition of your central
businesu district and its fringe resident l areas?
1 2 4 12 13 14 16

2) What is the condition of other residential areas?
1 2 4 13 14 16

3) Do you feel that mrban renewal can be of assistance in achieving
your long range goals?
1 2 4 22 13 14 16

4) Do you have or are there plans for an urban renewal project(s)
in your city? Are they residential, commercial. or industrial?
1 2 4 12 13 14 16

5) Is the community at large aware of the project? If so, wtst is
the general reaction?
1 2 4 12 14 16

6) What was the objective and purpose it carrying out the project?
1 2 4 13 14 16

7) What was the local share composed of cash or an in kind contribution?
2 4

8) Who contributed the local share?
2 4

9) Did the state contribute?
2 4

70-1320-71 --11
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10) Do you feel your project meets the critical needs of providing
low and moderate income housing and jobs?
2 4 14

11) Do you feel you had a successfUl itsult from the .12-ban renewal
project? Has the city as a whole accepted it?
1 2 4 12 13 14 16

12) Ale there any urban renewal projects in the city where only the land
has been cleared and no new structures erected?
1 2 4

13) Who are the membera of your urban renewal authority, (in terms of
positions held in the community)?
1 2 4

14) Do any members of the urban renewal authority serve on other public
boards and commissions?
1 4

C. Utilities

1) What utilities does your city own and operate?
3

2) Have you used an advance for Public Works Planning Loan (702)
to design or upgrade your utility system?

5

3) What is the source of your water system? How is it treated? Is
there an adequate supply both now and for the forseeable future,
for both residential and industrial use?

3 7

4) Have you had to ration the use of water for any extended period of
time during recent years?

3 7
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5) Is the purlfication distribution system adequate? Ilk A it serve the

entire city? Ate there adjacent uancorporated areas N:lich are not
served?
3 7

6) Is there a sanitary sewer system? If so what percentage of the city's
sewage is treated? Does 4.t meet the federal water pollution control
requirements?
3 7

7) What type of sewage treatment plant do you have? Does it serve the
entire city? Are adjadent areas, including unincorporated areas,
included?
3

8) Are soil conditions acceptable for the use of septic tanks in the areas
not served by public sewers?

3 7

9) Have you applied for a water and ewer grant or a pUblic facility
loan to upgrade either sytem?
3

10) If so, was it a joint project with any adjacent communities?

3

11) War this a multi-program or agency effort?
3

12) Which federal agenoies were involved (e.g. HUD, Interior, Agriculture,

!DA, COO?'
3

13) I. there a separate system for storm drainage?
3
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14) Is water pollution a problem? If so, what is being done about it?
3 7 16

15) Is there significant water pollution in area lakes, streams or
waterways? What are the major sources of pollution?
3 7 16

16) What is the extent of air pollution in the community? Who are
major pollutors? What is the status cf air pollution control in
the community?

3 7 16

17) Are there any areas in the comstunity prone to experiencing
natural disasters? If so, has nny government assistance been
provided to solve the problem?
1 3 7 16

D. city Buildings

1) What are the present physical conditions of city-owned buildings?
Does the capital improvement program include funds for the
renovation or new construction of facilities as needed?
7 12 16
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IV. SOCIAL

A. Public Health Services and Facilities

1) /s there a pblic health agency with a full time, qualified staff?
1 7

2) Does it have a full-time public health physician in charge?
1 7

3) Is there adequate regulation inspection of public eating places,
food preparation, public facilities, meat processing and milk
supply establishments?
1 7

4) Are there a sufficient number of health clinics and facilities
available for residents of the community?
7 16

5) Are hnr1 health services provided?
7

6) Is any comprehensive health planning being carried out at the
state or regional level? If so, how is the community involved.
f 7

7) Has the community received grants for the construction of
iublic health facilities?

B. Medical Care Services End Facilities

1) Are there provisions for:
7
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(a) hospital inpatient services

(b) hospital outpatient services

(c) medical care services

2) /f not) how far are the nearest hospital facilities?

7

3) Are the hospital facilities public or private?
7

, 4) Is there a comprehensive health center (0)E.(.)?
7

5) Does the city have specialized facilities in the areas of:

(a) chronic disease

(b) mental health centers

(c) homes for the indigent

(d) orp,lanages

7

6) Are there extended care and nursing home facilities in the city?
1 7 12

7) Axe all of these facilities and the services provided adequate
with respect to:

(a) quality

(b) quantity

(c) location

7
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C. Public Welfare Services

1) What share of the funds for categorical public assistance and
general public assiatance are provided by:

(a) city government

(b) county government

(c) state government

1 7

2) Has there been a steady increase in the number of individuals
receiving public assistance aid?

7

3) Has your city provided &Ny special programs or facilities for
poverty or minority groups such as a neighborhood service
center?

1 7 16

4) Does your city have a CAP agency or is it part of a larger
CAP agency?
1 7 11

5) What kinds of programa does the CAP agency administer?
T 11

D. Educational Programs and Facilities

1) What formal contracts or agreements are in effect between the
school board and the city government?
1 15 16

2) How adequately does the school system meet the labor training
requirements within the community?

12 13 15



3) Does the school district operate vocational training programs?
12 13 15

4) Do you have any adult education classes?
15

5) Alm the Federal and State governments playing eny role in these
activities? What has been the private sector involvement?
15

6) Does the school district operate work study programs?
13 15

7) Are there any OJT programs being conducted by industry or
others within the community?
12 13 15

8) How is the school system generally regarded in the community?
What ha's been the major issues of controversy in recent years?
1 13 15 16

E. Cultural Facilities

1) Does the city have a library?

9

2) How largo is its oollsction?

9

3) HOw many residents hold library cards/

9
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4) How is the
library financed?

(a) public

(b) private
9

5) What other cultlral programs does the
community support on aregular basis?

(a) Theater

(b) Concerts

(c) Art shows

(d) Other
9 12 15 16

F. Community Organizations and Participation

1) What are the
principal active

organizations in the community in each
of the following

categories: (1) business and
professional; (2)

labor; (3) churches; (4) veteran's
organizations; (5) women'sorganizations; (6) lodges; (7) private clubs; (8) health and welfare;

(9) ed.lcational; (1)) cultural and
recreational.1 7 12 13 14 15 16

2) Which of the above have active civic or charitable
programs involving

the community? Which have raised funds or contributed to civicprograms?
1 7 12 13 14 15 16

3) Which community
organizations do key local

governmental officialsbelong to?

1 14 15 16

4) /8 there a YMCA or YWCA in the community?
Do they have their own

buildings?

7 16

'157
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5) Is there a community chest or other organized drive for funds

for voluntary agencies? Did it meet its goal in each of the

last five years?

7 16

6) What per cent of the eligible citizens registered to vote in the

last municipal election? What per cent voted?

1 16

7) Is there a community council or other advisory citizens body st

verk es community problems?
1
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OXIIIIAL ISE=

1) What is the geaeral imag of the city? In terms of overall
"quality of life," is it a preferred place in vhich to live?
lhat le sloe about living here? Wow is it for raising a family?
Are there adequate health and recreation facilities as Tell aspublic servion amemities?

2) a) De you Wain there is a general awariness of the prOblems
amd Needs of your cite Do you hive any thoughts as to 'hat
dialmies might be made in the city end its socio-economic
structure?

b) Whet do you Gould.r to be the most important problems facing
the semmunity today? What order of priority do you assign to
each? What problems are reasivias the most attention? Why?
If there ars high priority problems which are not receiving
adequate attemtion, motet is the reason?

c) What do you cossider to he the major accomplishments in the
community over the last five years? Which of these received
the widest labile support? Which created the greatest
41verseoes of opinion?

3) What do you feel is the economic climate and the general businessfuture of your community? Do its residents make a decent staadard
of living? Can they obtsia the basic goods sad services which
they dehive?

4) What do you feel about the general capacity of the city to plan
for its future? Do you feel that current issues are truly
representative of +he attitudes and capabilities of your cityl
Are the short range grogr s. consistent with the commun(ty°.
leas range goals? De you feel that the major endemic sad
social interects la your eity are fully participating in the
planning for the future of your eityl

5) What is your semeral feeling towards Federal and/or state
moistens* in usetiag the needs of your city? Do you feel the
Federal mod/er State assistamemb programa are adegistely
oriented or focused on the reel needs sad problems of a city?
If mot, what direction do you feel they should take?
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